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I Page I. 1 '
I 1 .0 INTRODUCTION
I I This report is submitted in fulfillment of Phase A con-itractual requirements defined by MSFC specification R-QUAL-PID
i I dated March 23, 1965, and MetroPhysics, Inc. Tech-Spec. 120,
i
i nical Proposal, dated May 5, 1965.
I I.I Objectives . and Scope
I , The Phase A statement of work of R-QUAL-PID Spec 120
I (page I) is repeated below for referencesi "Phase A •
I Investigate present techniques and developments
in the design and fabrication of transducers that contain the
necessary signal conditioning to output signals that are digitalor can be easily converted to digital form, with additlonal
features as described below:
I i. Storage of allowable llmits with subsequent
, remote or local adjustment.
2. Rate of variable change detection with sub-
sequent remote or local adjustment.
3. Signal output when addressed by an external
device.
4. Signal output when the allowed limits are
I exceeded, both amplitude and rate of change. "
I In compliance with this work statement, MP/I, inI its Technical Proposal (page 4.1), presented the following
I-- Program Plan :
I
I
I
l
l
,l
I
l
l
i
I
i
l
I
i
l
I
l
l
l
i
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ADAPTOR _ODLrLE WITH DiGI.T:,_..L,OUTPUT
A_TD LIMIT $TO_RAQE FOR TRANSDUCERS
t
I•0 GEneRAL
The adaptor module with digital output and limit storage
used on transducers is composed of six functional logic circuit
The A/D converter.
The amplitude limit and rate of change limit monitor-
ing circuit.
3. The limit storage circuit.
4. The identification circuit.
5. The address recognition circuit.
6. The sequence circuit.
Logic circuits are used for all functions with the exception
of the input part of the A/D converter.
The design approach shown in the block diagram is based on
the use of integrated circuit modules. High reliability and small
size of the packaged unit demand as small a number of interconnec-
tions as possible. _erefore, preference was given to serial
logic over parallel logic•
Originally an alternative to the design shown in the block
diagram was studied. This design did away the comparator of the
present design. Limit comparisons were to be done byusing the
comparator of the A/D converter. This approach would have offered
a somewhat higher speed of operation but led t@ difficulties in
the timing circuit.
blocks:
i.
2.
(0
"Phase A
This phase will include the following tasks:
i) Survey present transducer and signal
conditioning designs and automatic checkout techniques, with
particular emphasis on digital compatibility.
2) Investigate conditioning and digital con-
version requirements for both high-level (0-5 volt) and low-level
(millivolt) output signals.
3) Assuming that the results of i) and 2} do
not uncover a superior short-term approach, proceed with detailed
developmental investigation of transducero"add-on" modules as
described in Section Ill of this proposal.
4) Simultaneously with 3), study long-term
design approach for physically integrating sensors and modules into
new configurations."
It is the objective of this Phase A report to present
the results of the above investigations and to recommend the
most promising approaches for the efforts of later phases.
Additional specific developmental data pertaining to
3) above will be furnished separately as supplementary informa-
tion.
1.2 Baqkqroun d
MSFC, in recent years, has pioneered in the introduc-
tion of digital computer control in the factory-to-launch phases
of checkout of stages for the Saturn launch vehicles. As indi-
cated in Table I, at this time, each of the factory auceptance
I
i
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
TABLE I
Saturn IB/V Checkout Computer Facilities
Control
Staqe ..... Type of Checkout Computer Facility Location
S-IB Factory Acceptance PB-250 Chrysler (Michaud)
Static Firing RCA-IIOA MSFC (Hu_tsville)
S-IC Factory Acceptance RCA-IIOA Boeing (Michaud)
Static Firing RCA-IIOA Mississippi Test
Facility
S-II Factory Acceptance CDC-924A NAA (Seal Beach)
Static Firing CDC-924A Mississippi Test
Facility
S-IVB Factory,_cceptance CDC-924A
Static Firing CDC-924A
Douglas (Hunt. Beach)
Douglas (Sacramento)
Instrument Factory Acceptance RCA-IIOA
Unit
MSFC/IBM -(Huntsville)
Saturn IB Pre-launch Dual
Vehicle RCA-IIOA
Kennedy Space Center
(Complex 34,37)
Saturn V Pre-launch Dual
Vehicle RCA-IIOA
Kennedy Space Center
(Complex 39)
//
(2) adaptability to a randomraccess digital addressing mode.
are the features outlined in the MSFC statement of work.
Other major benefits are also possible, however, includ-
ing reduction of cablin_ requirements, bandwidth conservation,
and special applicability to both ground and airborne checkout
requirements. These are described in more detail in section 2.0
of this report.
l. 3 Approach
Section 2.0 of this report reviews the general, computer-
controlled checkout system requirements and considerations which
are pertinent to the area of transducer design and performance.
In particular, the digital compatibility factors are evaluated
with a view toward assisting the selection of the most promising
digital transducer techniques.
Section 3.0 includes a state-of-the-art survey, both
of digital transducers and analog-to-digital conversion techniques,
to provide a background beth for deciding which techniques are
applicable to checkout requirements and for deciding what design
and operational characteristics are feasible at present and in
the future.
Section 4.0 evaluates the data of Sections 2.0 and 3.0
and discusses the preferred alternate approaches.
Section 5.0 discusses the special considerations neces-
sary for conditioning and transduction of both low-level and
high-level sensor signals.
Section 6.0 includes short-term recommendations for the
design and development of the prototype transducers required
Thes_
i
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under this contract.
Section 7.0 contains longer-term recommendations for
study and development of more fully integrated sensor-transducer
devices.
An Appendix, including bibliographical and reference
material supporting the above data, completes the report.
, IN :.
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2.0 CHECKO_ SYSTEM J_EO_IREMERTS
In order to select those approaches to digital compatibility
which appear most promising, it is necessary to review the
operational requirements and constraints which are placed upon
transducers and signal conditioners by their use in integrated,
computer-controlled checkout systems.
2.1 _ransduce[ ApplicatiQns in Checkout _ystems
The primary function ok any transducer, whether utilized for
checkout or not, is to convert a physical quantity into another
t
form _or purposes of measurement or control. In launch vehicle
checkout systems, the final form is almost always electrical,
since electrical signals can most conveniently be communicated
over distances, conditioned, amplified or modified to match the
characteristics of the system control and monitoring equipment.
For purposes of this report, therefore, consideration of
transducers is limited to those which convert a physical parameter
into an electrical signal. Signal conditioning is considered as
the conversion of electrical signals, either transduced or gen-
erated directly at a test point, into the form and magnitude
required for transmission and/or analysis.
When applied to the checkout of space vehicles, the operating
environment for transducers may be grouped into two categories,
(i) transducers used only for ground checkout, and (2} transducers
used both for ground checkout and in-flight monitoring. Although
there is some overlap between categories, the separation is
warranted because of the substantially different requirements for
the following transducer characteristics:
+ - MP,,+,Ht,lif:I,, . ,+
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I Chara_teristi_ Groun d Environment ' Groun, d/Fliqh _ Environment i
size and Weight Minimum desirable Minimum critical
i i Power Consumption but notcritical " i
. I Amount of Signal
I| H
' I Conditioning
Equipment . I
Ambient Conditions s Not Extreme Extreme "
' temperature
vibration
shock
altitude(to vacuum}
I I Performance
accuracy Dictated primarily Dictated by transducer,
E stability by transducer and signal conditioning and
repeatibility signal conditioning telemetry system
response time
bandwidth
I ' Obviously, the development of transducers which are
suitable for flight environment will in most cases also satisfy
I ground requirements. The cost differential may, however, be ,
I I sufficiently as to justify different designs.great
i
i This is particularly true of digital or digitally com-
I 1 patible transducers, and will be discussed in greater detail in
sections of report.
i
later this
Considering specific NASA checkout requirements, the
! desirability for digital transducers is evidenced in the
i following major system applications :
i
(a) Vehicle PCM/FM_ and DDASz The telemetry equipment for
each Saturn stage includes one or more Pulse Code Modulation/FM
systems in which selected measurement data are multiplexed and
encoded into a digital pulse train used to modulate an RF trans-
mitter which communicate6 with the ground telemetry receiving J
stations. Present RF carrier frequencies are mostly in the
I
Page .
225-260 MHz VHF region, with a few systems utilizing the
i
region of 2200-2300 MHz. (Additional extensive conversion to
UHF is anticipated in the future}
At present the PCM serial bit rate is 72,000 bits per
second, which, for a 10-bit data word, is equal to 7,200 data
words per second. A data word may be a digital coding of an
analog value or a group of independent bi-level discrete signals,
each signifying a specific "on-off" occurrence. For a particular
analog measurement the sampling time is 1/7,200 second or about
139 microseconds.
The Digital Data Acquisition System is utilized only for
ground and prelaunch checkout of the vehicle. The serial PCM
pulse train is also used to frequency modulate a 600 _z carrier.
This FM signal is connected via coaxial cable through the
vehicle umbilical connectors to the ground checkout system.
Upon launch and disconnection of umbilicals, the DDAS becomes
inoperative so far as ground-controlled checkout is concerned.
(b} A_rborne Evaluation Equipment (AEE}z Although present
checkout of space vehicles is conducted with data transmitted
either through the conventional telemetry equipment, or specially-
installed hardline connections (ground checkout only}, it is
anticipated that future trends will result in an increase of
on-board flight equipment with self-evaluating capability. A
specific development effort in this direction, for example, is
evidenced by MSFC DCN 1-5-50-00073, "Advanced Systems Checkout
Design".
Transducer usage for ArE will entail, of course, the same
input requirements as those for (a} above insofar as the flight
!
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I
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environment is concerned, but output requirements may differ
substantially. Such features as those covered by this contract,
i.e., limit storage, data-by-exception, random addressing,
etc., will become more necessary for ArE, whether the control
and monitoring is exercised by a local airborne digital computer
or a ground computer.
(c) Ground Checkout, System: Apart from the data dig-
itized within the space vehicle and transmitted via the PCM/DDAS
telemetry, other vehicle measurements are transmitted either by
analog telemetry systems (FM/FM and SS/FM) or hardline umbilical
connections. For that portion of this data which is eventually
digitized and under checkout computer control, the data format
will be determined primarily by computer input-output require-
ments and capabilities. This is also true of GSE test points
which are monitored as part of the overall checkout process.
It is anticipated that the development of digital trans-
ducers as envisioned in this contract will contribute primarily
to the areas of (b} and (c) in the future, since (a) at least
for the present is dependent upon already existing or designed
hardware and techniques.
2.2. Diqital Computer (and/0.r local} control_
with a digital computer as the major control and mon-
itoring element of a checkout system, whetherj ground or air-
borne, the following general requirements are imposed:
(a) Access - The computer must have access to each
stimulus point and from each response point, through
an interface system of minimum complexity.
(b) Mul_i_lexinq - Since most digital computers are
r Mpl '
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serial devices operating on one data group at a time,
the system must have the capability to address and
command each data point and to route all information
into and out of the.computer on a serial basis within
the allotted real-tlme interval. In addition, emergency
signals or "interrupts" must be transmitted on a priority
basis. .
(c) Flexlbilit7 - Changes in test requirements should,
ideally, be capable of being met by soft_are or re-
patching modifications rather than extensive hardware
redesign. Simllarly, an on-line reprogramming capability
to allow checkout personnel to adapt to unexpected test
conditions is necessary.
(d) Local' or Manual 'Control - Apart from a backup capa-
bility, local or manual control to permit set-up, special
adjustment and ca llbration, and trouble-shooting becomes
a necessary adjunct to the computer-controlled operations.
The effect of each of these requirements upon the ideal
specifications for a series of digital transducers will be
reviewed in detail below.
2.3 DiqitalLPCM Compatibility Requirements
To be compatible with digital computer control, the
major characteristics constraining the design of digital trans-
ducers are reviewed briefly.
(a) Format - Regardless of the nature of the original
parameter being measured, the signal must eventually be con-
verted into coded electrical pulses or voltage levels (bits} to
be accepted by the computer. Most general-purpose computers can
....... ...................................................
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accept a group of pulses or hi-level voltages either in serial
(up to a maximum bit rate) or in parallel (up to a maximum
digital '%_ord" at a maximum word rate}. For typical computers,
word lengths may range from 12-36 bits.
Digital equivalents of analog parameters are usually
10 bits or less in resolution, since this is equivalent to
0.1% which is more accurate than the capability of most present
transducers. For 0.1% resolution, therefore, a digital transducer
must produce a coded 10-bit output available in serial and/or
parallel form. The choice of serial or parallel depends upon
a tradeoff of various system parameters. Parallel data achieves
faster transmission rates at the cost of 1 conductor per bit and,
at times, some temporary data storage capacity. Serial data
conversely, permits minimum cabling at the cost of transmission
time, and, again, at times, some parallel-to-serial conversion
circuitry.
The form of digital code employed (binaz-y, binary-coded
decimal, etc.} the selection of dynamic (pulse} or static (bi-
level) voltages, and such considerations as impedance matching
are generally important for optimum system efficiency but not
basic to digital transducer development.
(b) Data Rates - Data rates are dependent upon the input-
output processing capability of the computer and associated
support equipment. Two examples from present NASA systems are
the DDAS previously mentioned (72,000 bit per second) and the
Apollo Spacecraft Acceptance Checkout Equipment (ACE) system
in which a PC_M rate of 204,800 bits per second is used (25,600
eight-bit words). It should be noted that although these data
rates are being transmitted to the monitoring digital computers,
a minimum amount of processing is performed upon each data value
and, should this amount of processing be increased (such as
achieving 100_ limit checking, for example), the present
computer capability would force a decrease in the incoming
data rate in order not to overload the computers.
Nevertheless, using these rates (7,200 and 25,600 words
per second) as working values and assuming an arbitrary 100-
channel system, we arrive at sampling rates of 72 samples/
channel/second and 258 samples channel second in each case.
In a conventional checkout system with multiplexers and
a single centralized analog-to-digital converter, the data con-
version rates will be, respectively, 139 microseconds and 39
microseconds per word. If, however, each transducer in a 100-
channel system produced its own digital output, its individual
conversion interval (with appropriately synchronized multi-
plexing) could be as long as 13.9 or 3.9 milliseconds. Thus,
much slower speed conversion circuitry could be utilized if
conversion is performed at the transducer without degrading
total system data rates.
i
(c) S_nal/Noise Considerations - The greater insensi-
tivity to noise of digitally coded signals is well known and is
one major advantage over analog data. Since only the presence or
absence of a signal condition is relevant, if a threshhold level
t
is establishe_ below which the detection circuitry is not
activated, then virtually the only noise which causes difficulty i
is the presence of high-level noise pulses or "spikes" occurring I
!
at time intervals during which the signal is sampled. Although [
J
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this can be a problem requiring careful grounding, shielding
and filtering techniques, it is minor compared to the noise,
pickup, common-mode voltages, etc., to which analog signals
are subject. Also, the use of a parity checking scheme can
flag those cases in which noise pulses produce signal errors.
As an indication of current state of art, the DDAS equip-
ment presently utilized in Saturn launch stages is designed to
accept digital signal levels from 6 to i0 volts peak to peak,
while noise levels up to 4 volts peak to peak (sine wave} in
the frequency spectrum of 0-i00 KHz are below the threshhold
level and will not produce modulation of the carrier.
With regard to digital transducers, it is noted that
this noise insensitivity occurs only after encoding. The
analog sensing portion and any signal conditioners required
before digitizing are still subject to the effects of noise.
(d) Addressinq - For maximum compatibility with the
computer, the capability for programmable addressing in both
directions (computer-to-transducer and transducer-to-computer)
is an essential system characteristic. To avoid unnecessary
analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog conversion and to retain
the superior accuracy and noise insensitivity characteristics
of digital signals, the addressing should be on a digital basis.
With this assumption, addressing signals can be treated
in the same manner as command or response data as part of the
overall system digital data flow. Special decoding or
recognition circuitry is required, however, fob the reception
of addressing data and the consequent activation of the desired
system element.
Ii
i
i
I
I
I
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Whether addressing is conducted on a random or sequential
basis, and in serial or parallel form, are system tradeoff con-
siderations which must be evaluated individually for each checkout
system on a cost vs. performance basis.
(e) Co_nunications - In a multichannel computer-controlled
real-time system, the achievement of efficient flow of data is
a key factor. This is particularly true of a checkout system
with essentially a parallel source of data (transducers) mating
eventually with a serial data processor (computer).
Critical considerations for compatibility include:
(1) Overall data rate matching - the ability of the com-
puter and interface equipment to process data at a rate at least
equal to the total generated from all sources.
(2) Traffic control - the capability to scan and sample
data sources on a programmable basis with provision to set
priorities, handle coincident information, synchronize and
interleave signals on a two-way basis, and establish compatible
timing intervals.
(3) Special or Priority Conditions - the ability to
designate certain conditions as emergency or hi_ priority
situations which can interrupt normal communications flow at
any time.
As elements of the total communications system, digital
transducers are affected to the extent that their individual
characteristics, 'i.e., sampling or digitizing interval, alarm
or interrupt condition, etc., must be designed for total system
compatibility.
i
I
I
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2o4 Desired Results from use of "Digi.ta!,Transducers"
With the foregoing general checkout system consider-
ations serving as background, the desirable results which may be
achieved through the use of digital transducers are discussed
briefly below. These target goals are pertinent to establishing
"optimum" digital transducer specifications and to evaluating
design approaches. "i
(a} Computer Compatibility - It is obvious, as has
been noted, that a transducer output in digitall_ coded form
eliminates the need for further analog-to-dlgltal conversion
equipment and offers more efficient computer compatibility.
However, if the A-D conversion function is simply
transferred from one centralized unit to each of the individual
transducers, disadvantages accrue which must be overbalanced
by the resulting advantages to justify this technique.
Firstb, inclusion of a separate A-D converter at each
transducer will increase total system cost (certainly initially}
and complexity. Secondly, the environment at the sensor is
now imposed upon the A-D conversion circuitry and is generally
_ore severe, adversely affecting the cost-rellability ratio.
Thirdly. Isn1_- a4g4e,-1 4F,-,_-..,,,4-. ,..-,_ ._..A.-_=--= the need
may arise for digital-to-digital conversion which may in some
instances involve as much or more equipment than would an A-D
conversion. Finally, data communications in digital form may,
in the parallel case, require multiple conductors per channel,
or in the serial case, require complex synchronization and
switching circuitry.
Thus, of itself the computer compatibility of
digital transducer outputs may not be sufficient to warrant their
widespread use in space vehicle checkout systems. There are
associated advantages, however, which are especially attractive,
and the major features are reviewed below.
(b) Limit Storage (Programmable) - The ability to
store programmable tolerance limits for a parameter at the trans-
ducer itself, which is one basic requirement of this contract,
is a highly desirable feature which can be more conveniently
W nMIIH[IrHt'III:S nl. .....
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achieved with digital transducers.
Conventional checkout systems do offer this_
capability at present to some extent. A typical example would
add at the transducer, an analog voltage level as a tolerance
limit, usually in the form of a potentiometer operating from a
fixed voltage supply or, more rarely, as a programmed voltage
commanded by the computer through a digital-to-analog conversion
circuit. With this limit voltage, an analog voltage comparator
is necessary to continuously compare the measured value against
the limit, and to generate an alarm signal if the limit is
reached or exceeded.
This technique is cumbersome but workable for am-
plitude limits, although the ability to reprogram a limit
either remotely or locally is not easily achieved. Potentiometer-
type limits cannot be programmed remotely without mechanical
servoing equipment. Programmed D-A converters overcome this at
the cost of equipment complexity, such as precision voltage
reference source_ switching networks, etc. Either method in-
volves a substantial amount of equipment plus the loss in
accuracy and susceptibility to system noise inherent in analog
signals.
if, in addition to amplitude limit storage, rate-
of-change limit storage and detection is desired, analog
techniques rapidly become_ impractical. To monitor the rate of
change of an analog voltage requires electronic differentiation.
This is a standard technique but the components involved, such
as capacitors and resistors, are useful only for limited dynamic
ranges and to provide a programming or resetting capability for
these essentially non-linear circuits is extremely difficult.
With digital transducers, amplitude limits can be
stored without loss in accuracy in registers and compared against
measured values for each sample. Rate-of-change limits can also
be stored in an equivalent incremental-change-per-unit-time
basis, which can be implemented digitally in a simpler fashion
than for analog signals. Changes or reprogramming of limits is
practical either on command of the remote computer or by local
manual insertion of the desired digital code through switches
il
I
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or a portable code generator.
By achieving this mechanization of limit storage
at the transducer, the checkout computer is relieved of a
heavy workload. Furthermore a data-by-exception system is now
feasible, in which only out-of-tolerance values (plus possibly
an occasional scan to assure proper operation} are transmitted
to the computer. This vastly conserves communications bandwidth
and is particularly applicable to concepts such as ArE.
(c) R_dom _dressinq - A full random addressing
capability is desirable for any computer-controlled checkout
system for several reasons. For a ground-based system, changes
in test requirements and vehicle or GSE modifications are not
unusual occurrences, many times concurrent with no relief in
the time scheduled to complete the checkout tasks. Although
patchboards to some extent assist in reprogramming, the cap-
ability to effect changes in sampling sequence, to omit or add
channels or to subcommutate or supercommutate merely by revising
computer software is extremely useful.
For an airborne system, the ability to scan selected
channels in any sequence and at various sampling rates under
reprogrammable computer control permits concentration on any
parameters which indicate malfunctioning or upon those data
points of maximum interest at that particular phase of the
mission.
Random addressing implies a coded signal which
activates one channel only, but is not necessarily restricted
to use with digital transducers. A specific voltage level, for
example, could be assigned for each channel to activate a local
comparator-gate circuit. For any system with a large number of
channels, however, the susceptibility to signal degradation and
the quantity of programmable voltage references required render
such an approach unsatisfactory, so that digital addressing
becomes almost mandatory.
Even digital addressing codes can be used in
conjunction with analog transducers by having the code open
digital electronic gates which then permit the analog signal
output to be transmitted to the computer_.. With the availabilitx ....
t
U fl
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of digital transducers, however, which have limit storage
capability, the type of decoding and gating circuitry necessary
for addressing represents only a small increase in complexity
and is composed of the same building-block elements, so that
a greater capability-cost ratio is possible.
Specific digital random addressing techniques are
described in later sections.
(d} B_ndwidth Conservation (Data-bT-Ex_eption} - There
are many checkout system applications (such as static firing,
for example) in which it is necessary to monitor all data points
continuously and maintain the information under direct computer
control. In these cases, obviously no effective reduction in
the volume of data flow is feasible.
In many other instances, however, measurement values
are of no special significance as long as they remain within
assigned limits, and data transmission to the computer is
desired only when limits are exceeded. With this data-by-excep-
tion mode, the communication traffic, computer workload and
permanent data records are reduced drastically while still
retaining effective checkout control. This is especially
attractive for future airborne systems in which numerous parameters
may have to be monitorea for long periods of time by evaluation
equipment whose data flow capability will necessarily_e limited
by size, weight and power consumption constraints.
Achievement of limit storage capability at the
transducer as discussed in (b) above is one major step in design-
ing a data-by-exception system. It permits alarming the system
if any one or more individual measurement values exceed tolerance
limits but it does not, for example, cover the case in which a
simultaneous combination of specific values of different par-
ameters may also produce an alarm condition. This must either
be monitored by a specific computer program or, if conservation
of communications bandwidth is sufficiently necessary, will
require special purpose analysis equipment connected to the
appropriate data sources.
Some specific safeguards are required in data-by-
exception systems. Since the normal state for most channel
[
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outputs may be the absence of a signal, it is necessary for the
computer to be able to determine whether this condition is truly
normal or may be due to a malfunction and inoperativeness of
any channel. One technique for checking this is to program an
occasional scan of all channels in any desired sequence and
read out actual measurement or calibration values.
Coincident or near-coincident alarms on more than
one channel must also be considered. This may be handled either
by providing temporary storage for as many signals as it is
considered likely in the worst case to exceed limits simultan-
eously, or by providing a special-purpose extra-rapid scan of
all channels in a priority sequence. If the latter is performed
continuously, it to some extent defeats the bandwidth-conserva-
tion goal.
(e) Re duction..in C.ablinq - The opportunity, with
digital transducers and random addressing techniques, to effect
a major reduction in the cabling requirements of checkout
systems is perhaps an even more attractive feature than others
described herein, _ince it represents a reversal of preponderant
trends to more complex electronic hardware.
For a conventional data acquisition and checkout
system, the output of each channel is "connected by cabling to the
system (or subsystem} multiplexer input. Since the transducers
may be located at s'_me distance from the multiplexing equipment,
the interconnecting wiring becomes, for a large system, extremely
bulky, complex and difficult both to install and modify.
With transducers whose output is digital, and with
an addressing scheme which activates one and only one channel
at a time it is theoretically possible to parallel all trans-
ducer outputs and addressing inputs into one single 2-wire
manifold since all data flow is serial and coded. This parallel-
ing occurs at the data sources area so that the long, multi-
conductor cabling runs to the central data processing equipment
are eliminated.
In practice, probably several manifolds rather than
one would be utilized to reduce vulnerability to loss of all '
data and to group transducers into logical subsystem categories.
............ _ ...... 3
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The total reduction in cabling, however, would still represent
a major simplification.
(f) Accuracy of Dat_ - Excluding random noise effects
or malfunctioning equipment, once each signal has been converted
to digital format it can be considered i00_ accurate since
it can be stored, transmitted and detected as many times as
necessary without loss in accuracy.
This refers only to signal accuracy after conversion.
Assuming the parameters being measured to be basicmlly analog in
nature, the accuracy of measurement will depend upon the errors
introduced in the sensing process and by the A-D conversion.
For the same sensing mechanism, it would be antici-
pated that the closer to the point of sensing at which the A-D
conversion takes place, the higher the measurement accuracy will
be. This is true to the extent that analog signal degradation
is reduced. Since the environment at the sensing point is
usually more extreme, however, it may well be necessary to
design an A-D converter at the transducer of higher _inherent
accuracy and resolution than would be required for a centralized
A-D converter just to maintain equivalent measurement accuracy
over the range of anticipated worst-case environment. If, for
example, an 8-bit A-D converter is used centrally, a 9-bit or
10-bit converter may be dictated for each transducer to guarantee
at least as good overall system accuracy.
2.5 Environmental C0ns.iderations
If transductlon into digital form is performed at the
sensing point, the environment at this point becomes a constrain-
ing design factor.
As a general rule, the one parameter most directly
related to the performance and reliability of miniaturized
solid-state electronic circuitry (such as that in localized
A-D conversion and limit storage} is temperature. The operating
temperature at any point is a complex function of the rate at
which heat is generated internally and externally, and the
rate at which heat is carried away.
Certain sensing points within space vehicles will
obviously present formidable problems in regard to temperature_
 flHfI Hf'III',ItN ,.'.....................
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To utilize an electronic digital transducer at a point where a
thermocouple is now measuring temperatures up to 300-500°C, for j
example, may be considered a future rather than an immediate
possibility. Similarly, cryogenic temperatures represent
the other extreme.
Excluding temperature extremes, the other environ-
mental parameters such as shock and vibra_on, pressure,
altitude, etc., even for space-flight conditions do not present
insuperable problems to the development of digital transducers.
Many present transducers already have incorporated, close to the
sensor, electronic signal conditioners such as amplifiers which
are not dissimilar in performance to the circuitry required for
digitizing and limit storage.
I
I
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2.6 Parameters to be Measured
Table _ (derived from Ref. 1) lists typical parameters
planned to be measured on individual Saturn V stages and on
the combined launch vehicle, together with the kind of sensor
or transducer used in each case.
It is pertinent to review briefly the operating
principles and characteristics of presently-used conventional
transducers as a guide to the requirements for the development
of digital transducers.
(a) Electrica!/Electronic Measurements - For
measurement of those parameters which are generated directly
in electrical form, signal conditioning rather than transduction
is necessary to convert the sensed electrical signal into a
proportional 0-5 volt DC signal which is the normalized range to
interface with the telemetry systems.
Signal conditioning may include any of the following z
(I) Amplifiers to increase the amplitude of low-
level signals
(2) Rectifier-Demodulators to convert AC into IX:
(3) Voltage _ividers or attenuators to reduce high-
level signals
(4) Frequency-to-Voltage converters jto transform
frequency or event-per-unit time signals into DC
(5 ) Impedance matching circuits
Although a wide range of input and transfer char-
acteristics may be involved, the common features of the condi-
tioners are that the equipment is _xclusively electrical/
electronic in nature, with standardized analog output signals.
As such, their _placement by digital devices is essentially
an electronic A-D conversion problem involving no new trans-
duction principles.
(b} Non-Electrical - In these cases, the measure-
ment process involves a non-electrical sensor which then con-
verts the parameter into an electrical value, after which
signal conditioning may also be required. Consideration of
digital transducers for these measurements must include there-
fore the possibility of digital sensing or mechanical A-D
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in addition to electronic A-D conversion.
A summary of operating principles of the transducer
types listed in Table _ follows below. Also included as
A
attachments for general information are specification sheets
for typical transducers used by MSFC at present for Saturn
measurements (Attachments 1-11).
TABLE _ TYPICAL SATURN V _S
Parameter Measured
Electrical/Electronic
Voltage, current,
and frequency
Guidance and Control
Signals
RF & telemetry signals
Non-Electrica 1
Acoustic energy
Temperature
Strain
Pr_._mtlV'_
Vibration
Propellant flow
rate
Liquid Level
RPM (turbopump)
Acceleration
Angular velocity
Discrete Events
Typical Sensor or TransducQr
Signal Conditioners
Microphone
Resistance thermometer or
thermocouple
Strain gage
D^_^-_ _---_ .... Strai.n Gage
Piezoelectric accelerometer
Flowmeter
Level probe
Tachometer
Force balance accelerometer
Rate gyro
Relays, Switches, Bi-level Sensors
It  [IHU Ht'III'ItNl,.
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(1) Acoustic Enqrqv - Generally a piezoelectric
type microphone, with a useful range of 110-190 db, is used
for acoustic energy level measurements. An AC amplifier and
emitter follower is necessary to amplify the low-level crystal
output, plus additional signal conditioning for conversion to
normalized DC.
(2) Temperature - Temperature measurements are made
with resistance thermometers, thermocouples or thermistors.
Resistance thermometers are positive tempeEature-coefficient
resistors (usually platinum} utilized in the -200°C to +300°C
range. Temperature is directly related to resistance which
is measured electrically as a current or voltage drop.
Thermocouples are dissimilar metal Junctions which
produce an e.m.f, if a temperature differential exists between
the measuring junction and a reference junction which must be
kept at a known reference temperature. Thermocouples are •
normally used for temperatures above +150°C, and exhibit some
non linearity.
Thermistors, used normally below +150°C, are semi-
conductors which possess a high negative temperature coefficient.
They therefore provide high measurement sensitivity with some
nonlinearity at range extremes.
In addition to temperature, heat flux or thermal
radiation measurements are also made, with calorimeters which
monitor temperature differentials rather than absolute values.
Signal conditioning, apart from reference Junction
zone boxes, includes DC amplification and in some cases
J
linearity compensation.
!!
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(3) Strain - Strain is measured with straln gages
which consist of small filaments whose electrical resistance
varies with the degree of compression or tension applied.
Gages may be used individually but in most cases are connected
as part of an electrical bridge circuit excited by a reference
voltage. The bridge unbalance as a result of the applied strain
is measured as a low-level signal voltage which is then
amplified.
(4) Pressure - Pressure measurements are made either
with potentiometric or strain gage transducers. In either case, j
the pressure sensing is performed by a dlaphragm or Bourdon-
tube sensor which converts the pressure into a mechanical dis-
placement.
In the potentiometric case, t_e displacement is
transferred to the wiper arm of a potentiometer which has a
reference voltage (usually 5 volts DC) across the fixed terminals.
The pressure magnitude is therefore translated into a voltage .
from 0-5 volts DC.
• ,, For the strain-gage type, the displacement is con-
verted •nto a compression or tension on arms of a 4-gage bridge.
This results in a corresponding output voltage as above.
(5) V_bratlon- Two types of accelerometers are used
as vibration sensors, piezoelectric and strain gage.
The piezoelectric accelerometer consists of a seismic
mass which applies a force to a piezoelectric crystal, causing
it to generate an electrical signal. The electrical output is
proportional to the force applied to the crystal and indicates.
t
dynamic acce!erati0n_or vibrati0n. The high impgdance o_tptlt of__
II
P
P
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the device is coupled to a high-input-impedance emitter-follower
stage to maintain adequate low-frequency response. The emitter-"
follower can be integral to the accelerometer case, or it can
be physically removed but joined electrically through a coaxial
cable.
The strain _ype consists of a mass suspended from
strain-sensitive wires connected to a Wheatstone bridge. When
a force is applied to the mass, the resistances of the supporting
wires change, thus unbalancing the bridge and causing an output
voltage.
(6) Flow Rate and RPM - Both flow rate and RPM
measurements are typical of conversion of analog parameters
into events-per-unit-time form, which is then converted further
into normalized DC voltage signals.
Fiowmeters utilize turbine blades which are driven
by the flow medium at a speed proportional to flow rate. The
blades contain permanent magnets which produce a pulse each time
they pass a stationary E-core pickup coil. The number of pulses
per time interval (or the frequency of a derived semi-sinusoidal
voltage) is then a measure of. flow rate. •
Similarly, RPM measurements of turbine rotation are
monitored b_ a variable reluctance tachometer mounted on the
turbine which generates an AC voltage as it rotates. The
frequency, again, is proportional to RPM.
It is noted that here semi-digital techniques are
already employed and a simple counter and time base is all that
is necessary to produce a digital output.
(7) Liquid Level - Propellant or oxidizer liquid ]
I
I
I
i
I
i
I
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level is masured by either a discrete or continuous method.
The discrete method uses a light source and a series of prisms
and photo-electric cells located along the length of the tank.
As the liquid level drops it permits reflection of the light
into appropriate photocells, which generates an output voltage
used to measure liquid level.
The continuous method utilizes capacitive plates
with the liquid serving as the dielectric. A variation in
liquid level is therefore reflected as a change in total capaci-
tance which is converted to a voltage signal change through
a capacitance bridge network.
(8) Acceleration - Acceleration (low frequency
or non-vibratory) measurements are made with force-balance
accelerometers utilizing a servoing principle. When accelera-
tion is aDDlledo a sensitive mass moves relative to a null-
position detector. This "error" position increment generates
a feedback restoring signal resulting in a _alance between the
input force proportional to the acceleration and the feedback
force proportlonal to the current in the restoring coil. This
restoring current, amplified,, is a measurement of acceleration.
(9) Dlscrete Events - These are usually monitored
by "on-off _ 'devices, such as a microswitch to indicate an open
or closed valve, and converted into a bilevel voltage. Since
they are already digital in form, equivalent to a single coded
bit each, they reflect no major digital compatibility problem.
2 o7 ° "Optimum" Specifications and Capabilities for
Diqital Transducers in Automati c Checkout ....
systems
With the foregoing brief review of measurement and
ig
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I
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system considerations, and the transduction techniques presently
in use, it is possible to outline a range of "optimum" specifica-
tions to serve as design targets for the digital transducers
which could in the future, supplant any or all of the analog
types. These specifications are necessarily preliminary but can
serve as a yardstick against which to compare the state-of-the-
art survey and evaluations which follow.
The minimum general requirement is that digital
output, limit storage and addressing capability be achieved
at no undue sacrifice of system size, weight, power consumption
or cost (although all individual transducers may possibly not
meet these goals).
(a) Accuracy and Resolution - Since the measure-
ment accuracy and resolution are normally dictated by vehicle and
GSE design engineers so that the data obtained c_--n_ ev__!uated
to the desired precision, it is essential that the total errors
anticipated through the use of digital transducers be no greater,
and preferabl 9 less, than the errors now encountered in sensing,
signal conditioning and transmission, and A-D conversion at a
central location.
Telemetered measurements of flight data usually
range in accuracy from 1-5% (Ref. I), including the analog
telemetry system errors. Transducer errors alone range from
0.I_ to about 2-3_.
Certain ground measurements (engineering develop-
ment and static testing, for example) utilize additional trans-
ducers of higher precision, to about 0.1%.
fIHHISIIIN ,.
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PCM data presently ranges from a precision of 8-bits
(spacecraft) to 10-bits, equivalent to a resolution of 0.i-0.4%.
For first-generation digital transducers, therefore,
an A-D conversion resolution of i0 bits and conversion accuracy
of the least significant bit appears deslrable. If the sensor
mechanism is accurate only to 0.5% or 1%, this resolution will
be wasted in those cases, so that possibly 8-bit and 9-bit models
may also be useful, but these could be simpler versions of the
10-bit standard. In any event, location at the sensing point
may well subject the A-D converter to the inaccuracies due to a
wider temperature extreme, so that a 10-bit resolution will at
least assist more precise calibration.
(b) Re!lability - Reliability involves both per-
formance without failure in the designated environment, and also
stability or repeatibllity'" of measurements within the specified
accuracy limits.
Since a wide variety of mechanical and electrical
components are used in present analog transducers, reliability
of these devices ranges from the marginal_y adequate to a peak
in some cases higher than a particular mission may require.
Obviously, the achievable reliability of digital
transducers which might be used in place of the analog counter-
parts is extremely difficult to estimate at present. Followlmg
general principles, however, certain guidelines at least--If
not speciflcations--are valid,
(I) If A-D conversion is performed electrically
after sensing, a standardized conversion technique and com-
ponents would be desirable for all transducers, if possible.
In simple, modular form this would facilitate not only maximum
reliability in design but maintenance and logistic support.
Xntegrated circuit (IC) components at present offer the promise
. - iN :.I I i
I of maximum reliability, not only in inherent structure but also i
because of the possibility of the use of redundancy to an extent iI
I not possible prevlously.
I (2) If A-D "conversion is not performed electrically, i
I the concept of a standardized technique becomes much more I
difficult. In this case, a family of conversion modules, as I "
I similar as possible, may still permit a coherent desigm and I
Ii realistic reliability estimates, i
(3} Both (I) and (2) above require a unified design I
effort for the entire m_asurements spectrum, rather than a piece- I
I (c} Perf°rghlnce - Perf°rmance may be c°nslderedas' I
meal development of individual transducer types, i
I the extent to which both measurement accuracy and system corn- 1
! patibility :_s_::_:_:tibility includes the following= !
I (i} Data Format .and Flow Rates - The exact digital i
I code used may be dictated by the computer. At present, .a I
I
III straight binary representation of analog values and a blt for I
each discrete event appears the simplest format. I
It was noted previously that two present examples 1
of total flow rates are the 72,000 bit-per-second (10-bit word) I
I PCM/DDAS for Saturn and the 204,800 bit per-second (B-bit word} I
I rate for the .If these are main- i
Apollo spacecraft. we assume
f
tained for short-term compatibillty with ground station equip- [
ment, this is equivalent to a 7,200 and 25,600 word per-second I
rate respectively. For a one-channel system, a 7.2K and 25.6K
A-D conversion rate would therefore be required which would be !
an upper extreme, while_for ai00,Ch_nel Syst_ each_tr_sducer_l
i
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could convert at 72 and 256 times per second if sequential
sampling is assumed.
In practice, since the ability to concentrate
on selected channels is desired, sampling rates must be well
above the lower values.
A reasonable goal for A-D conversion rates for
individual transducers, taking these factors into consideration,
is the capability for 100-10,000 conversions per second, with
1,000-I0,000 possibly the most useful range.
To conserve cabling and storage circuitry, serial
transmission in both directions is assumed, so that the A-D
converter should produce a serial pulse train output. Similarly,
the addressing and limit storage portions of the digital trans-
ducers must accept serial inputs from the computer. +
(2} Power Reuuirements - Total flight power re -
quirements should not be increased by the use of digital trans-
ducers. Since in many cases, electronic A-D conversion and
storage circuits at the transducer represent an increase in t
complexity, the widespread use of low-power components such as
IC's is again indicated. If then, present signal conditioning
equipment is also integrated or slmplified for digital transducer I
use, total power consumption may be prevented from increasing. '
Target goals per channel (digital transducer and
signal conditioning, if necessar_ are _n the I-3 watt ra_l, w_t_
equipment operating directly from a 28 volt DC source.
J
(3) Environment - Except for the extreme temperature
conditions at some sensing points, the target environment for
digital transducers must at least equal that indicated on the
J
l>age 2.Z?
sheets of Attachments I-I I.
(d) Paekag_ ° The final aehlevable size and weAght
on a per channel average bamls should be no larger than for
present analog tz_neduoers. Initial prototype goals of 2-5 cubic
inches and 2-5 ounces, with final design goals of I-3 oubie
inches and 1-3 cusses per digital transducer appear feasible with
presently praeticable techniques and components.
a standardized, modular package des_n is desirable,
perhaps with sensor, oond_tioner, A=D converter, li_t storage,
addressing and alarm modules as functional entities.
(e) _- After initial prototype development, a
cost per channel (digital transducer and signal oonditionS_K) of
less than $2,000 appears feasible, with a 45OO-1,000 ranks
possible for a se_ond generation.
0
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3 .o SURV OF DIGITAL
DUCS S ( SD/OR C -v Tm S)
This section reviews and briefly summarizes
the results of a state-of-the-art survey of the research and
development efforts to date in transducers compatible with digital
output requirements. Devices which produce a digital output
directly and also those which produce an output, although not
J
digital, which is conveniently converted to digital form were
investigated to permit comparative evaluation.
Only a limited description of operating principles
and major characteristics is provided by the text, with more
detailed data furnished in the attachments and references.
3.1 _enera! Measurem_n.t Considerations
Although, in this and other sections, most
physical phenomena to be measured are referred to as analog in
nature, this assumption is true only within the framework of
analysis of many of these phenomena tends to bring into question
the analog classification.
For example, in the case of pressure and tempera-
ture of gases, it is recognized that these functions are the
result of molecular particles in random motion with various
energies and velocities. An "analog" measurement of gas pressure
with a conventional transducer is therefore a statistical integra_
tion or averaging of multiple discrete events. Categorizing this
measurement as analog is due to the inadequate sensitivity and
response characteristics of the transducer, rather than to any
"inherent" analog nature of the pressure phenomenon.
_INI.
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These considerations may well have only a
theoretical implication for the short-term requirements of this
project, since, for practical purposes, measurements of this
type are considered as analog and requiring A-D conversion to
achieve digital compatibility.
For long-range development efforts, however, in
which the goal is a family of completely integrated transducers
with digital outputs, it is of importance to re-evaluate the basic
measurements to be made and the sensing techniques used. Where
the elementary process is discrete, as above, the desirable long-
term approach may well dictate an effort to develop all-digital
sensing techniques with the required response and transfer
characteristics.
So far as they are used in the survey which follows_
however, the terms "analog" and "digital" are accorded their
conventional meanings.
3.2 Elements of Transducers
If a transducer is considered only as a
mechanical-to-electrical measurement converter, it is composed
of three basic elements, although in any particular device these
elements may overlap. The elements include (a) a sensor, (b),
a pickoff, and (c) a converter to electrical form.
When the requirement of compatibility with a
checkout, data acquisition, or telemetry system is added to the
basic functions, the additional element of (d} electrical signal
conditioning to achieve the desired output form, may also be
considered as a peripheral transducer function. This is particu-
larly true for the digitally compatible transducers specified for
Ii
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
this program.
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(a) Sensor - The sensor is that _rtion of the
transducer coupled directly to the energy of the parameter to be
measured. This maybe a diaphragm or Bourdon tube for a pressure
transducer, for example, which is exposed to the pressure of the
test medium and converts the pressure into a mechanical deflection.
Since the sensor {and pickoff) require energy from
the source to function properly, and since this energy acts as an
additional load which to some extent disturbs the original test I"
t I
conditions, the achievement of low energy absorption, together
with high sensitivity, is a prime objective.
(b) Pickoff - The pick_ff is designed as the
element which acts as an energy interface between the sensor and
the electrical converter. For the example of the pressure trans-
ducer given above, if the diaphragm were physically connected to
the wiper arm of a potentiometer, the potentiometer would be the
pickoff device.
In many cases, the sensing and pickoff functions
are combined into a single element. A semiconductor strain gage,
for example, both senses strain and directly relates it to a
change in electrical characteristics. If, however, a diaphragm
is used to sense pressure and the resulting motion is translated
into a strain applied to the strain gage, then the strain gage
acts as the pickoff element of the complete transducer.
(c) Converter to Electrical Form - The converter
accepts the output energy from the pickoff and produces a propor-
tionate electrical signal. This signal may or may not be compati_
!
ble with the total system requirements, but it contains in i
II
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electrical form all of the basic measurement in formation _ to the
highest level of accuracy _possible within the electrical sub-
sTste_.
Again, there may be overlap between functions.
A thermocouple is one example of the sensing-pickoff-electrical
signal-generation functions being performed by the same element.
At the other extreme, considering the pressure transducer, a
reference voltage supply for the potentiometer or a Wheatstone
bridge circuit for the strain gage, would act as a separate and
distinct conversion element.
(d) Signal conditioner - After an electrical signal
has been generated, the signal conditioner may or may not be .
necessary to transform the electrical data into the level and
format acceptable to the external system.
A potentiometer-type transducer which is referenced
!
across a 5-volt supply produces a directly compatible 0-5 volt d._.
i
signal and thus requires no further signal conditioning, while I
other transducers may require any or all of the conditioning
listed in 2.6(a).
Conversion into digital form may be considered as
signal conditioning, since its purpose is system compatibility.
 .go3.5'INf.
3.3 Techniau.ea for,.,Diqital Comnatibillt.v or Con-
vers.lon to Diqita! Form
There have been varying definitions in the past as
to what constitutes a digital transducer. Since most physical
phenonema being measured are considered as analog, dlgltal trana-
ductlon necessarily implies analog-to-digital conversion at sow °
point in the process, whether at the energy sensing input or, as
the other extreme, an encoding of an electrlcal signal already
transduced and conditioned.
Because of this, some
the type of A-D conversion involved.
ers digital transducers only as those whose output appears as a
discretely coded signal which can be transmitted upon interrogation,
and does not Involve a count over a period of time. Those trans-
ducers which, for example, utilize time encoding techniques, such
as pulse-width or frequency conversion plus counting over a time
interval, are classlfied as "semi-digital" transducers.
While such a distinction is valid, for the purposes
of the survey it is of interest to consider all possible con-
version techniques which offer the possibility of practical appli-
cation in space vehicle checkout systems. J Whether one or
posslbly several format conversions are necessary at the trans-
ducer to achieve system compatibility is less important than
achieving optimum performance characteristics.
A digital transducer is therefore considered herein
(as define_ in Ref. 3), simply as a device which measures
physical quantities and transmits the information in the form of
coded slgnals rather than as continuously varying voltages or
currents. At what point and how an A-D conversion is made, or
!
definitions have been based upo_
!
Ref. 2, for example, consid- |
II
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the time and equipment necessary for such conversion, is pertinent
only to establishing the comparative usefulness of the transducer.
(a) "True" Diqital Sensinq - As noted, given an _
analog input, a digital transducer must include some form of A-D 'j
°J
I
conversion to produce a digital output. Therefore, a strict inter-i
pretation implies that a "true" digital transudcer is possible
only for those few input signals which are in a form susceptible
to digital sensing. This would include such measurements as
particle or impulse counting, level sensing, monitoring of discrete
events, etc.
Apart from this small group, it has at times been
convenient to expand the concept of "true" digital transducers to
include those for which the A-D conversion is performed at the
sensor and, occasionally, by the sensor-pickoff combination. This
in turn implies digitizing which is essentially non-electrical,
and also implies that the A-D conversion occurs in the same II
B
because they measure angular position (space domain) and also I
quantize in the space domain, shaft angle _onverters, among others,
can be categorized as true digital units. Again, this conveys
no particular advantage except the presumption that, in general,
the closer to the sensing point at which the digitizing occurs,
the simpler and more useful the transducer might be. This pre-
sumption may or may not be true in any particular case, but it
does have the virtue of forcing consideration of the basic measure,
" . Forment technique, rather than only the electrical conversion
the long-term recon_uendations of Section 7.0, such an approach is
vital to achieving a fully integrated digital transducer design.
II,
I|
h
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In summary, "true" digital transducers for this
survey will embrace all techniques in which digitizing or coding
is either achieved in the same domain as the sensing or, alter-
natively, is performed without the production of an analog signal
voltage which is then converted to digital form. This category is
explored in detail in 3.4.
(b) Electrical Analoq-to-D!qital Conversiqn - If
"true" or sensor digitizing is not utilized, the vast majority of
the remaining digital transduction techniques involve conversion
of an analog electrical signal (which is produced by the sensor
and pickoff and possibly conditioned) into a _igital coded form.
Electrical A-D conversion has in the past been
classified into two categories, time encoding and voltage encoding
(Refs. 4,5 ).
Time encoding is the process of converting an
electrical signal into either a proportionate time interval (pulse
width or pulse pairs) or an intermediate electrical form (frequency I
shift, pulse rate or pulse position dependent, etc.) which can in I
!
turn be related to a time interval. The time interval is then I
measured by counting a number of precisely generated pulses over
the interval in question. The common element is the final counting
process, which involves accurate time base and pulse generation
circuitry plus an electronic counter and storage register.
Voltage encoding is usually implemented by a feedback
or successive approximation technique in which the measured analo_
signal voltage is compared in rapid sequence against a series of
voltage references weighted in a binary ratio. Comparison with the
II
II),
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reference voltage combination which is closest in value establishesi
the signal value in digital coded form, within the accuracy of
comparison.
In general, time encoding requires longer conversion
intervals to permit a count of sufficient resolution or, alterna-
tively, high pulse generation and counting rates. Voltage encoding
is usually accomplished within a shorter time interval, but at the
cost of more complex circuitry to achieve comparable resolution.
3.4 Presently Available Diqital Transducers (and/oP
Techni_/es) i
This section summarizes the details of those tech-
niques, past and current, utilized to achieve digital transduction,
and illustrates representative performance characteristics of
devices which have become commercially available.
(a) Space Encodinq Transducers - One major category
of measurements involves angular or linear position determination,
either directly at any _int or as the result of a prior conversion
(e.g.,_pressure to a diaphragm displacement). Digital transducers
of this type include:
(i) An.qular Displacement (Shaft Position}-to--Digital
- The quantized type of shaft-position encoder produces a compatibl_
digital output on demand (as differentiated from the non-quantized
or analog type, such as resolvers or synchros) and as such may be
considered a true digital transducer since the A-D conversion is
performed in the same domain as the sensor. Other past definitions
place these encoders into the "space encoding" category since
digitizing is essentially performed by quantizing and coding a
P
spatial area related to the input angular displacement.
kI
i
Shaft encoders have been separated into contacting
and non-contacting groups. The mechanical contacting version
utilizes brushes or similar physical-contact elements for coding,
while the non-contacting version performs the same function by
optical or magnetic means.
The brush type of shaft encoder has been in popular
use for over fifteen years and is still in use in large quantities
(possibly i0,000 per year, according to Refs.2,6), although in
recent years it is giving way rapidly to the non-contacting types.
A brush type of encoder consists of a commutator disk
attached to an input shaft and a system of brushes for extracting
position information. The disk is binary coded, consisting of
alternate conducting and non-conducting areas, with the smallest
binary increment determined by the desired measurement resolution.
For example, a resolution of 1024 counts per revolution would re-
quire a disk with 10 binary-coded, circumferential tracks where
the outermost (largest circumference) track is least significant
and has 512 increments (conducting and non-conducting segments).
Each track would be contacted by a separate brush, so that a 10-
brush system (plus one brush for the common line) produces a
parallel 10-bit binary word for each increment of shaft position.
(A single-brush version is described in Rely7,8, but as yet has
not had wide application.)
Illustrations, description, and specifications for
typical disks, which are the basic resolution and accuracy deter-
mining elements, are given in Attachment 12, which also indicates
the non-contacting types described below and a linear version of
the rotary code disk used for linear position displacement (see
(b) below).
INI: l
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The brush-type encoder possesses the same limitations I
as other physical-contact devices. Long life and high reliability
are difficult to achieve due to mechanical wear even under a
quiescent environment, and this problem is aggravated under vibra-
tion or acceleration. Because of this, their use is virtually
restricted to non-flight applications.
The more recent magnetic and optical non-contacting
types of encoders are aimed at overcoming the contact wear problem.
In magnetic scan encoders, the cede disk consists of alternate
magnetic and nonmagnetic areas that are sensed by magnetic core
sensors. Xn optical encoders, the disk increments are alternately
transparent and opaque. A lamp is provided as a light source
(either continuous or flashed to strobe with the data readout
command) and a photocell reads the "on" or "off" condition of .
each binary track in a radial "slice" at the instant of readout.
Both the optical and the magnetic types offer higher
reliability and longer operational life, with the optical type
limited to some extent by lamp life. (A very recent version,
which may overcome this, is shown in Attachment 13, and utilizes
gallium-arsenide light emitters instead of incandescent lamps.)
Attachment 14 illustrates commercially available
shaft encoders of the contacting and non-contacting (magnetic)
types. For a review of optical shaft encoders, Refs. 2,9 offer
detailed data beyond the scope of this summary.
All of the above encoders provide "absolute" digital
J
data when samples; that is, the value readout does not require
an external reference for interpretation but is a distinct and
complete binary word defining the shaft position.
J
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There is another group of shaft encoders which pro-
f
vides "incremental" information. This is usually in the form of i
t
a pulse for each increment of shaft motion, as, for example, 1 I
pulse per degree. If a zero-reference is maintained, then a series
|
pulses represents 90 degrees rotation, 180 pulses, 180 degree_,of 90
1
Furthermore, the pulses per unit time represent the rate of Ietc.
angular rotation, such as 180 degrees per second (_ RPS or 30 RPM).
An incremental encoder can therefore serve the dual function of
measuring angular displacement (total pulses) and rotational rate
(pulses per unit of time). It also permits more symmetrical sensor-
pickup geometry since no binary coding is required. A disadv_tage
however, is the need for a zero reference and the uselessness of
all data if this reference is lost during readout.
Attachment 15 illustrate0commercial versions of
this incremental encoder utilizing one or two lamp sources which
focus light across a disk with a circular pattern of alternately
clear and opaque sectors. As the shaft e...,A A_°_ r_,,
photocell on the other side of the disk produces a pulse each time
a transparent sector of the disk moves by and permits the light to
reach the photocell. Magnetic types are similarly available.
A recent refinement of the optical incremental detec-
tion and pickup technique involves the application of the Moire
interference fringe technique (Refs.2,10). Rather than a single
sectored disk (or diffraction grating, in optical terms), two
such disks are used, with one as a stationary reference and the
other rotating with shaft movement. Light is directed through
both gratings to one or more photodetectors. In this case, an
interference pattern of light of. ais obtained as a result complexl
e
set of linear and non-linear boundary wave disturbances known as
Moire Fringe, which is sensed by the photocells as a quasi-
periodic function which can then be translated into either an
output frequency or series of pulses.
The advantage cl'aimed for the Moire Fringe technique
is increased resolution, with, for example, up to 6000 counts per
turn available from a single code track on a 1.5-inch diameter
disk. Attachment 16 describes a commercial incremental encoder
utilizing the Moire effect.
(2) Linear Displacement-to-Diqita! - In general, the
techniques of (I) for shaft angle digitizing are also valid for
the digital transduction of linear displacements. In addition,
other variations of these techniques have been developed specially,
since in many cases the geometry of linear measurement offers less
rigid restraints than that for angular motion.
Linear versions of shaft position encoders may also
be contacting or non-contacting, utilizing a coded strip or plate
rather than a disk. An early device employing optical coding is
described in Ref. ii. This unit (termed Digamet) uses a dual 13-
bit binary coded glass scale, neon lamps in a flashing (strobed)
sequence, and photomultipl_r detectors. A resolution of better I
than 0.0005 in. over a 4-in. stroke range is claimed. The physical
transducer size, however, is rather bulky and is designed primarily I
l
for machine-tool measurements.
More recent refinements of optical coding through the
use of finely ruled scales are described in Refs.2,12,13. The
prototype developed by General Electric (Ref. 13 )0 for e_ample,
consists of a pair of optical rulings, an illumination source,
photosensors, bias circuits, and associated lenses, mirrors, and
alignment mechanisms. Apertures for the ruled areas are illuminat_
with collimated light from an array of miniature tungsten lamps,
with a large filament image formed on the surface of each photo-
transistor sensor. Optimum alignment is accomplished by a block
of adjustable mirrors that alter the direction of the light rays
i
from the rulings to the photosensors. Test results for the proto-
type indicated a linear resolution of up to 50 micro-inches• with
a short-term accuracy of perhaps 100 micro-inches. Readout cir-
I cuits were responsive to a sampling rate of one millisecond with
possible improvements to about I00 microseconds.
The second optical coding technique, utilizing light
interference and fringing phenomena, has also been applied to
linear displacement. Moire Fringe effects have been utilized by
Ferranti (Refs. 2,3 ) for a numb e;_ of years for precise position
measurements on an incremental'basis, and, more recently, Sheffield
.... _^_ _ _o,,_i_ = _-_4_ rnnrdinate measurement i
system also utilizing Moire Fringe diffraction gatings and capable
of measurement accuracies of 200 micro-incheB.A number of "hybrid" optical displacement-to-digital
p 'Itechniques have been used in the past which by their nature offerlittle immediate promise of application to aerospace checkout
systems. They are described briefly below for general information.
I In one application, a suspended seismic-mass and
mirror is modified optically to provide digital output signals
(Re_2,14). To accomplish this, the normal scale of a reflecting.galvanometer was replaced wi a scale h ving alternate and equal
i opaque and transparent lines. A projection lamp in the ga_vanomet_r
|
l,
I
I
I
I
I
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was provided with an adjustable slit so that the image in the
mirror has the same width as a scale line. When the mirror is
deflected by a mechanical displacement (or, alternatively, an
electrical current, if a conventional galvanometer is desired),
the number of pulses produced and counted is a measure of the
deflection magnitude.
A second application (Ref° 2 ) had as its objective
the digitizing of the analog indications of meters or similar
instruments. The device developed to achieve this (termed Digizet)
utilizes a reflecting raster that is mounted above the meter scale.
The raster consists of a cylindrical mirror provided with a grating
of reflecting and non-reflecting vertical lines. A flying-spot
scanner and photocell are used to sweep optically over the scale
and raster,,with the reflected pulses converted into incremental
voltage pulses. Quantizing accuracy is claimed in the order of
0.5 percent. A similar approach to this objective is also shown
_,i Attac _,.
A third device (Ref. 2 ) uses a transparent tape
which must be fixed to the object whose displacement is to be
measured, with the remainder of the transducer mounted on adjacent
fixed-reference surfaces. As the tape, consisting of alternate
transparent and opaque sectors, moves with the object, it passes
between an illumined gate and a photocell which converts the mo_ion
into a periodic voltage which can then be shaped and counted. This
is basically the same technique previously described, except that
the tape (equivalent to the code strip or plate) is removed from
the transducer and in effect made a part of the displacement
sensor. As such, the practical applications are obviously very
limited.
i
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The fourth technique in this category (Ref. 15 )
makes use of the phenomenon of photoelasticity, i.e., the ability
of certain materials, when stressed mechanically, to rotate the
plane of polarization of light passing through them. For example,
a section of photoelastic material is converted physically to a
displacing force. Light is passed through a polarizing lens into
this section and out, through analyzing lenses, into a photocell.
As the force increases, the photocell output varies from its
initial "on" state to eventually reach an "off" state after sur-
f
ficient rotation of the polarized light has taken place to cause
the photocell input to drop to a low, or near-zero, value. Thus,
with proper design of materials and lenses, plus establishment of
threshhold values, the photoelestic section can be made to act as
a binary on-off element. By connecting together a series of sec-
tions, each designed to respond to binary multiples of input
forces (or displacements}, a digitally coded transducer can be
[
achieved. To date, apparently, only developmental prototypes of
this transducer have been built. Considering the problems of lens
alignment, uniformity and linearity of photoelastic effect of
materials, environmental variations, etc., again, the possible
applications are extremely limited.
Apart from the optical encoders above, there has
been limited development in applying magnetic techniques to dis-
placement digitizing. The use of variable reluctance transducers
is common in frequency modulation devices (see later discussion),
but true spatial magnetic encoding has been limited to magnetic
code strips similar to optical-type, pulse-generating pickoffs
and a few developmental efforts.
I
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One such recent effort was carried out at the Naval
Air Development Center (Refs.16,17). The technique utilized a
matrix of magnetically permeable wire rods, with associated sense
windings cross-connected to provide digital output codes. The
displacement to be measured is coupled to a magnetic armature
driven by an alternating current. When the armature moves," the
magnetic field about certain rods is increased, resulting in in-
creased magnetic induction and a stronger signal in the rod's
sense winding. Positive and negative signals that are proportioned
to the local magnetic field are induced in the sense windings on
the remaining rods. The algebraic sum of these signals results
in an output having the polarity of the strongest induced signal,
and represents one binary digit.
Using this technique, a 7-bit absolute digital alti-
tude transducer was fabricated with a resolution of 0.013 inch
armature travel per bit and a range of 0-23,000 feet. An accuracy
- _In _ +70 ° C range,of _ 2 bits at ambient temperature, and ove_ _ -_ ....
a repeatability of _ 75 feet, was achieved.
For smaller displacements than 0.01 inch, the minimu_
achievable sizes of rods and windings is a formidable barrier to
the use of this approach. !
(3) Special Techniques - A number of special tech-
niques, mostly of recent vintage, fall generally into the space
encoding domain, but involve principles sufficiently different or
unique as not to be classified in the categories of either (1) or
(2) above, and are therefore described separately.
Aspect or orientation sensing is a limited applica-
tion in which it is required to determine orientation (eventually
!
I
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in terms of elevation and azimuth parameters) with respect to a
light (or heat) source. Ref. 2 and Attachment 18 describe
similar techniques for achieving these data in digital output for_.
Basically, a series of photodetectors is positioned behind a light
mask which e_her contains coded slot openings or is physically
constructed so that light from only certain angles of incidence is
permitted to reach certain detectors. The particular combination
of photodetectors illuminated at any time provides a digital
measurement of elevation and azimuth angles (with respect to a
point source of maximum intensity, such as the sun, for example_.
This technique can be considered as a specialized
case of a photo-optical space encoder rather than as a new trans-
duction technique.
A second device, designed as a digital acdelerometer
by the Ford Instrument company (Ref. 18 ), can be considered as a
more sophisticated version of the seismic-mass-mirror principle
described in (2) above. In _h_ case, a rotating pendulum con-
sisting of an inner and outer cylinder is used as the acceleration
sensor with the inner (unbalanced) cylinder supported on a hydro-
static gas bearing. The pendulum is driven by a synchronous motor
at a constant average angular velocity, but coupled by a very
loose spring to permit velocity modulation due to the accelerating
I
force. A mirror is coupled to the inner cylinder, reflecting light I
from a lamp to an optical pickup. Thus, if an acceleration com-
ponent changes the average rotational speed, this change is "
discerned as a change in time interval between successive pickup
pulses, which is then converted by counting circuitry with a
digital value.
i|
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A technique recently described, but still in the
research phase, involves the application of a travelling-wave
ring laser for sensing rotation relative to an inertial frame of
reference (Ref. 2 ). The design goal was a precise angular-
rotation sensor that would not use moving parts and consequently
would be subject to negligible accuracy changes with time.
Classical experiments have long been performed in
which the effects of rotation on the propagation of light are
measured by splitting a source of light into two beams made to
travel in opposite directions along identical paths of a closed
loop, and then recombined to produce an interference pattern.
Rotation produces a fringe pattern shift due to the difference in
path lengths between the clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW)I
beams. The fringe shift magnitude is a measure of the rotation
rate, and the direction of shift, a measure of rotation sense.
In the laser version, two advantages over conventiona_
interferometers are achieved. First, the coherence of the light
permits extremely fine beam resolution, and, secondly, phase
changes or errors resulting from non-reciprocal optical path
variations can be calibrated for, as they appear in the form of
resonant frequency differences. These advantages, plus the anti-
cipated decreases in size in the future offer promise of this
technique competing with conventional gyroscopic components.
A further possible extension of this technique in-
corporates the Fresnel "drag" effect to permit measurement of flow
of gases, liquids, or transparent solids. Fresnel postulated that
light passing through a moving transparent medium experienced_a
velocity change, or dragging effect. By introducing the _v_ng
INI;.
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medium into the laser path, the resulting interference fringe
can then be translated into a proportional flow rate.
This offers promise of an "obstructionless" flow
meter, which is important where minimum pressure drop is d.esired
and where corrosion or cleaning problems inhibit other techniques.
(b} Tim e En¢odinq Transducer s - This second major
category of digitally compatible transducers assumes that the
parameter to be measured is sensed to produce an analog electrical i
J
signal. By convertlng this signal into a time interval and I
measuring the interval digitally, usually with counting techniques!
!
the desired coded output is achieved. Because this requires a
. }
voltage domain-to-time domain" intermediate conversion, trans-
ducers of this type have in the past been variously classed as i
"semi-digital" or even analog, since in many systems the con J
version occurs at a location remote from the transducer. Under
the assumption of A-D conversion at the transducer, however, this
category is certainly digitally compatible and must logically be
i
considered as a possible design approach for a family of integrat_
digital transducers.
The major advantage of time encoding has been the
relatively high precision with which time interval measurements
can be digitized. Electronic pulse counting techniques have
reached an advanced state without requiring undue circuit com-
plexity. For example, present commercial pulse counters offer
up to 100 MC counting rates with an inaccuracy in the order of
J
one count. Even at a relatively slow I-MC rate, a resolution of
0.1% corresponds to a time base of 1 millisecond, while higher
resolutions are easily achieved either by increasing the counting
m#:
J,
jm
jm
Im
j,
jm
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rate or by extending the time-base interval.
Countering the high resolution and conversion
accuracy is the necessity for the time interval to be introduced
into the system, which in effect limits sampling and readout
rates. The 1-millisecond conversion above, for example, may be
slow compared to the desired readout rate for a high-speed
computer-controlled checkout system.
In addition to time interval measurement, there are
other sources of error introduced in the process of converting
the analog voltage to a proportionate time interval. These errors
may very well be of an order of magnitude larger than counting
errors, so that the available counting precision is in effect
wasted.
Time encoding techniques may be grouped into the
following sub-categories :
(I) Direct Pulse or Frequency Generation, and Cycle
C o'_nt
(2) Frequency Modulation or Shift, and Incremental
Count
(3) Voltage Amplitude-to-Time Conversion, and
Interval Count.
(I) Direct P.ulse or Frequency Generation - In the
previous description of space encoders, mention has been made of
incremental shaft-position or linear displacement transducers
which produce an output pulse for each increment of position.
When the numbe_.____rof pulses past a reference point is counted,
this is a measure of position, but when the rate (pulses-per-unit-
time) is considered, this is a measure of rotational or _linear
J.
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velocity. In the latter mode, the transducers fall into the
category of time-encoding transducers, while, in the former mode,
they are regarded as space-encoding devices.
Pulse and/or frequency generating transducers have
been developed utilizing magnetic, optical, and radioactive tech-
niques to produce the discrete output pulses. These are then
counted over a precise time period, usually by remotely located
electronic counters which provide the desired digital outputs J.
No transducers were found which combined into one
miniaturized package the pulse generation and counting functions,
so that, in this sense, integrated digital transducers of this
type may be said at present to be non-existent.
Those devices which employ magnetic pulse generation
include one or more permanent magnets and coils which sense the
motion of an external magnetic element within the vicinity." For
examp! _, a magnetic pickup placed near the rim of a gear made of
a ferrous material will have a pulse generated for each gear
tooth which passes.
Specific NASA space vehicle transducers which utilize
this technique are the flow rate and RPM units described in 2.6
(b} (6}. However, in these cases, to be compatible with the
standard 0-5 volt d.c. telemetry requirements, the generated
pulse trains are not directly converted, but are converted either
at the transducer or remotely into 0-5 volt d.c. output whose
amplitude is proportional to the frequency or pulse rate originall
generated. If this signal is eventually part of the PCM or DDAS
system, the 0-5 volt analog signal is then later digitized by
central A-D equipment. Thus, a double conversion, pulse train
I
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(or frequency)-to DC-to digital is performed, with the attendant
inaccuracies of the two conversion processes.
A t_ical Freq_ency-to-DC converter (for ground use)
is described in Attachment 19. Flight units would accomplish
this function as part of th_ signal conditioning system.
Optical pulse generators are similar in principle to
the magnetic type, with examples described previously in Attach-
men_ll_14, for the space encoder discussion. Other variations
have involved the sensing of reflected light from, for example,
a bright spot on a rotating member (Ref. 2 ) by a photocell, or,
in another recent example, by using a fiber optics bundle with
each fiber group monitoring its own discrete area and activating
a separate photodetector.
Within the last several years, the use of radioactive
particle counting has received attention as a means of developing
a family of digital transducers (Refs.19-21). This technique,
A** essence, p_rmAu_ the transduc=_ ==,,_i,,_ ._,_ ........... _ ....
particle flow from a radioactive source to a detector and sub-
sequent counter whose output is the desired digital code. Control
of the particle flow may be by means of a variable-shutter shield
between the particle source and the detector, or by varying the
absorbing properties of the medium between the two.
Although a particle or pulse counting technique is
used in both cases, there is an important difference between the
radioactive type and other pulse generating devices. Radioactive
emission is a statistical rather than an absolute process, so
e
that, while the average particle count over a number of equal
time intervals is a precise value, the count for any one selected
 HMI HI'IIIIINI:.
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interval is subject to statistical fluctuation. This may or may
not be within the limits of permissible error.
Ref. 19 describes a proposed family of radioactive
particle-counter transducers, illustrating a digital accelerometer
as a tyBi_al example. In this case, a spring mass, actuated by
the acceleration or change in motion, varies the size of an aper-
ture between a radio-nuclide source (such as Pu 238 } and a solid-
state diode detector. The detector output is amplified and
shaped and then electronically counted. Typical characteristics
include a count rate of I0,000 per second, expected accuracy of
i%, and power requirements of below I watt, but the total volume
is about 20 cubic inches, of which the transducer occupies 4
cubic inches, with the remainder for the amplifier-counter.
Refs.2Q 21describe a similar approach to a group of
e
nuclear digital transducers by Charter Laboratories. Here, alpha
particles are definitely selected as the radiation td be counted
(from a Po 210 ___._,_,,_^_with a silicon junction diode as the detec-
tion device. Although a preamplifier circuit is given, the
counter and time base are considered as elements external to the
transducer.
The major advantage of the radioactive particle
technique appears to be an almost complete independence of temper_
ture effects, which is certainly attractive for many space vehicle
applications. To oppose this, however, is the necessity for
special handling and caution, even with weak sources; the long
sampling times required (in the order of i second for 0.1% reso-
lution for the cases described); and the statistical errors which
are unavoidable unless the number of samples taken or the sampling
I
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intervals are increased.
(2) Frequency Modulation or Shift - If the change in
the physical parameter to be measured can be made to vary pro-
portionately the frequency of an oscillating device (mechanical
or electrical), this change in frequency can be converted into an
events-per-unit-time count and subsequent digital output.
Although the frequency modulation technique has been
in use for many years, again it must be pointed out that the
P
transducer outputs have in each case produced only the FM signal,
with the time-base and counting circuitry always considered as
external equipment. Therefore, no digital transducers as such
are available, only devices which produce outputs convenient for
subsequent time encoding.
One outstanding example in which the original
frequency-determining element is dependent upon mechanical
resonance is the vibrating-wire transducer° _e a t_ngsten ""--
.... w ,.Jt.,,f,, _ #
which electrically is excited by current from a feedback ampli-
fier, vibrates at its natural resonant frequency, which is deter-
mined by the wire tension. When this tension is varied by
mechanical coup ling from the sensor (which can be a diap_agm for
pressure measurements or a bi-metallic strip for temperatures),
a change in frequency takes place, which is read out electrically.
The electrical frequency shift is then digitized. This can be
performed by making one count before the shift, a second count
after, and subtracting the two, since it is the difference which
is the prime measurement quantity. Other approaches use the
equivalent of zero-suppression circuitry to subtract out in ad-
vance the quiescent or zero-input frequency.
U nMftHIrHYIII:ItNt:.-.. ......................
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j
Commercial examples of vibrating-wire transducers j
are given in Attachments 20. The Fairchild unit, for example,
is designed so that its center frequency and deviation can corres-
pond to Standard IRIG FM telemetry channels, so that the trans-
ducer output can be used directly with FM/FM telemetry systems.
A second, more recent, technique which is also
dependent to some extent upon mechanical (piezoelectric) resonance
is described in Refs.2,22 which describe a digital temperature
transducer. Here, a quartz crystal is used both as the tempera-
ture sensor and as the control element in an oscillator circuit.
As the temperature varies, the dimensions and consequently the
natural resonant frequency of the crystal, vary. In the example
cited, the crystal was cut to produce a frequency shift of I000
Hz per degree C.
The frequency of oscillation is measured by a high-
speed counter. Subtraction of the zero-frequency, performed by
electrically heterodyning the temperature-controlled frequency
with a fixed zero-frequency to obtain a beat frequency output,
provides a direct measure of temperature.
Other FMtechniques utilize similar approaches, but I
|
the parameter being measured generally is used to mechanically I
!
vary the value of an electrical component in an oscillating circuit,
rather than using a combination of mechanical and electrical
resonance effects. Since electrical oscillatory circuits depend
primarily upon inductance and capacitance elements, this category
of FM transducers usually consists of variable-inductance (or
J
reluctance) or variable-capacitance sensors.
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Many variations of variable-inductance and variable-
capacitance transducers are in present use, but in most cases as
%
analog devices in which the frequency shift is converted to a
normalized 0-5 volt telemetry signal. In those cases where direct
digitizing was used, again the counter and time-base units were
external and usually remote from the transducer.
Refs. 2,3 and Attachments 21 describe conven-
tional transducers of this type. An unusual variant is described
in Ref. 23 , however, which merits special discussion. Here, an
electrical resonant circuit featuring a variable inductance is
also used, but the transducer is completely passive, utilizing
no electrical power except when being read out. When sampled,
an electrical voltage pulse is transmitted from a central power
source to the transducer in question. The inductance-capacitance
circuit of the transducer is shocked into a brief "ringing" or
damped oscillation transmitted back to a central time-interval
counter which measures, in diuital f_rm_ _ _m_ _ ...........
over points of successive frequency cycles (reciprocal of fre-
quency). By again correlating this value with the zero-input or
quiescent frequency of the transducer, a digital number _ropor-
tional to the parameter being measured is derived.
Where minimizing system power consumption of a large,
multi-channel system is of paramount importance, this approach is
J
attractive.
Another interesting development effort is described
in Refs. 24, 25 . Since it has been demonstrated that the elec-
trical characteristics of certain solid-state devices %re pressure-
s@nsitive, a tunnel diode was utilized, both as a pressure sensor
MfIHH H IiI'I'
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and in a hybrid electrical oscillator circuit. Again, a frequency
shift was obtained with varying pressure and converted into a
digital count. An accuracy of 0.5% full scale for pressure ranges
up to 20,000 psi is claimed.
This approach utilizes a more direct conversion of
the parameter being measured into a frequency shift. It is pri-
marily designed for pressure measurements, however, since the
transfer characteristics of the sensor to other inputs are not
yet clearly defined.
(3) Voltage Amplitude-to-Time Conversion - This
group consists basically of analog transducers producing a voltage
analog output, plus an A-D conversion in which, characteristically,
the voltage is converted to a time increment and then counted.
Thus, in the time-base and counter utilization, it is similar to
(i) and (2} above, while, in its analog transduction section, it
is equivalent to the voltage encoding type of (c) below.
Again, past applications have performed the count-
ing and time-base correlation functions external to the transducer.
Voltage amplitude-to-time converters have been
in use for many years (Refs. 3, 5 ). The principle of operation
generally involves the generation of a linearly varying voltage
sweep signal which starts at zero (or any other arbitrary level)
and increases up to the maximum value anticipated for the input
signal, in a precise interval of time. This sweep is periodic,
with retrace time l_mited to a negligible percentage o_ the total
cycle.
At the instant the sweep begins, a gate is opened
to allow clock pulses to enter a counter. As the sweep voltage
!
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increases from zero, a voltage comparator continuously compares
the magnitude of the sweep voltage against the input signal. When
the two voltages are equal, the comparator generates a pulse which
closes the gate, stopping the count. The digital value of the
count is therefore a measure of the time interval during which the
gate was open, which in turn is a measure of the magnitude of the
input signal voltage, assuming that the sweep varies linearly with
time.
This technique has become popular since, except forl
the clock, counter and gates, it requires comparatively little i
electronic circuitry, consisting of the sweep generator and voltagel
comparator. Its accuracy is limited by sweep nonlinearity, jitter,
or non-repeatibility of sweep start and stop points, together with
normal counting uncertainties, and, in general, accuracies in the
J
order of 0.1% full-scale have been difficult to achieve.
Another variation of this technique has been to
generate a staircase step voltage rather than a continuous sweep_
so that the comparison is made at _ series of discrete levels.
This reduces, to a small extent, linearity and jitter errors, but
introduces instead more complex circuitry, plus quantizing errors.
Ref_ 3,5,26 describe a number of A-D converters
which have been developed in the past utilizing the voltage-to-
time conversion technique. It is to be noted that, here again,
there has been no direct application at the transducer.
There are two cases in the literature, however,
in which conversion at the transducer, to be compatible with
digital systems, is discussed. Ref. 27 describes a so-called
"Universal Digital Transducer", which can form the basis for a
I
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family of compatible devices producing digital outputs.
Essentially, this approach incorporated a voltage-
to-pulse width converter, together with a standard sensor utilizin_
either a resistive, inductive, or capacitive pickup. There is
i
therefore no basic modification of the transduction elements, but I
I
I
0._, respectively, may be adequate for some, but certainly not
all, aerospace applications.
Amore recent but similar approach is described
in Ref. 28 and Attachment 22. Here, a universal module (termed
Datu) is used to accept transducer outputs in the form of analog
voltages and again convert these to pulse-width form.
The special features of the Datu include an address
recg,gnition circuit, triggered by two pulses of predetermined
duration from the central data processing equipment. This is the
first example of random-addres_ ......._n_-_-_______.,capability incor-
porated at the transducer location which has been described so far
in this survey, an_ as such, it is of direct interest to the re-
quirements of this contract.
A second feature is the ability to adjust the Datu
modules' pulse-width output ranges in the field.
The Datu system admittedly has, as its prime
objectives, flexibility, simplicity, and module interchangeability.
As a tradeoff to these, over-all accuracy is in the order of 0.5
to 1%, and sampling rates are restricted to perhaps 500 samples
per second per branch.
I
I
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(c) Voltaqe _._codi_q Transducers
The third major classification includes digitally
compatible transducers categorized as voltage encoders. The _
operating principle involves comparing the analog voltage signal
to a series of precise trial voltage levels, making logical
decisions at each step as to whether the comparison is within
prescribed tolerance limits. If the trial voltages are successive-
ly established as binary multiples, the resulting final equivalenc_
of comparison is a binary digitization of the unknown voltage.
This technique, as in voltage-to-time conversion,
operates only with an input voltage and so cannot be called true
digital transduction. In comparison with time encoding, however,
voltage encoding can be accomplished much more rapidly (a few
microseconds per conversion, if necessary, compared to magnitudes
of hundreds of microseconds, or milliseconds), and at least at
comparable accuracy. Its disadvantage is somewhat more complex
circuitry, including the requirement for precision voltage ref-
erences and res,i--tlv_'-'-ladder networks.
Refs. 4, 5, 26 and Attachments 23 describe voltage
encoders developed in the past, primarily for ground-based appli-
cations.
Recent versions utilizing integrated circuits and
microelectronic techniques are described in Refs. 29-31 and
Attachments 24. These units indicate the present state of the
art in miniaturization, if this type of A-D converter is con-
sidered as an add-on module to a standard analog transducer.
Target specifications for the unit developed by
Fairchild (ref. 29) are listed as a typical state-of-the-art
II
I
I
I
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example:
Resolution- I0 bits (I part in 1,024}
Accuracy - _+ 5 my, +_ ½ bit
Input voltage level
Variable input - 0 to + 10 volts i
Reference input- + 10 volts
Conversion Time - 192 microseconds (approx. 5K samples/sec)i
Input Impedance
Variable input- 50K ohms
Reference input- 5K ohms
Operating Temperature - minus 25°C to + 75°C.
This type of voltage encoder, because of its
logical decision, comparison and storage elements has a strong
compatibility to the type of circuits required for limit storage
and out-of-tolerance determination. In integrated circuit form,
particularly, this can result in a minimum package composed of
r_au_vely few functional--_ •tUU_ U.L_ _ o
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(d} Other Techniques
Other techniques for dlgltal transduction which
do not specifically fall into the above categories but which are
of sufficient interest for inclusion are listed below.
(1) Diqitallv-Rebala_ed _cel.erom_te_ - Previous
mention has been made (2.6) of the force-balance accelerometar in
which movement of the seismic mass is nulled in a miniature servo
system by an appropriate negative feedback signal, which iJ also
measured and used as an indication of acceleration.
Instead of an analog feedback signal, it is also
possible to use discrete or pulse rebalanclng, and if the pulse-
J
rebalance signal is used as the output too, the transducer may be
considered a "digital accelerometer". Since the output is a
train of pulses which must be counted over a period of time, from
the output point of view the device is similar to the pulse
generating transducers of 3.4 (b) (I). The method of generating
the pulse, however, is different, utilizing the equivalent of a
"bang-bang" off-on servo system.
References 32° and 33 describe a number of methods
for digitally rebalancing accslerometers. As a specialized
technique for one transducer type, rather than a general approach
to a family of digital transducers, the pulse-rebalance scheme
is of interest.
(2) Ultr_senlc Sensinq - Although ultrasonic sensing
has been used in the past for non-destructlve thickness .or
homogeneity testing, the applications have generally been analog
in nature.
Reference 34 describes a monitoring system aboard
II
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the nuclear shlp Savannah in which ultrasonlc techniques have
been utilized to produce a digital transducer system. Temper-
ature, pressure and water level are the parameters measured.
Each parameter is converted first into a proportion-
ate liquid level helght.ln a sensor tube. For water level
e
measurement, no conversion is required but for temperature, for
example, a heat exchanger containing an expansion liquid monitors
the temperature to be measured. As the temperature increases,
the liquid expands and rises to a greater height in the tube.
Similarly, pressure is converted through an expandable diaphragm
into an equivalent fluid height.
Standardized ultrasonic transducers are used to
measure the liquid level. A series of drivers are arrayed up one
side of the tube, with corresponding plck-up elements up the
other side. All drivers are excited with narrow 3-MC pulses 60
times per second. Sound energy is propagated efficiently through
the liquid but poorly throuqh air. so only those plck-up re- !
ceivers covered by liquid receive enough energy to permit detectlo_.
Thus an output signal is produced in coded form to correspond to
the number of elements covered by the liquid, or, in effect, a
digital output proportional to liquid height is generated.
The system has the desirable overall goal of
standardization of transducer elements. However, the need for an
intermediate conversion to a liquid level and the comparatively
slow sampling rates possible limit this application to very
specialized cases.
(3} Hal_ E_fect Techniuue - In previous discussion
of linear dlsplacement transducers, optical reading of ruled
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lines or coded patterns was used to measure displacement. In a
development program, a Hall generator was utilized to measure
displacement in a similar fashion by reading a magnetic code
pattern.
References 2 and 35 describe this application in
detail. A Hall generator is a relatively simple device consisting
of a plate or slab of. conducting material to which a minimum of
4 connections have been made. Usually, it has a length to
width ratio of about 2, the control current is connected through
electrodes across the short sides, and the output leads are
attached to points located as nearby as possible to the centers
of the long sides. A large number of effects can contribute to
the output voltage, but the principal "Hall effect" produces an
output directly proportional to the product of the control current
and the flux density surrounding the leads.
If a strip of magnetic material is digitally coded
and this strip is moved in conjunction with the displacement to
be measured, then the output voltage of the Hall generator will
vary in proportion, producing a digital signal. In Ref. 35, such
a prototype was made by converting a magnetic read-write head to
a direct-codlng digital displacement sensor having a range of 0.2
inch and a resolution capability of 0.2 mil or 0.1% of its range.
Although the basic principle is simple, the output
voltage is also affected by many factors difficult to control
which appear as an error or non-null zero signal. These include
non-symmetry of leads, _eebech effect, inductive coupling, and
others. The effect is that achieving a desirable resolution
requires extremely high precision tolerances, plus some final
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adjustable controls which limit utility as a remote programmable
sensor.
(4) Solid-State Sensinq - Several research and
development programs have recently been described, having as theiri
i
goal the sensing of physical phenomena with solid-state components_
thus achieving to the extent possible, the elimination of moving
parts and also the combining into the same functional element both
the sensing and the electrical conversions of the sensed para-
me ter.
Reference 36 describes a digital transducer develop-
ment effort at Bendix in which the sensor element is a solid-state
strain gage constructed so that the displacement to be measured
is translated into a strain on the gage. Connected to the strain
gage is a threshold logic or decision circuit which will switch
on after a threshold value of strain is reached.
By using a binary weighted series of strain gages
--_ _-_-_A _itches, = _4g4_11y _A_ _ntpnt signal can be
obtained. A 2-bit and final}y an ll-bit prototype were con-
structed. Although the technique was considered valid, for
high resolutions it was determined that materials presently
available for switch and feedback elemmnts were not suitable.
Reference 37 and Attachment 23 describe a research
effort at Raytheon which is not directly equivalent, since the
!
emphasis on digital output is not a major factor. The sensing
technique, however, incorporates the solid-state concept, here
making use of the Anisotropic Stress Effect (ASE). The ASE
indicates that even a very light force applied to a point con-
I tact on a silicon junction results in a proportional change in
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junction current, so that a direct mechanical-to-electrical
converter in microelectronic form is achieved.
Techniques such as the above offer perhaps the
best approach to the long-range goal of miniaturized, highly
reliable transducers, which, with associated integrated circuit
electronics, can provide both the digital output and storage
features required in an efficient package. As such, they are
discussed in more detail in Section 7. j
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4.0 Evaluation of Diqital ComDatibilitM Techniuues
4.1 General Conclusions
Some general conclusions can be drawn from the
state-of-the-art survey summarized in Section 3.
(a) There have been no examples found of "true"
digital transducers applicable to a wide variety of input para-
meter measurements and developed past the conceptual or research
stage.
(b) In limited applications such as displace.ment
measurement (both rotary and linear), space encod'ers are
available and have been in use for some time. The .reliability
and life of these units, generally considered unsatisfactory for
the contacting or mechanical types, has been improved by the
introduction of non-contact optical (and to a lesser exent
magnetic) pickoff techniques. The output of these transducers
can be either absolute (digitally coded) requiring no reference,
or incremental, relative to a reference position.
(c) Almost all previous attempts to produce a
general family of digital transducers have involved a "double
conversion", either "input-to-electrical analog-to-digltal" or
"input-to-displacement-to-digital". In the former c_se fall all
of the time encoding and voltage encoding transducers. In the
latter case are examples (Attachments 24), where an input such
as pressure is converted into either a shaft rotation or linear
displacement, after which space encoding is utilized to produce
the digital output.
(d) In all cases but (b) above, the actual con-
____versi_on to a digital code was performed external to the
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transducer.
(e) No transducers were found which included the
capability to store tolerance limits, programmable either re-
motely or locally.
(f) Examples of programmable addressing were
found (Ref. 28 and Attachment 22), at least in conceptual form.
(g) Some R&D efforts were noted towards fully
integrated transducers with virtually no moving parts (Ref. 37),
which appear to offer promise for eventual development of
miniature, highly reliable families of transducers compatible
with digital control.
(h) Some special purpose developments appear to
have potential for particular applications. These include (I)
the ring laser for gyroscopic applications, and also, using the
Fresnel effect, for transparent fluid flow, (2) the use of
pulse-rebalancing to produce a "4igital accelerometer, and (3}
the use of Hall generators for magnetic flux sensing. As these
are useful only in limited cases, however, they do not assist in
meeting the general transducer goals.
4.2 Preferred ' AmDroaqh
'' Both the general checkout system requirements of
Section 2 and the specific goals of this contract together
impose stringent constraints upon the resulting family of
digital transducers. As a consequence, very little of the past
development programs can be considered as directly applicable.
To produce a family of sensors and pickoffs com-
patible with each other and capable of measuring a wide variety
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of parameters is a long-range task, even without the r_quirement
for digital compatibility. The initial step in this direction
would logically appear to be the standardizing of the electrical
portion of the transducers.
With this assumption, the time encoding and voltage
encoding techniques of 3.4 appear to be the basic areas of
consideration.
Time encoders, particularly of the vol!age-ampll-
tude-to-time interval type of 3.4 (b) (3}, have the basic dis-
'advantage of slower sampling rates than voltage encoders,
normally taking in the order of milliseconds per conversion
against fractions of a millisecond. For systems with a small
number of channels or slow overall sampling rate, this may be
tolerable but for a general approach in which compatibility with
high speed digital computers is essential, the slower digitizing
speed is considered a serious handicap.
A voltage encoder module, meeting the general
specifications of 2-7, therefore, is considered the most de-
sirable immediate approach to achieving contract goals.
To meet the requirements of maximum reliability
and minimum size, weight and power consumption it is also
J
considered mandatory that integrated circuits (microelectronics) i
be utilized to the utmost extent permitted by available componentS,
assuming of course an expectation of eventually achieving !
reasonable production costs.
Fortunately, the microelectronic circuitry i
: necessary for digitizing analog voltages is similar in building-
I
I
I
I
I
I
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block elements to the portions required to store and compare
tolerance limits, and to permit remote addressing. This
compatibility results in a minimum number of diverse components
and the promise of custom fabrication and packaging of pro-
duction units so that minimum size is realized.
Specific implementation of this approach is given
in Section 6.
D
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5.0 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH-LEVEL AND LOW-LEVEL
SIGNALS
To produce a minimum loading effect upon the quantity being
measured, sensors must necessarily absorb only small amounts of
energy from the source. This limits the magnitude of the direct
output signal.
Most available analog transducers produce electrlcal Signal
voltages in the low millivolt range (10-100 milllvolts is
typical). Additional signal conditioning is usually required to
amplify this output to the normalized 0-5 volt telemetry range.J
Differential DC amplifiers are the basic component of most
signal conditioning circuits since it is desirable to preserve
all frequency components of the signal down to DC. Exceptions to
this (such as, for example, AC amplifiers used to couple_ from
piezoelectric transducers) are used for necessity (need for
extremely high input impedance) or where it is desired to elim-
inate the steady-state or DC component.
-- _ part _cL,!arlyFor pure analog checkout and telemetry oystem ,
where the amplification of the low-level transducer output takes
place at a remote location, the possibility of signal degradation
is especially severe, due to ever present common mode and noise
voltage sources which are reflected as direct measurement errors.
Ref. 38 describes in detail the caution and design techniques
necessary in low-level instrumentation systems to maintain
reasonable accuracy.
To minimize the path length of low-level vDltages, many
recent transducer types have incorporated the signal conditioning
amplifier within the transducer case, presenting a 0-5 volt
output which is less susceptible to noise and pickup than the
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
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millivolt signals. This has somewhat improved overall system
performance, at the cost of an amplifier per channel, thereby
eliminating the possibility of cost savings with low-leve_
multiplexing (Reference 39).
So far as digital transducers are concerned, if digitizing
is done in the space domain (as for-a shaft encoder), the
problem of low-level analog electrical signals does not arise
since the first produced electrical signal is in digital form
and relatively immune from common-mode and most noise errors.
When time or voltage encoding techniques are used, however,
the original electrical signal is manipulated for compatibility
with the digitizing circuit input requirements, and therefore
the matching of sensed output signal with encoder input r.equire-
ments must be reviewed.
For either a time encoder utilizing the ramp technique or a
successive approximation voltage encoder, the resolution of the
voltage comparator i6 a key .... _-.-..4..,_- 7.4m4,,I-4.c,e COnu4t_1.a_t% n
to microelectronic circuits, Attachment 25 illustrates the
present state of art for an integrated comparator, offering a
resolution of 2 millivolts. If an overall digitizing resolution
of 0.1% is desired, this is equivalent to a working signal range
of 2 volts, and if other sources of error and temperature varia-
tions are to be permitted, the input range should probably be
closer to 5 volts.
Thus presently available IC components do not _ermit
accurate digitizing to 0.1% resolution unless the signal is in
the 0-5 volt range or greater• For the immediate contract goal
of Phases B and C, therefore, the input for digitizing will be
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considered as the 0-5 volt normalized analog signal from the
slgnal conditioners.
For a longer range approach, two converging developments
are necessary to simplify the signal conditioner circuitry.
First, achievement of higher resolution digitizer inputs such
as comparators, precision voltage references, etc., will permit
lower signal voltages to be compatible. Secondly, improvements
in sensor elements, either to produce higher outputs or to become
more integrated with the conditioning and encoding circuitry,
are necessary.
i
i6.0 _LEOO_NDATIONS - SHORT-TERM
Prom the survey o£ the digital transducer s_ate of the art,
it Is evident that no prior development is applicable as a •
c_rpleto solution to the requirement for a standardlze_ family
Of digital transducers suStable t_o NASA checkout requirements.
In particular, the sensor-pickoff-slgnaX conditioner areas
present the most numerous problems toward an 7 standardization
attempt. As such, they therefore require long-range development
as discussed In Section 7.0.
The requirement for pro_ramnmble lla_t storage at the
transducer itself, as specified in this contract, has not been
achieved previously in an organized form compatible with checkout
systems which are under the control of a _lgital computer.
There has been some limit storaKe _u analog form, through the use
of local potent!omoters or, in a few cases, by remotely oozed
digital to analog converters, but In general thls has required
To provide high reeolutlon (up to 10 bits or I part per I000)
for the limits, together _tth random addressing and malntaintn6
high-speed system communication rates without loss of acottraoy,
has the practical effect of forcing the use of fully digital
_echniques. This is true not only for amplitude s_oraKe, but
even more especially for the rate-of-chan_e l_nits which can be
mechanized conveniently Xn digital form as chan_e-per-unlt-tlme
measurements but would be extremely awkward to implement in
analo_ form.
t
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The met result ef (a) the limit storage requirements, and
(b) their emplementation in digital form, means that at each
_ansducer it Is necessary to provide such components as digital
storage registers, comparaters, clear and reset functions,
clocking and timing circuits and address coders and decoders.
Thls fairly significant amount of circuitry, together with
the small transducer space limitations, dictates the use of
integrated mlcroelectronlcs. As such, this circuitry may not be
immediately compatible with the already-deslgnsd physleal
characteristics of current transducers and signal conditioners.
The storage circuitry can, however, be made directly compatible
with an integrated circuit veltage-to-dlgltal converter since the
same types of circuit elements (flip-flops, etc. ) are required in
each case, and also since many of the timing and synchronization
functions can be shared.
For these reasons, the separate voltage-to-dlgital converter,
together with associated limit storage and addressing features,
appears the most logical first step toward meeting the design
and fabrication requirements of this contract.
Phase B of this contract requires preliminary transducer
design solutions, plus feasibility data establishing the
inte_oratlon of the propesed transducers into an existing NASA
checkout facility. After approval of Phase B, Phase C requires
4
prototype construction and test.
i
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To meet the contrac_ requirements within the _lae and cosl
scope, and after giving full consideration to the survey data from
this report, it is believed that the "add-on" module approach
proposed by _ietroPhysics, Inc., in its response to the bid
request remains the preferred short-term approach, and is
therefore recommended.
This "add-on" module will .have the functions of:
(a) Converting the analog signal into a digital code with
10-bit resolution, upon command or internally clocked, with
a digitizing capability in the I ,000-I0,000 samples per
secend range. Initial prototypes will operate from a
normalized 0-5 vol_ DC input signal.
{b) Storing upper and lower amplitude limits, progr_mble
either remotely or locally, using digital techniques similar
to those described in Section 3 of the MetroPhysics, Inc.,
proposal of _y 5, :965.
(Q) Storing upper and lower rate-of-c_an_e limits,
programmable either remotely or locally.
(d) Storing an addressing code so that the transducer output
is gated into the checkout system only upon receip_ of _hat
digital addressing code.
(e) Generating and transmitting an alarm signal for any
out-of-tolerance condition.
(f) Providing remote or local calibration capability.
Mn [IPHY ,,'s
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To achieve these functions with minimum size and power
consumption, inte6rated uicroelectronics will be utilized to the
maximum possible extent. For the prototypes, standard "off-_he
shelf" components may be used if suitable to demonstrata
feasibility _,_ith the final design goal to produce a minimum size,
weight and power consumption production item.
The preliminary design an_ system integration data for
Phsse B will include specific component and module configurations.
In addition, such system feasibility factors as accepting multiple
coincident alarm signals, sync_zronization of data rates, etc.,
will also be provided.
M l Up,fvltr'I
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7.0 REC0_NDATIONS- LONG TERM
The present contract scope preeludes an extensive long-
range research and development effort to-dard producing a fully
tntegrate_, standardised family of digital transducers in whAOh
all elements, sensor, plckoff, digitizer are designed as a
coherent unit. Neverthelesu, this is precisely the effort
required to achieve any semblance of order from the relative
c_os now existing in the v_ried transducer field.
The prototypes to be produced for this program will
accomplish the substantial step forward of demonstrating
compatibility of the transducer out_ with the requirements of a
modern, _-igh-speed digital computer-controller checkout system.
To achieve optimum compatibility of the transducer _ sections
remains as a more ambitious project.
From the viewpoint of also utilizing mlcroelectronlc
elements, the research described _ Sect!on 3.4 (d) (4) which
attempts to utilize solld-state sensing appears most attractive
since, if successful, the solid state sensor can readily be
combined in the same package with the module to be produced
under this program to achleve not only a minimum slze u_%_, but
one which can eventually be produced comparatively inexpensively
in quantity by production integrated circuit fabrication processea
A number of senslng materials and phenomena offer promise ef
J
long-range compatlbLllty with the target goals. A8 one exalple,
MetroPhyeics, Inc., has recently developed prototype versions of a
thin-film thermlster for use in temperature measurements in high
altitude sounding rockets. Apart from t_s use in this _peolfle
MHHII HYIIf'I
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application, its thin-film constru_tion permits Lutegra_ion wi_h
mlcroelectronlc signal conditioning or analog-to-digltal
conversion circuitry on an effloient mass produotlon basis.
Other monolithic, thln-film or hybrid devices have recently
been utilized on a developmental basis for measurements of
pressure, strain, displacement and aoceleratlen. Reference 39,
for example, describes the use of semiconductor elements such as
tunnel diedes as pressure transducers with relatively high
gage factors.
The Raytheon research (Reference 37) concentrates upon the
Anlsotroplc Stress Effect (ASE) in which a force applied at a
point Junction produces a change in electrical char_cterlstlos.
Although the results of this research effort were promls11_, a
number of design problems remain. Included in these aFe the
&
difficulty in controlling the manufacturing process to achieve
both desired performance and repeatlbillty, and also the fact
that analysis reveals that the effects of the applied forces are
not completely reversible and produce permanent @hamges in the
structure of the semiconductor material. Nevertheless, a
prototype "integrated" acceleromster utillzln 6 the ASS prln@iple
was constructed, including the seismic mass, the sensing Junction
and an associated os_illator circuit which centaLned the sensor
as a frequency-determlning element. The resnlt therefore is a
"semldlgltai" or frequeney-shlft transducer similar to types
previously described except for the two important advantages of
sen_conductor sensing and integrated clreutt construction.
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Summin_o up, solld-state sensing offers the mos_ promising
approach compatible with the target requirements. However, _he
many materials and techniques under study indicate a lon_-range
multi-pronged development effort to determine optimum processes
and performance characteristics.
In addition to the effort to develop the input sensing
devices, a further gap nest be overcome to combine the essentially
J
analog sensing inputs or p_ckup devices with the digital output
requirements being met under this contract.
To bridge this gap, MetroPhyslcs, Inc., believes that a
feasibility study is warranted to determine the optimum approach
to combining the solld-state sensor developmental results with
the dlgi_al compatibility desi6n of this contract. If this
feasibility stt_dy indicates a reasonable probability of
sueeess_lly mer_ln_ the input and output techniques, it could
well lead to the standa_dlz_._ _nlature, highly reliable
transducer family which has been a remote _oal to this point.
..J
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8.0 FI_CIAL SU58_R¥ AND PROJECTION OF FUTURE COSTS
At the end of Phase A, $24,250 or 26.9% of the total con-
tract funds have been expended. These expenditures are Iomawhat
lower than originally planned, while the projected expenditures
for Phase C (Fig. 8.1) have been increased. Th_s new sithation is
a result of the Phase A effort and reflects the findings of this
contract period. Work carried out during Phase C will concentrate
on the production of hardware. _st materials, therefore, will be
purchased during this period.
It is anticipated that Phase D will require less effort than
originally planned, and, therefore, is shown reduced to one month
(Fig. 8.1).
I
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MICROPHONE, HIGH INTENSITY
Attachment 1
MSFC NO. 8968303
MFG & MFG. PART NO. Glennite Model MA299501 (P-420M-6)
USE Sound Intensity
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION Piezoelectric
ACCESSORIES AC Amplifier (MSFC No. 8961350)
(Booster & I.U.) Emitter Follower
(MSFC No. 8968321) (I.U.)
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS Linear
POWER REQUIRED None
RANGE 190 db SPL (Sound Pressure Level)
SENSITIVITY SPL (Open circuit) K.6 my minimum
at 120 db
SPL (ref. to 0-to 0.0002 dyne/cm 2)
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS Open circuit capacitance:
2200 pf minimum
LINEARITY Within + 0.5 db of SPL over range
SIZE &WEIGHT 1.04" x .76" dia. 0.01 lb.
L_TA_IONS-.
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
VIBRATION
ACCELERATION
-53.8°C to +121.I°C, less than
+1.5 db change from corresponding
r--oom ambient response
Static, greater than 30 psia
Sensitivity: Output due to ig
RMS vibration will not exceed
that obtained at 90 db SPL 100g,
11 + 1 millisecond or 500g, 1
milTisecond
Vibration: 70 g peak, i0 cps to
2000 cps
REMARKS : Free Field Frequency Responsez
+ 2 db ref. I000 cps, from 2 cps
to 6 kc + 3 db ref. i000 cps,
from 6 k_ to l0 kc (parallel
incidence)
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MSFC. NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
ACCESSORIES
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
POWER REQUIRED
RANGE
SENSITIVITY
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
TIME CONSTANT
REPEATIBILI TY
CALIBRATION
TEMPERATURE GAUGE
8968318
Trans-Sonics No. T4082A-4
Temperature, LCX
Thermoresistive
DC Amplifier (MSFC No. 8961348}
Linear
i0 volts DC
-190°C to -165°C
1.50 ohms per 0.25°C over range
294.98 ohms to 458.81 ohms over
range
When quickly plunged from room
temperature air into Dow Corning
#200 (1.5 CTS oil flowing at 3 fps
transverse to the sensing element
at a temperature of 80 + 5 C, 63.2_
of the total sensor response shall
occur in less than 0.50 seconds
+ 0.05%
Cal. Points Accuracy
260°C 0_!5°C
100°C 0.10°C
0°C 0.05°C
-182.97°C 0.05°C
-195.78°C 0.05°C
-268.95°C 0.05°C
,INI,_..............................
i
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CAL__I_
MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
ACCESSORIES
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
RANGE
SIZE
8968447
Fenwal SK 2902
Temperature, Radiation Shield,
Heat Shield, Engine Shroud,
Stub Fin Base, Fin Base
Zone Box (MSFC No. 896832_)
Two dissimilar metals
0-800°C
23.5" x 3.5" x 0.63"
J
, lift:. -........
STRAT_ GAUGE
MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
NOMINAL GAUGE RESISTANCE
NOMINAL GAUGE FACTOR
EXCITATION
SIZE
LIMITATIONS
Temperature
Fatigue Life
Strain level
None
Budd Inst. C6-141-350
Strain, Tension Tie
350 ohms + 5 ohms
+ 0.5%
3 volts DC
0.25" x 0.51" x 0.25"
-73°C to +343°C "
Exceeds 106cycles at + 1500 micro
inches per inch
+20,000 microinches
PRESSUREGAUGE, ABSOLUTE
MSFC NO. 8968262
MFG. AND MFG. PART NO. Bourns 725-04
USE Pressure, Turbine Inlet, GOX
Control Valve
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION Potentiometric
ACCESSORIES Calibration Valve
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS Linear
POWER RATING 1.5 watts continuous at +73.9°C
RANGE 0-650 psia
RESISTANCE 5000 ohms
RESPONSE TIME 63_ of step pressure input in
20 milliseconds. Maximum over
5% maximum of the final output
RESOLUTION 0.30_ Voltage Ratio
SIZE & WEIGHT 2.25" x 2.1" x 1.39"
TEMPERATURE ERROR BAND + 2.0_ Voltage Ratio -
VIBRATION ERROR + 1.5% Voltage Ratio
ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY 0.5% Voltage Ratio/g
STATIC ERROR BAND + 0.9_ Voltage Ratio
LIMITATIONS
Proof Pressure 975 psia
Burst Pressure 1625 psia
Mechanical Life 25,000 full scale pressure cycle
Temperature -53.9°C to +73.9°C
Vibration 0.5 in. double amplitude at 50 g
5 cps to 25 cps
16g - 50g's from 25 cps to 2000
Shock 50g' s for Ii'+ 1 millisecond
PRESSUREGAUGE, DIFFERENTIAL
MSFCNO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
ACCESSORIES
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
POWER REQUIRED
(Excitation)
RANGE
LINEARITY
HYSTERESIS
RESOLUTION
OUTPUT CHARACEERISTICS
SENSITIVITY
COMPENSATED TEMPERATURE
RANGE
THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF
SENSITMTY
THERMAL ZERO SHIFT
ACCELERATION RESPONSE
SIZE & WEIGHT
LIMITATIONS :
Temperature
Pressure
Vibration
50MI0039
Statham Instrument No. PM247TC
+ 3M-350
Delta P, Yaw & Pitch Actuators
Resistive unbonded strain gauge
D. C. Amplifier (MSFC No. 10420620)
Linear
5 volt DC or AC (including carrier
frequencies)
+3000 psid
+ I% of full scale
+ i% of full scale
Infinite
350 ohms
+ 15 mv full scale, open circuit,
a--trated excitation
-54°C to +121°C
0.01%/C O from -54°C to +121°C
0.01% full scale per °C from -54°C
0.01% full scale per g from 0 cps
to
3" x 2" x i" 0.656 lbs.
-73°C to +135°C
150_overpressure
The instantaneous sum of the
differential pWessure and line
pressure shall not exceed full rated
pressure.
65g from 20 cps to 2000 cps
Mfl,,P,t'IIII,, .'
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MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
ACCESSC_tIES
TRANSFER
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
POWER REQUIRED
RANGE
SENSITIVITY
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
LINEARITY
SIZE AND WEIGHT
LIMITATIONS •
Temperature
Vibration
Shock
REMARKS
Cross Axis Sensitivity
Resonance Frequency
Frequency Response
ACCELER(M4K'I_ER
10420602
Xndevco No. 2242
Vibration, Retro Rocket No. i,
Pitch, Retro Rocket No. i, Yaw
Piezoelectric
AC Amplifier (MSFC No. 8961350)
Emitter Follower (MS2C No.
50MI0164)
Linear
None
+ 50g
Voltage, nominal l0 mv/g
50,000 megohms (minimum) at room
temperature
1% (0-1000g)
0.-_,, .. n _A_,, _--v _-_0 lb.
-196°C to +260°C
1000g maximu, sinusoidal
2000g, maximu_r 500 milliseconds,
half sine wave pulse
Nominal: 3% in maximum axis
33kcps, nominal
+ 5%, 5cps to 6000 cps with I000
megohm load
+ 5%, 25 cps to 6000 cps with i00
_egohm load
IVIt-IRII_HtItI'I,1t1:.A_ta_, ,,_ 8,,
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LIMITATIONS
Operating Temperature
Range
Non-operating Temper-
ature Range
Shock
Vibration
Permissible over-range
acceleration
ACCELEROMETER (Continued)
-23.3°C to +82.2°C
4
-53.9°C to +I04.4°C for 6 hours
50g for 11 milliseconds
10g from 5 cps to 2000 cps
50g on any axis
MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
RANGE
CROSS AXIS SENSITMTY
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
ACCESSORIES
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
INPUT POWER
SCALE FACTOR
OUTPUT RANGE
HYSTERESIS
LINEARITY
THREHOLD
REPEATIBILITY
ACCURACY
AMPLITUDE RESPONSE
DAMPING RATIO
SCALE FACTOR CHANGE WITH
TEMPERATURE
NULL CHANGE WITH
TEMPERATURE
SIZE AND WEIGHT
ACCELEROMETER
50MI0438
Palomar Scientific Corp. PAL-5401
Vibration, Fin, Leading Edge
+ ig
0.001 g/g, input paralled to axis of
rotation
0.002 g/g, input paralled to longi-
tude axis qf pendulum
5,000 ohms maximum
Pendulum
None
Linear
+28 volts DC + I0_ @ 20 ma maximum
Voltage output 2.5 volts/g
0.175 + 0.050 volts to 5.00 + 0.050
corresponds to full input excursion
0.05_ of ,-..I 1 _,.._1
0.01% of full scale, end point
0.05% of full scale, zero based
0.001% of full scale
0.05% full scale after over-range
+ 0.1% static error band
Natural frequency 50 cps to i00 cps
(oil damped}
0.7 + 0.i at +23.9°C
Less than 0.036%PC
0.2_ of full scale over full
temperature excursion
2.63" x 1.13" x 2.13" 0.31 lb.
i
I
I
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Attachment 9
FREQUENCY-TO-DC CONVERTER
MSFC NO. 8968386
MFG. AND MFG. PART NO.
INPUT SIGNAL
Waugh Eng. Co. FR84-2
16 mv to 5 volts (RMS)
INPUT IMPEDANCE 17,000 ohms at 30 cps. 10600 ohms
at 40 cps
OUTPUT SIGNAL 0-5 volts proportional to frequency
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 4000 ohms to 5000 ohms
OUTPUT LIMITED 7.5 volts
THRESHOLD ADJUSTMENTS 45 mv to 1 volt peak to peak
independent of range adjustment
RANGE SPREAD CONTROL Adjustable for 5 volts DC out from
i00 to 400 cops
OUTPUT RIPPLE 45 mv peak to peak at 50 cops
LINEARITY +0.25% of best straight line for
for any threshold and range setting
POWER 27.5 volts DC @ 70 ma maximum
OUTPUT 0 m_ DC out with zero frequency in
Output is electrically isolated
CALIBRATE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
200 cops or I00 cps internally
selectable
180 millisecond maximum
ERROR BAND
Temperature
Vibration
-30 ° C to +70°C, + I%
20g peak to peak, no change
Shock 100g no change
Power
INPUT SENSITIVITY
20-32 volts no change
Reference level taken at i00 cps
(30 mv RMS + 3 my)
INPUT FREQUENCY s sxTzvI 
400 cps -14db +i db
I,1
I
I
I
[I
INPUT FREQUENCY
50 cps
30 cps
FREQUENCY-TO-DC CONVERTER
(Continued}
SIZE
SENSITIVITY
+4.5 db + i db
-- J
+5.5 db + 1 db
5.67" x 4.79" x 1.09"
Mt] II Ht'ItCIli/:,
MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
RANGE
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
POWER REQUIRED
SIZE AND WEIGHT
LIMITATIONS
Pressure
Vibration
Shock
LIQUID LEVEL PROBE
50MI0013
Bendix GT-102-AI
Lox Level, Discrete
Fuel Level, Discrete
On-Off
Optical Sensing
28 volts DC @ 160 + I0 ma
3.9" x 2.0" x 1.5" 0.25 lb.
i00 psi
lO cps-55 cps 0.06 in. double
amplitude
55 cps -500 cps at 12g
500 cps - I000 cps at 15g
lOOg's for ii milliseconds
M  UPHIIJIIIiNf:Attao nt11
MSFC NO.
MFG. & MFG. PART NO.
USE
Pf_iNCI_ OF OP_ATIGN
ACCESSORXES
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
POWER REQUIRED
RANGE
SENSITIVITY
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
RESOLL_. !ON
LINEARITY
HYSTERESIS
REPEATABILITY
ACCELEROMETER
50MI0131
Donner No. 4310
Vibration, Spiderbeam, Pitch & Yaw,
Center Tank, Pitch & Yaw,
Fuel Tank No. i, Pitch & Yaw
Lox Tank No. I, P_tch & Yaw
Thrust Ring, Pi_ch & Yaw
Bending Vibration, Pitch & Yaw
Electro-mechanical servo action
None
Liner
28 volts DC unregulated
+ 0.5g
Cross Axis : 0.002g per g referr d to
true sensitive axis
0-5 volts DC
0.0001% of full range
0.05% of full r_nge
0.02_ of full range
0.01% of full range
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2.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The adaptor module can be in one of the following four modes:
I. Silent Mode (not addressed, no limits exceeded).
2. Alarm Mode (not addressed but one of the limits exceeded)
3. Active Mode (addressed, signal output).
4. Limit Loading Mode (addressed, no signal output, limits
being stored).
2.1 The Silent Mode {Timinq Table !) :
The analog input signal is periodically converted into its
binary equivalent. The binary number accumulated in the register
of the A/D converter is transferred to the current value register
(C. v. REG.) after completion of a conversion cycle. This number
is then shifted least significant bit first to the c_Darator.
e
The binary number representing the upper limit (UL) also is shifted
synchronously into the comparator. The two numbers are compared
bit by bit.
when :
whe re :
and:
The comparator output will be a "I"
M i > L i
M,
1
is the ith bit of the current value
L is the
1
ith bit of the upper limit.
When z
M. < L.
I 1
then the comparator is set to "0".
i
l
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The alarm detection is then carried out as above, and the third
comparison cycle begins. This cycle is similar to the first with
the exception that now a "0" output of the comparator constitutes
an alarm condition. It is, therefore, necessary to complement the
output of the comparator which is done by applying a "l" to 02
and 03 by the sequencer.
The fourth cycle is similar to the second with the exception
that the comparator output is complemented in the same manner as
during the third cycle.
If the rate of change is negative, _- will also be a
negative number. A negative number is s£ored in the limit _eglster
as its one's complement and, therefore, can be added to _he pre-
vious value in the same manner as the other L_ .
One full monitoring cycle _- completed after 4 n clock
pulses where n is the number of bits of one converter word.
The contents of the limit register have been completely recirculat-
ed and the first bit of UL appears again at the input of the adder.
2.2 Alar_ Mode (Timinq Table 2):
When an alarm condition exists (which is always at the end
bT one comparison cycle) then A 3 will be enabled and a clock
pulse will reach the load input identification register. This
pulse transfers the identification word from the identification
storage to the identification register. Clock pulses _ 2' then,
.m
shift the identification word out of the register. The identifi-
cation register is cleared after m clock pulses, and is ready
for the next alarm.
Ii
I
I
I
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2.3 Active Mode --.,(Timing Table 3_ :
After having received its address word, the module goes into
the active mode. The A/D converter is first disconnected from the
sequ?ncer, reset and started. The identification register and the
address register are reset and kept in this state. A4 is enabled
and the binary equivalent of the measurand is transmitted.
After n clock pulses data transmission is completed, fllp-
flop F1 is reset and A 6 enabled again.
During _e active mode the sequencer is running and the
limits are being recirculated without interruption. It now is
important to bring the A/D converter back into synchronism with
the limits. The next pulse of the output of A 6 will reset and
start the converter at the right time, _but the value transferred
to the C. v. [_EG. _annct _ used for rate of change detection be-
cause of the uncertainty of the time at which it --was obtained.
It Is, therefore, necessary to keep the identification register
reset in order to avoid any false alarm. Delay 2 provides this
protection. The output of delay 2 stays "I", thereby keeping the
identification register reset. Only after having received four
shift pulses will the output of delay 2 go to zero and free the
identification reglster. The module is then back in the silent
mode.
2.4 Limit Loadinq _de (Tlm inq Table 4):
?n address word with bit m_l , a "I" places the module in
the limit loading mode. The next clock pulse resets sequencer
and identification register. It also sets flip-flop F2 to
,i
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state "i" , thereby disabling A 1 and enabling A 2. The limits
can now be shifted into the limit register. The 4n th clock pulse
advances the sequencer to state P4n " Next clock pulse shlf%s
the output of P4n into flip-flop F 2 , thereby resetting it.
A 1 is now enabled and allows the new limits to be recirculated,
while A 2 is disabled, blocking any further inputs from the
limit line.
It is possible that during limit loading a fal_e alarm might
be produced. The identification register, therefore, is kept re-
set by the output of delay 2. AS in the actlwe mode 4 pulses from
A 6 are required to make the _dentification register ready for nor-
mal operation.
I
i
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3.0 IMPLEME._I'ATION
The logic design of the adaptor module is based on MOS field-
effect transistor integrated circuits. Two companies, General
MicroElectronlcs and General Instruments, offer such devices.
Gates, fllp-flops and shift registers are available.
The great advantage of _DS FET integrated circuits is their
high component density allowing, for instance, the packaging of a
J
9 bit shift register with parallel input in the same space as
other integrated circuit techniques require for a single JK flip-
flop. More circuit function can be performed by one module which
leads to a great reduction of the number of Interconnections.
Additional advantages of _S FET integrated circuits are
their low power consumption and low price.
Their disadvantages are their relatively high output imped-
ance and relatively low speed. However, for the purpose at hand
this is not a serious handicap. General MicroElectronic's cir-
cuits can be operated at a bit rate of at least 100 KH_, while
General Instruments might be operated at a higher rate but not
sufficient information is available at the present time. These
bit rates are compatible with present checkout equipment.
Two A/D converters built with integrated circuits are on the
market at the present time. One is produced by Fairchild and the
other by General MicroElectronlcs. Both units feature high speed
and small size. Both produce II bits.
The GME unit is smaller (2.5" _ 2.6" x 2.6") than the Fair-
child unit (3" x 6" x 6") but is slo_r (200 K bits/sec, versus
I
I
I
I
\
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I M bit/sec.)
MP/I is planning to use a modified version of one of these
converters. Such a modiflcation would result in a reduction of
volumefor the timing circuit can be shared by both the'A/q) con-
verter and t,he remaining logic of the module. A further reduction
of size can be obtained by reducing the number of output bits from
11 to either 10 or 9.
J
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GU RL_c|SION CODE PATTERNS
Binary, Sine-Cosine, and others to specification
I SEPTEMBER I, 1957
w,
°
Linear
Sine-Cosine
Standard
c I 
I 
I 
Cumulative Number Zone 1 Clear Sectors’ Words 
f 1 1 2 
Description of Curley Binary Code Discs 
Gurley rrflertcd binary code discs are designed for 
~)hoto-c.lectrir. inagnrtic or  contact+ pe pickups. Thev 
cwntain conwntric zonrs of information in the Gray 
( rrllrctcd ) 1)inary code. E:ach zone has alternatingclear 
and oj)aqu(’ annular swtors. and the thin annular rings 
sqmrating the mncs arr opaque. 
I’attvrn rdgcs :ire sharp, since the glue-silver process 
leaves no t(1iic.z iii density. Transparent areas are  hare 
( n o  (wulsion ) .  I.ight transmitted through an opaque 
arra  is less thaii ( ) . I f ’ ;  of that through a clear area. 
Disra are  of +c.lwte(l plat? glass, both sides optically 
pol iahcd .  edges gr(oun(1 and slightly beveled. 
Slit P1ate.s 
Slit plates arr available for read-out purposes if 
necessary. The!- are ~ i r ~ d u c e d  by the same glue-silver 
I ) r o w s a  u5ed in code production. 
Pattern Coatings 
T?1wT: I’hotoc.ngra\rr‘s glue with colloidal I black) 
si1-Lc.r. c s i ~ i i i i i l l l !  painlwa for transmission contrast. 
‘I7! I <  : 1~t.flrctin::surfact~ on the o1)aque area allow< 
Tyiw 11 : ;\ dq)o>ited ferrous allnv xcith rr?agr.e!ic 
’ r l j ) ~  C: hlctal  twndcd on plass for rlectrical cnntart 
rtBii(litig 1)) rrtlectrd light. ~_.. 
( - I ~ I I . : I < I  ( a i  ailal~ie o n  special order only I .  
UGC I a \  ai1al)lr on sprcinl order only ) .  
1 
- 
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No. 7019 
c 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. 7020 
12 
Zone Cumulative Number 1 'Iear Sectors' 1 Words Readable' 
* 8 * , 
++ 
c 9 128 512 I r: * * 
L 
* 
1024 4096 I 13 2048 8192 f 12 
s- . 
Description of Gurley Binary Code Discs 
Guriey resected binary code discs are designed for 
photo-electric. magnetic or contact-type pickups. They 
contain concentric zones of information in the Gray 
( reflected) binary code. Each zone has alternating clear 
and opaque annular sectors, and the thin annular rings 
separating the zones are opaque. 
Pattern edges are sharp, since the glue-silver process 
leaves no tones in density. Transparent areas are bare 
(no  emulsion). Light transmitted through an opaque 
area is less than 0.1% of that through a clear area. 
Discs are of selected plate glass, both sides optically 
polished, edges ground and slightly beveled. 
Slit PZates 
Slit plates are available for read-out purposes if 
necessary. They are produced by the same glue-silver 
process used in code production. 
Pattern Coatings 
T) pe T: Photoengra\ er's glue with colloidal black) 
silver, essentially grainless for transmission contrast. 
Type R :  Reflectingsurface on the opaque area allows 
Tvpe 11: A deposited ferrous alloy ~ i t h  magnetic 
reading by reflected light. d 
* - _  coiitiasi i aiai;a:ie on speciai order only). 
use [available on special order only).  
- 
16 I 1 6 3 8 4 7  65536 8 Type C: Jletal bonded on glass for electrical contact *I-.* 1 
*._ -+-. ?.----w--+>%=--- r .-Y 
CODE DISC
CataloE No. Coating Diameter (Inches)
i ii
Number Zones Unit Price
7012 R 2.75 13 $165.00
' • I,,
7013 T 2.75 13 165.00
7016
7017
5.00
5.00
10.007018
13
h
13
16
140.00
140.00
500.00
Mg. Fluoride coating, per disc .................................... lO.O0
Silicone coating, per disc .............................................. 6.00
COVER GLASS
CataloK No. Description
7001 2.75 in. x .006 in. thick
7002
Unit Price
! $2o.oo
5.00 in.x .006 in. thick t 23.00
SLIT PLATE
Catalog No. Coating Description
7005 T 1.50 in.x 0.50 in. 13 slits each slit .032 in.x .0005 in. for 2.75 in. disc $30.00
7006 T 1.50 in.x 0.50 in. 13 slits each slit .063 in.x .001 in. for 5 in. disc 30.00
7007 T 1.50 in. x 0.50 in.16 slits each slit .040 in. x .0004 in. for 10 in.disc
I Unit Price
30.00
Mg. Fluoride coating, per slit plate ............................ 3.00
Silicone coating, per slit plate .................................... 2.00
LINEAR BINARY PATTERNS
Catalog No. Description i
7019 13 zones i
Unit Price
$175.00
7020 14 zones i 375.00
NOTE: Special linear or circular patterns have also been made. Because of varied requirements, none are stock items; Prices on
request.
Prices subject to change without notice. Terms 30 days net, f.o.b Troy, N.Y. Cancellations at no loss to vendor.
W. & L. E. GURLEY
Main Office and Factory, Troy, N. Y., U.S.A.
Telephone AShley 2-6300
Scientific and Surveying Instrument Makers since 184.5
Engineering and Surveying Instruments, Hydrological
Instruments, Standard Precision Weights and Measures,
Paper and Textile Testing lnstrnments, Aeronautical
Navigating Instruments, Meteorological Instruments, Spe-
cial Optical Instruments, Reticle-Making Facilities.
GUARANTEE
No transaction is ever considered closed
where any dissatisfaction is known to
exist on the part of the customer, who
is assured of courteous and fair treat-
ment without regard to the extent of
his business.
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At t achme n t L 3 
FIRST SOLID-STATE OPTICAL ENCODERS-NO LIGHT BULBS 
Rugged, durable gallium arsenide light sources 
are used in the new Litton solid-state optical 
encoders, guaranteeing exceptional reliability 
under extreme environments. Tungsten lamp 
instabilities and failures-a chronic problem 
with conventional photoelectronic shaft-to- 
digital encoding devices-are eliminated. Both 
power consumption and heat dissipation are 
far less than for comparable ordinary optical 
devices. MTBF-very conservatively rated - is 
30,000 hours. !I The high reliability of all 
Litton solid-state encoders under adverse con- 
ditions is exemplified by the 2" incremental 
Model No. I N 3 5 - l l G 1  shown. It operates 
dependably and accurately during 70-g shocks 
and recovers from 105-g shocks. The case, 
including associated electronics, is size 35. 
Operating speed is 480 rpm. Other environ- 
mental characteristics meet or exceed appli- 
cable m i l i t a r y  speci f icat i0ns.H pi While 
especially well suited to applications employ- 
ing incremental positioning devices, the Litton 
solid-state optical encoding technique can be 
applied to absolute position encoders and any 
code pattern.. For details, write: 7942 
Woodley Ave., Van Nuys, California. Phone 
213-781-2111. New York: 212-524-4727. 
Chicago: 312-775-6697. 
LITTON INDUSTRIES 
ENCODER DIVISION 
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Fig. 12 Tho ward drivor circuit operates 
um follorr: tho curront mwikh formed by 
Q,. QI and Q, wrf- the loem1 
AND fuaaion aad pmddom w n e r a -  
ti- foodback through C, to hpme 
provide8 the necomsmp current pmn to 
drivo tho output stapes In 
tho  SO tima of the hput pul.0: Q, 
to act as a reasonable rise-time pad, 
to a fast word-drive pulse. Fig. 9 
shows the method of drive presently 
employed. The line is terminated in 
its characteristic impedance, and 
thc pulse is clamped at the driver 
to control the pulse amplitude. The 
transformer secondary circuit is 
used as a rise-time pad so that a 
20 per cent change in the Primary 
current rise time results in only a 10 
per cent change in the secondary 
output voltage amplitude. 
Fig. 13 System layout sketch. 
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BULLETIN 3 0 7 A  _ _  
SIZE 23 BCD SHAF’T 
POSITION ENCODERS 
i_‘  MULTI-TURN HIGH RESOLUTION , ,  
D A T E X  “DIODE U-SCAN@” LOGIC 
W I T H  NON-AMBIGUOUS OUTPUTS 
I N T E R N A L  ISOLATION DIODES 
’ 8421 BCD OUTPUTS 
EXCESS 3 BCD OlJTPUT.9 
NO CASCADED DIODES 
H I G H  N U M B E R  COUhrTS/TURN 
GIVES LONGER LIFE. LEL’3S 
I N E R T I A  A N D  TORQUE 
DESIGNED FOR IJSE I N  NAVI-  
G A T  IO N A  L A PP L I CA TIONS.  MOD E LS 
A V A  I L A  13 LE T 0 C‘O N V E  R T L A  TIT  I J D E ,  
I;ONGITI/DE. i1LTITI TDE, HEADING, 
DRIFT ,  K Q L L  .&AND PITCH 
AVAIIABLE TI’ITH I N T E R N A L  LOGIC 
O R  OPTIONAL E X T E R N A L  LOGIC 
MODULES FOR A DVA NCE-RETA R D 
SELECTION 
DATEN “Diode U-ScanG” design provides high 
transition accuracies. The U-Scan logic techniques 
operate with parallel signal paths through the En- 
coder. This eliminates the cascaded brush-to-brush 
and bit-to-bit noise accumulation inherent in serial 
logic techniques. 
Solid state “advance-retard“ selection circuits can 
be supplied either inside the Encoder or as separate 
’ MEET‘’ ENL’IRONAMENTAL REQl ’ IRE-  logic modules. Atodels are avaiiable with internal 
diodes a.ired for positive or negative operation. 
M E N T S  O F  i%fIL-E-527? 
. T N I Q ~  “1,,=1 TCH’, I , ~ I C  INTERRO- Various configurations of input shaft and output 
connectors. terminals, etc. are available on special 
nrder. 
GATION E X T E N D S  USEFIJL  LIFE 
nv  C i T o n n c w  
W1 I J L V ~ / V U I A I I  
A 
_££aehmen_ 14 (a)
•450
_F/.ON COATED LEADS
I SC._EWO.Q/VE, Q
I _ 7.0 _..25 .J A'
i
I GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SIZE 23 ENCODERS
I ACCURACY: -+-1 count* READ SPEED: 100 RPM Max.
MAX. LOAD 30V DC ..... , o,ccr_.OL_v _..... 1000 RPM Max.
I VOLTAGE:
MAX. LOAD 4 rna per ENVIRONMENTAL Meets MIL-E-5272
I CURRENT: bit SPECIFICATIONS:
MOMENT OF 100 GM-CM2 OPERATING 2 X 106 input
i INERTIA: Max. LIFE: shaft revolutions
BINARY LEVELS: OUTPUT #24 GA Stranded
I TRUE '1' -t-5 to +15V DC TERMINATION: Teflon coated leads
iI FALSE '0' -0.5 to +0.5V DC color coded
I *Accuracy for EXCESS 3 BCD Encoders with a double zero (-I- and -) is ± 11/4 count.
I
I
I
I
When Encoder life is specified, the mean time to failure has little significance unless the combined encoder and
associated circuit characteristics are fully analyzed in conjunction with operating conditions. Encoder life
usefulness is not a function of catastrophic failure but rather the ability of associated electronic circuits to
utilize the encoder output. Correctly designed circuits will effectively increase the useful life of an encoder by
one or two orders of magnitude over the life obtained when used with workable but inadequately designed
electronics. Life specified for DATEX Encoders is with DATEX recommended circuits. DATEX will pro-
vide or recommend circuits designed to obtain maximum operational encoder efficiency and life.
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LOGIC SPECIFICATIONS
EXCESS 3 BCD ENCODERS WITH INTERNAL LOGIC
Binary Levels Power Input
'1' = +5 to +15V DC +15V DC __ 2%
'0' = -0.Sto +0.5V DC --10V DC ± 2%
OV Ref.
Latch Control Signals
A latch control circuit is provided on the selector track to maintain the Encoder output constant during
interrogation and readout. Two external control signals must be provided, +5V DC or greater for 'true' and
+0.SV DC or less for 'false'.
The control signal loads are:
Signal Load when True
A 6.8K_ to 10V DC
Load when False
B Open Circuit
Three modes of operation are controlled by the external signals
i _w--Registers any change of input
LatchhStores true input data eliminating errors arising from noise
I Store--Maintains input condition with no changes for discrete period
I OPTIONAL EXTERNAL LOGIC MODULE
FOR USE WITH 8421 BCD ENCODERS
-61.000--.
- _ _ -r-_-
_Oo__ ii.o_2illI ] t
_o t o_ III I I ,.2po
, ....,,!
........ oz +- -r t
-!-," --r., I I.SSS I+15VDC ± 5%
OV REF
o=o L,,,
MOiJ_ HOLJEG4-40 HIELI-COIL
INrsERT .125 DEEP THREAD
Open Circuit
10Ka to +15V DC
SIGNAL A SIGNAL B
True (I) False (0)
False (0) False (0)
False (0) True (1)
Datex Corporation
ORDERING INFORMATION
SPECIFY
1) CODE
2) FULL COUNT & RANGE
3) DIRECTION OF
ROTATION
4) DIODE POLARITY
5) OUTPUT TERMINATION
_) SHAFT DIAMETER
AND LENGTH
7) OPERATING
REQUIREMENTS
8) ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
1307 S. Myrtle Avenue Monrovta, California
A subsidiary of Giannini Controls Corporation
SALESAND SERVICE OFFICES
MONROVIA, CALIF. 1307 S. Myrtle Ave.
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 3400 Main Street
359-5381
359-5381 Code 213
Telex06.74294
676-3636 Code 312
Telex 02-53282
PALISADES PARK, N.J. 420 Broad Ave. 947-5500 Code 201
Telex 01-26320
CLEVELAND 17, OHIO 21877 Euclid Ave. 531-6688 Code 216
Ahhachmen£ 14 (a)
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TYPICAL
......... --MOOEL----CODE ..... CouNi:-
NO,
DRIFT 02-300.3 ---_21--- 0 to
.BCD 90
HEADING
ALTITUDE
BARO.
METRIC
ALTITUDE
ROLL&
PITCH
"LONGI-""
TUDE
MODELS AND SPECIFICATIONS
RANGE -- --REVS--]--WGT-- LENGI:H
FULLI OZ 'A'
COUNT[ MAX
-44 to -0; ] 8 ].97
+1 to +45 (3609
Excess 0 to +00.0" to +89.9°; 9 18 3.17
12-300-17 3 BCD 1800 -89.9" to -00.0"
02-300-4 8421 0 to 0 to 359 1 8 1.97
BCD 359
12-30046 Excess 0 to 0 to 359.9° 18 18 3.17
3 BCD 3599
]2-300-7 8421 0 to 72,000inincrementsof ]0 36 13 3.35
BCD 7]99
12-300-8 8421 0 to 100,000inincrementsof 10 50 13 3.35
BCD 9999
12-300-10 Excess 0 to 100,000inincrementsof 10 50 18 3.17
3 BCD 9999
12-300-13 Excess 0 to 100,000inincrementsof 100 5 18 3.17
3 BCD 999
Excess 0 to +00.0 ° to +89.9°; 9 ]8 3.17
3 BCD 1800 -89.9" to -00.0 °
8421 0 to -179°59 ' to 0°; 180 ]9 4.87
BCD 2]600 +0°01 ' to 180000'
Excess 0 to +000°00.0' to +]79059.9, 1080 24 4.30
3 BCD 216000 -179°59.9 ' to -000°00.0'
p
12-300-]8
22-300-3
22-300-]3
TORQUE LOGic
MAX MODULE
OZ-IN
0.8 LM-105
1.0 INTERNAL
0.8 LM-104
1.0 INTERNAL
1.0 LM-103
1.0 LM-103
1.0 INTERNAL
1.0 INTERNAL
1.0 INTERNAL
1.5 LM-101
1.5 INTERNAL
LATITUDE 22-300.4 8421 0 to -90000 ' to -0°00'; 180 19 4.87 1.5 LM-102
BCD 21600 +0°0] 'to90°00'to +0°00';
-0°01 , to -90000 ,
_-_2 Excel; 0 to +000002 ' to +89°59.9'; ]080 24 4.30 ].5 INTERNAL
3 BCI_ 216000 +89°59.9' to +00°002';
- 00°00.0' to - 89°59.9';
- 89°59.9' to -00000.0'
GEN'I_RA_(I--1_2_300:5--'-8a,21...... 0-1o.... ;-0-_o_(_)- ........... l _ ]3 3.35 ].0 --
PURPOSE BCD 3599 i
.........1....................... L..............................J ........ L
8421BCDEncodersareavailablewith internallogic.Theabovespecificationsare for 8421BCDEncoderswith optionalexternallogic
modulesandExcess3 BCDEncoderswith internallogic.
All above models have CW direction of rotation for increasing count. (Rotation direction specified as viewed
from shaft end of encoder.) Models with CCW rotation are available. The models shown in the table have
diodes wired for positive operation. Other models are available designed for negative operating requirements.
Weights specified in the table are exclusive of output leads.
Excess 3 Encoders with internal logic use DATEX all positive number Excess 3 code. To obtain the plus/
minus outputs shown in the table, external complementing is required. A complement bit (CF) output from
the encoder indicates when complementing is necessary, i.e. when CF output is binary '0' all bits are read
direct, when CF is a binary '1' all bits except sign are complemented. This technique prevents the necessity of
adding negative number tracks and brushes thus reducing torque, inertia and weight, and giving increased life.
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F!111 XC111 
RISO!!ITlON CAPACITY WtlGHT DIMENSIONS 
M O n t L  :BITSITURN) iBIlS1 (01) (DIA x LENGTH). 
770 31 
7 1 R  11 
77R 18 
: i x  il 
71cI 3 1  
RESOLUTION FULL-SCALE 
(BITS/ CAPACITY WEIGHT DIMENSIONS 
MODEL QUADRANT) (BITS) IOZ) !DIP, I LENGTHY 
I 
I 
I 
ndona The s m  
system can bemdiied t6 generate other 
non-linear d repiesentations o 
I 
I COMMERCIAL COMPUTER DIVISION 
I N F O R M A T I O N  S Y S T E M S  GROUP 
C O M P O N E N T S  B R A N C H  1 100 E .  TUJUNGA AVE.  
B U R H A N K .  C A L I F O R N I A  * V I C T O R I A  9 - 6 0 6 1  
I 
The Doonoc 1011 
age converter whic 
indication. It  is especially de- 
ed as a reliable input sonme/ 
ut inetrument for computers, 
- -  
SERVO AMPLIFIERS 
- - -  
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WAYNE-GEORGE produces the most 
complete line of Optical Shaft-Angle Encoders 
Whatever your shaft angle encoding requirement, Wayne-George almost certainly has a catalog 
item meeting your needs either directly or with minor modification, 
DIGISEC@ NATURAL CODE*, ABSOLUTE ANGLE ENCODERS 
S E R I E S  BO-55 S E R I E S  B D - 1 0 0  S E R I E S  BO-25 
5 to 15 Digits 
per revolution 
Case Diameter 2.5” Case Diameter 5.5” Case Diameter 10” 
Separate Electronics Separate Electronics Separate Electronics 
Bulletin 1104.A Bulletin 1102-A Bulletin 1101-A 
5 t o  19 Digits 
per revolution per revolution 
17 to 20 Digits 
‘Natural Btnary. Blnarv Coded Decimal. elc 
DIGISYNOC CYCLIC CODE*, ABSOLUTE ANGLE ENCODERS COUPLINGS 
S E R I E S  R D  1 3 / 1 5  S E R I E S  R D  1 6 / 1 7  
8 to 15 Digits 16 or 17 Digits 
per revolution per revolution 
Case Diameter 3.5” Case Diameter 10” 
Integral Electronics Integral Electronics 
Bulletin 760-1C Bulletin 162-1 
-4 . L 
‘CyClic Binary, Binary Cotlrd Cyclic Dcclmal. etc 
ARCSECF INCREMENTAL ANGLE ENCODERS* 
S E R I E S  B A - 2 5  S E R I E S  BA-35 S E R I E S  BA-55 S E R I E S  B A - 1 0 0  
2 5  t o  21“ pulses Up to 36000 pulses 2” to Z1!’ pulses 217 to 22‘) pulses 
per revolution per revolution per revolution per revolution 
Case Diameter 2.5” Case Diameter 3.5” Case Diameter 5.5” Case Diameter 5.5” 
Separate Electronics Integral Electronics Separate Electronics Sepaiate Electronics 
Bulletin 1204-A Bulletin 861-1 Bulletin 1202-A Bulletin 1201-A 
‘For photographs of ARCSEC Encoders see DiGiSEC Units of same dlameter. 
DIG ITAKc3 M I N 1 ATU R E 
INCREMENTAL OTHER PRODUCTS 
ANGLE 
ENCODERS 
Wayne-George Corporation also offers 
a line of Air Bearing Sidereal Rate 
Tables for calibration and testing 
of gyro and inertial systems as well 
as encoders irl standard and special 
Up to 5000 pulses per revolution 
Case Diameter 1 5”. Separate Electronics 
Bulletin 6212.2 configurations. 
A line of precision mechanical couplings 
which allow misalignments between the 
driving member and the encoder shaft with 
negligible error are now available. 
OTHER ACCESSORIES 
A full line o f  encoder system accessories 
including Power Supplies. Test and Display 
Sets, Shift Registers, etc. are a lso available. 
APPLICATIONS 
Enccder applications include the meastire- 
ment o f  shaft angles on Machine Tools, 
Radar and Optical Tracking Systems, Iner- 
tial and Stellar Platfmm Systems ana in- 
dustrial Controls. 
For full technical data or applscation assistance, contact Wayne-George, the largest supplier of optical shaft-angle encoders. 
-WAY N E= G EO RG E CO R PO RAT1 0 N i L rid - 
0 I,C H R I S T I N A  STREET,  NEWTON, M A S S A C H U S E T T S  02161 TEL. (617) 969-7300 
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14 CD READERS' FORUM
Continuing the discussion on logic symbol standards initiated in the
recent May issue, CD readers give their opinions as to the necessity
for a standard and their preference for a particular proposed standard.
20 DISCUSS-ONLY SESSIONS AT FJCC
The coming 1965 Fall Joint Computer Conference has scheduled some
technical sessions as discuss-only sessions. Since the papers for these
sessions will not kw read at the conference, attendees must study the
papers in advance in order to prepare themselves for meaningful dis-
cussion periods. Reviews of the papers involved are presented in this
issue along with procedures for obtaining the advanced copies. Also, one
of the papers, "Design Considerations for a 25 Nsec. Tunnel Diode
Memory," is presented in its complete form.
44 REMOTE TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
PERMITS ECONOMICAL PROCESSING
OF SHORT ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
The "'Quiktran" system allows up to 40 remotely-located engineers to
enter, check, translate, and execute different programs concurrently on
the same processor.
46 THE VARIABLE-THRESHOLD LOGIC CONCEPT
New integrated circuit approach results in outstanding noise-rejection
capabilities and high temperature stability.
DEPARTMENTS
4 EDITORIAL NOTES
6 I, ETI'ERS TO EDITOR
8 DC OUTPUT
|0 INDUSTRY NEWS
17 GOVERNMENT REPORTS
58 NEW PRODUCTS
• Circuit Components • Circuit Packaging " Input-Output Equipment
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NEW PRODUCTS 
COOLING FAN ASSEMBLIES 
( :noling motor-lari assi*mltlim for 
l t s e  in computer and electronic 
rqiiipmrnt cabinrts r a n  hc npcratrd 
as blower or suction units and are 
r a t e d  500 cfni at approsirnately 
1.550 rpm. Models for opcration at 
3000 tprii also ;ire avajl;~id(* for sp- 
~ilicatinns whcrr greater air flow 
c:aparity is rrqiiirrd. Thc assrm- 
Miw arr designed for all-ancle oper- 
at ion and r a n  be mountrtl i n  any 
position inside an equipment cab- 
incl hrtwcrn thr air i n tsk r  and OlJt- 
IC! withoiit advrnely affecting motnr 
lifr. T'nIvidrd with a wirr mesh 
c;ifc*ty srrrcn. units are availablr for 
(*ywr:ttion :it 115 or 230 volts. 50 
or  60 cyclrs. Gcneral Elrctric Go., 
Spec. Xfotnr Dept.. Ft. Wnvnr. Tnd. 
Corcle No. 167 o n  lnqulry Card 
LOW-COST DTL CIRCUITS 
Attachment 14 (a) 
a NEW Integrated Circuit All- 
Magnetic Size 11 Encoder 
Designed specially for avionics fire control, naviga- 
tion and computation systems, the EMR Model 508 
rogatelreadout electronics in a size 11 case (1.1" 
diameter). For digital coding of shaft angle the new 
encoder offers all the reliability advantages of non- 
contact magnetic encoding and is as simple to  apply 
as a brush encoder. Self selecting logic presents 
non-ambiguous dc logic-level outputs. Ogtputs can 
be binary-code. gray-code, and incremental codes 
with direction sensing logic available; resolution 
per turn is eight bits. All logic is performed within 
five microseconds after receipt of enable pulses. 
We'll loan operating models for evaluation; just 
write or phone: 
is the FIRST shaft-angle encoder with integral inter- 
Ct.r I r  NO 198 on Inqillrv C ~ r d  ELECTRO - MECHANICAL RESEARCH. INC. 
CIRCLF NO 41 ON lNOU'Rv CARD 
Why chance a scrambled 
memory? 
You can prevent it with 
Raytheon Computer's NDRO 
MicroBIAX 
NEW PRODUCTS 
DIGITAL CLOCK 
. In  elcctroiiicchanicn1 digital clock 
providps visual readmit continuously 
aricl remote electrical readout on 
(-omilland. The clock was designed 
lor l i s p  in data reduction systems; to 
( ontrol hatchin? 11 here timed mix- 
inq IS impoitant. to aid in comput- 
in? piece rates in all production 
proccsscs: and, in all types of data 
or material handlinq where a time 
h e  is required. Each digit has a n  
isolated 11 line readout that can be 
rnade available to computers, print- 
a\ ailahlc as a standard model with or 
- rrs. and controls. T h e  digital clock is 
itithout a time base generator, with 
n ( ahinct for desk mountinq or with- 
niit cahinet for 19" rclav rack mount- 
iny or for 9%" panel mountinc. 
l h r a n t  3lfq Co.. Milwaukee, TVisc. I Circle No 179 on inquiry Card 
MICROMINIATURE FILM RESISTORS 
.\ neiv series of microminiature film 
i.c.sistor.s are said to feature cx- 
trcinely high temperature range, 
\\.ide rcxsiztancc range. and optinium 
\ i x  i po \ \w  ratio. Units are rated 
i lonl  10 ohins to 10 meyohms: from 
0.12 to 1 .O \vatt pou.tr: u.ith a masi- 
niiim optratinq tcmperature of 
- 275C:. Superior performance is 
siid to hc 1)asrd on the me  of re- 
sistancc films processcd from a pro- 
I)i.ietary fo~.iinrla of complex oxides. 
I'ower and precision models are of- 
t i ~ r c l  i n  standard rcsiitance toler- 
ance< o f  : ! ? T ;  ivith tnlerances to 
( 1 .  I C; ' I \  :iiiahic on spccial ordei.. 
0tI;c.r 'Ili'ciiicrltions include: load ;iic 
i > f  1000 licwrs at rated po\vcr. \\-it11 
O.,-)Cb maziiniini rpsistancc shift : ovel-- 
i o ; ~ I  3 t i m e r  rated power for 5T.e 
crwmds. \\-ith 0.2% maximum shift: 
. c r ! t i ~ ~  1.5 ~irnri: nasirnum volt- 
a y ,  with 0.5% maximum shift. Cad- 
F>iccrronics. Riverside. Cal. 
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FIRST SIZE 11 NEO-MAGNETIC NON-CONTACT ENCODER a 
PACKAGES SIZE 18 CAPACITY INTO 1/6 THE SPACE AND 
1/4 THE WEIGHT 
Litton’s new size 11 shaft-to-digital encoder 
of fers a signif icant size reduct ion over a 
standard size 18 magnetic unit of like capacity. 
It’s 84% smaller and 75% lighter. The reduc- 
tions were effected through a new proprietary 
technique representing a distinct departure 
f r o m  t h e  convent ional  “magnetic spot” 
approach in which ferrite discs are perrna- 
nently magnetized to  create code-symbolizing 
flux patterns. Now under patent application, 
Litton’s neo-magnetic approach offers com- 
plete immunity from external conditions capa- 
ble of degrading accuracy by altering magnetic 
patterns or nul l i fy ing operation through 
demagnetization.B [B IB Output of the new 
size 11 encoder is 7 through 19 bits natural 
binary, either decoded or undecoded for time- 
shared V-scan decoding logic. Resolution is 8 
bits per turn. Operating speed ranges from 
zero to  1,500 rpm with slew rate to  4,000 rpm 
maximum. Electronics MTBF is conservatively 
rated at 15,000 hours. Mechanical life exceeds 
200,000,000 revolutions. The electronics, 
available in discrete or microelectronic form 
and integrally or separately packaged, can be 
configured to multiplex a number of encoders. 
IB IB Litton’s neo-magnetic, non-contact tech- 
nique also permits other code patterns to  be 
packaged into cases substantially smaller 
than previously possible. For details, write: 
7942 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California. 
Telephone 213-781-2111. New York: 212- 
524-4727. Chicago: 312-775-6697. fB IB IB I3 
LITTON INDUSTRIES 
ENCODER DIVISION 
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Specifications for Typical 13-Bit, Size 1 I Neo-Magnetic Encoder 
l < t ~ ~ , ~ ~ i i i t ~ i ; i ~ ,  . . , ’  pt>:  :!,:n 3ld::letc: . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . .I .Ob2 IS. 
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SECTION 1 
Gurley Photoelectric 
Linear Encoders 
Mcasurcmcnts o f  length may hc made electronically with the Gurley Linear Encoders. They 
pcrmit mccliiinical nicnviiient to bc measured precisely and rapidly. independent of errors i n  lead 
scrcws or otlicr mcchanic;il piiris. There is no  contact with the movable parts and no wear on 
thc system. 
Thc Encoder tnay he uscd to nic;isurc or control the linear motion of a machine. such as a 
rnillin~ machinc tablc; printcd circuit boards. photographic patterns. grids, maps, drafting tables. 
ctc. Two Encoders may hc mountcd at right angles to cach other so that measurements may 
hc i~iricic in  X aiid )' ~ X C S .  
The Encodcr c;in hc rnadc to provide input t o  recording devicc5. such as tape punch. card 
punch. or othcr systems. 
Incremental Linear  Encoders  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Introduction to the compiete line of 
GURCEY SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
1. Linear Encoders 4. Counters and Readouts 
2. Angular Encoders 
3. Integral Electronic 
Assemblies 
5. Engineered Systems 
6. Custom and Special 
Design Capabilities 
\V. di L. E. Gurlcy ninnrifacturcs and provides a 
wick linc of components for nicasuring and control 
hptci i is .  'This linc of scnsors and elcctronic logic 
circriitry is designed with a "building-block" approach 
in mind, allowing widc flcxibility in dcsign with a 
rcsult, high quality performance can he maintained 
at relatively low cost; quotations, specifications, and 
detailed design information can be supplied without 
unnecessary delay; rapid delivery and quality service 
arc assurcd. 
This brochure i4 aimed at prcsenting the total sys- 
ten1 capability of Gurley. Detailed specification4 and 
pricing information for components and systems are 
available directly from Gurlcy or its field representa- 
tivcs. Gurlcy is happy to  receive such inquiries and 
looks forward to  providing your needs. 
e 
e 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Advantages Compared to Similar Devices 
1 . Scalc frcquc*iic-y is crnc-h;ilf th;it required by 3. Sincc no >li t  ph t c  is used. the gap het\\cen the 
othcr sc;inninF heads giving the saiiie count. This scale and scanning head is considerably larger 
is p;irticuI;irly sipni1ic;int in the high count ranges. than in systems employing slit plates. This 
lessens the risk of damaging the scale. 
4. T h e  spacing hetween the scanning areas of the 
scale is a function of thc lead screw of the divid- 
ing engine. This spacing tends to decrease errors 
created hy thc dividing engine. 
1. Rccausc n o  slit pl;itc is cnnt;iiiicd in the scanning 
hcx i .  any scnk can he introduced into thc sys- 
tcni without m y  iiiodi1ic;ition of the scanning 
hcnd. 
Recommended Scales 
Scales: Glass 
Length: 
Dimensions: 1 %  in. high x '/4 in. thick 
Recommended Scales read out to: Type Finer. 
I2 inches to 40 inches 
Readinq 
7075 - 0.0001 inch 
7076 - 0.0005 inch 
7077 - 0.001 inch 
: ‘ I  I ‘ .a . .... 
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SECTiON 2 
Photoelectric Angular Encoders 
Incremental Type 
(;ui-lcy c)!t’crs t h r w  Rnsufai. I!nc-odcrs of‘ thc 
iiic*rcincnl:il typc. N o .  X602 is ;I niirii:rlurc 
1:ncodcr. No. 8005 i s  standard synchro-mount 
diriicnsions. No.  8606 is a simplified unit. lim- 
itcd t o  SO0 pulscdrcv.. and designcd for ordi- 
11 ;I I- y i n d us t r i a I a ppl i c a t i o n  s . 
General Construction Principles 
‘The Gurley phottr.lcctric, :rngul:tr Encoder. is a 
sliitft-drivcn dcvicc delivering clcctricrtl pulses at its 
output terminals. Thc pulw frequency is directly 
proportion;rl to shaft speed. 
’l‘hc ticvicc has two biisic IISCS: 
A .  As ;I rate ycncrator. the oritput frequency may 
Iw rc.ad in terms o f  shaft r.p.rn. 
Is. As ;In ;ingle nicasur-ing dcvicc, the “ to ta l  :ingle" 
is cletcrniincd hy “totiilizing” individii:il pulses. 
‘l‘hc Enctxicr consists o f  ;I light-ti_cht houhing con- 
t:iiiiing a gI;iss disc carrying ;I precise circular pattcrn 
of nltcrnatc clcar and opaque sectors. The disc is 
riioiintcd on ;I shaft which can he rotated. A fixed 
sotircc of light is provided on one side of the disc and 
;I photocc~ll is pl;iccd on thc other side of the disc. 
:?-: :!x disc :-:g;::Lss, !i+! i: rvriodii-;ilIy pcrniitted to 
1‘;111 on the photocell. 
t 
Two typcs o f  photocells ;ire c.niplo>cd in  the En- 
coders. Thcq’ :ire citlicr ; I  Si photo-voltaic o r  a Si 
p l i o t o  tr;insistors. Typic;tl output o f  the Si cell is 
5 - 100 MV ;icross a 2OK resistive load. Typical 
output o f  the photo transistor is I O  - 20 volts across 
a I O  K resistive load when biased to 10 or 20 volt 
supply. Packaging and environmental requirements 
as a rule determine the selection of the photocell. 
Electronics are provided for both amplifving and 
signal shaping. see Section No. 3.  
Sense of direction is available by the use of a two 
photocell system reading the same interrupter disc 
zone. The reading apertures are arranged so that the 
signal outputs of the two photocells are out of phase 
%’,  direction of rotation determines the phase se- 
qucncc o f  thc two photocell outputs. 
Two or  more concentric zones having different 
pulse rates ciin hc provided on special order. 
A scparatc zone o f  information containing a single 
marker pulse can he provided. 
Electrical connections are normally made to  a min- 
iature connector mounted on the rear of the housing. 
Cable extensions through the rear of the housing may 
he provided on special order. 
All hearings are permanently lubricated. No me- 
chaniral field maintenance is necessary. 
Thcsc instrumen:s arc designed to meet both com- 
nicrci ~ i 1  and military rcq u ire men t s. 
Comparative Sizes of Angular Encoders 
h‘o. 860.5 No. 8606 
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Photoelectric Angular Encoders
Standard Discs
lhc lc, lh,,',_.ill}:',t.lnd.tt,.I i',,MI,.11'1',arv ,a'v;t,il;d',h" flonl
',hwk. F¢1_¢__i.liP, Iffcltl", _.,lt! I"k" fulub, lwd to CIIMoltlcr
',l_,'cification, at ;m cxlrJ chmC,¢ fl_r set-up.
]he pattern,, :_rc on _la_s discs of optical quality.
ax,,:u__Hvl,., _.'CIIIcI'cd _lt'h( L'_OI'IY, iY, I ('_f _.'lL':ll" ?lrcPl'g, ill ;{n
Ol_:..iuc back_l_und, ihcci,,ion dividin_ engines are
c'ml_lo)ed to l_rodu,'ctilemaster patterns.
St_-_ndard
No. 8602 No. 8605
I0 I0 1800
30 36 2000
36 48 2048
50 50 25O0
!00 100 3072
120 120 3216
360 360 3600
S00 S00 4000
1000 600 4096
1024 792 4800
1024 w/index 1000 5000
1024 100 w/index
1100 360 w/index
1000 w/index
2048 w/index
C)i:_._s -- P_Jlses per eevo!ution
No. 8606
50
64
90
100
125
128
180
2OO
250
256
360
4O0
500
F,Icctronic multiplication by 2 and 4 available with
No. 8605 Encoders. Verify with W. & L. E. Gurley
for sensor frequency above 50 Kc, and basic counts
above 2500.
Mechanical Dimensions of Angular Incremental Encoders
PHYSICAL DATA No. 8602
Housing diameter 1.375" max.
Housing length 0.844"
t ......
Overall longfh (including-sha-fl)-
Shaft diameter
Shaft length
Bearings
Mount
w,, gh ......................
1.188"
0.120 _-'0000''
--.000S"
0.344"
Class 7
3 size 2/64 on I. 12" die.
13A o,.
0.15 in. oz.
Inertia (Max.) 4.0 x 10-:'
oz.-in.-sec.:
No. 8605 No. 8606
3.4" 4.0"
2.7" to 4.8"
with electronics
3.8" +o 5.9"
with electronics
-4-.0000"
0.2497 --.0002"
I,I II
Class 7
Size 34 servo mount
_7 OZ.
0. I in. oz.
2.3 x I0-::
oz.-in.-sec."
2.825
3.975
+.0000"
0.2497 --.0002"
ioJl!
Class 3
3 Size 8/32 on 3" dia.
24 OZ.
0.2 in. oz.
2.4 x I0- :_
oz.-In.-sec.-
'1
I
l'age 8507
Absolute Code Discs
(;urlcy has manuf;icturcd Absolule Rot;iry _nc_lers
in quantity, on special order. !11 order fo meet the
needs of those who wish to build or adapt such en-
coders, precise discs arc available, and other multi-
track patterns are made to customer order.
The fi_llowing table indicales disc patterns now
available II_ese being identified by *asterisk. Other
configurations are listed to show patterns which are
possible to produce, but they should not be considered
as available without checking with W. & L. E. Gurley.
I
i
I|
i
DISC BINARY SINE - COSINE
DIAMETER CYCLIC DECIMAL 8-4-2-I PER QUADRANT + SIGN
No. No. No. Division
Inches TracEs Words TracEs Divisions Tracks quadrant
2_
2_
2_
2_
2_
2_
sV2
B
iS
B
"8
"9
*10
*II
*12
"13
14
15
16
17
256
512 II
1024 12
2048
4096 14
8192 14
16384 14
32768 15
65536 16
131072 17
* 5OO
*IOOO
9 * 256
10 * 512
II "1024
12 *2048
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
* Asterisk indicates patterns which are normally available
Specimens of Code Discs
2':; (;ray (Reflected) Binary 2"-'Sin-Cos Straight Binary Binary Coded Decimal
counting to 999
Page ,_508
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Encoder Numbering System
ANGULAR (ROTARY) ENCODERS
Increme_al Type
Cat. No.
8600 Series
Absolute Type
Cat. No.
8650 Series
LINEAR ENCODERS
Incremental Type
Cat. No.
8700 Series
Absolute Type
Cat. No.
8750 Series
EXAMPLES
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Catalog i
NO.
ANGULAR INCREMENTAL
Catalog
NO.
C:nalog
No• o
Case Size i Count
I
8605 [ 2048
i ..... [
ANGULAR ABSOLUTE
Output
Case Size
8650
Resolution
2048
LINEAR INCREMENTAL
i Reading Scale Length
i Head Resolution (Inches)
i
_'TI_N ! 707_ 27
[ ...... 1 .... I
Reading
Head
Catalog
No. 8750
Electronics
70001
No. of
Tracks
11
Scale
Mount
0
I
OUTPUT
CODE EXPLANATION
1 Single Track
2 Single Track w/index
3 Bidirectional
4 Bidirectional w/index
RESOLUTION -- LINEAR INCREMENTAL
May be English or Metric
and is specified as Catalog Numbers
Scale Length specified in Inches
LINEAR ABSOLUTE
1No. of Scale ScaleResolution Tracks Length Mount
0.000625 17 23 1
SCALE MOUNTS
CODE EXPLANATION
0 Scale is unmounted
1 Scale is mounted
Examples of Numbering System
An Angular (Rotary) Incremental Encoder, 3.4 in.
size. having 2048 counts/revolution, bi-dircctional with
index, and a pulse-shaping module accessory, is desig-
haled as:
No. 8605-2048-4-70001
A Linear Incremental Encoder, reading increments
to 0.0001 inch, and having a scale 27 inches in length,
unmounted, is designated as:
No. 8700-7075-27-0
Page 8509
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SECTION 3 
integrally Mounted Electronic Assemblies 
Elcctric;illy. these units are designed to work with 
the 5amc poucr >upply vnlt:iges used by the encoder\. 
e1iniin;iting the nccd for extra po\vcr supplies and poivcr 
lead\. All iinits are clcsigncci to Lvork over n tcniper- 
;iturc r a n y  o f  -30 C t o  . 65 'C. 
~~ ~ 
'AT No. TYPE 1 )ES<'KlPTION FUNCTION 
70000 
7000 I 
70002 
70003 
70003 
7000s 
70006 
70007 
70008 
EST Schniitt 'I 'rigpr 
EMV Monostahlc Multivihrator 
EDS Direction Sensing 
EPM-2 Pulsc Rate Doubler 
EPM-4 Pulsc Rate Multiplier & Direction 
Sensing 
E('[) I.inc Driver 
ElCf 1nclc.i ('oincidcncc Gate 
Signal Shaping & Restoration 
Pulse Shaping 
Determine Forward 8r Reverse Motion by 
Quadrature Method 
Multiplies Input Pulse Rate  by a Factor of Two 
Multiplication by Four can be Accomplished with 
Quadrature Input 8: Tuo Blocks 
5 0  OHM Output Amplifiers 
Supplies 3 Rcfercncc Signal Lf'hose Width is thc 
Babic Increment of the Output 
('i rcuit 1 ntcrf:icc Matching 
C 3  rcuit I n tc r fxe  .Matching 
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INTEGRALLY MOUNTED ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES -- CONDENSED ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION SHEET
Ca+ Noel
70000
Power
Requirements
Volts ma. Input Signals Ampl. A
! 6 v. 10 ma. 3 v. P-P, 0 Centered
--12 v. 25 ma. IS0 /La. Minimum --6 _1 v.
70001 I 6 v. I0 ma.
12 v. 25 ma.
70002 T 6 v. I0 ma.
70003 12 v. 25 ma.
70004 12 v. 25 ma.
! 6 v. 40 ma.
70005 { 6 v. I00 ma.
--12 v. 250 ma.
70006 1 6 v. I0 ma.
12 v. I0 ma.
70007
700O8
18 v. 150 ma.
i 18 v. 30 ma.
-18 v. 60 ma.
i 18 v. I00 ma.
Inp. A-Differenfiafed --6 + I v.
Inp. B-Direct
Two Square Waves 90 _ --4 v. min.
apart pulse CW
--I v. max.
pulse CCW
12 v. Square Wave --6 v.
Two Square Waves
90' apart --I v. max.
pulse CW
--4 v. min.
pulse CCW
.... bv.(rf 10ma. --6 v.
Index, A and B, Neg. --6 v.
Oufpuf S;gnals
Ampl. B Rise Fall Cu+off
• 1/,s..5/ks..5 Mc.
--12-_-I v..I/us..5/Ls..S Mc.
• 1 /,s..5/_s..S Mc.
---12 _ I v..I f,s..5l,.s..S Mc.
--I v. max..I l,s..5 l_s..25 Mc.
pulse CW .I/us..5/,s..25 Mc.
--4 v. rain.
pulse CCW
.I /us..3/,.s..5 Mc. 1000
--4 v. rain.
pulse CW .l /,s. .S tLs. .S Mc.
--I v. max.
pulse CCW
.I _s..S/Ls. 50
l . I t_s..5/_s. Pulse 1000
width
equal
to I/4
cycle
inpuf
fre-
quency
Excursion r 6 to --3 v.
12 v. (_r 3 ma.
12 v. _ 3 ma.
-18/0 or
0/--I 8
lmped.jO+her Pr0tected
300 Yes
1200 Yes
300 Ext. Yes
1200 Cap. Yes
• I /,s..5/_s. 400
: 18/0 or i'1 /,s..St,s. 400
0/il8 i
Rise and fall times measured at 10% and 90%
points
Pulse wldfh measured at 50% Amplitude
Impedance i_ in ohms resistive.
EMV ha_ .S _,s. output pulse width bu¢ may be
modified by _ capaclfor -- internal to Encoder
"Protected" indicates protected against shod clr-
cuit
Temperature Range --30°C to _k.65°C
"Cutoff" refers to maximum repetition rate
at the input (Mc.)
Max. current is based on single uni+ operation with
max. load. Power requirements of combinations
of units will not be a direct summation of indi-
vidual power requirements.
F'agc 8511
c 
c 
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CONTROLS 
, , l i Y i l # ' i *  / I t  ,, 0 ,  , I  , , 1  , L I I P .  . m , ,  8 * ' . ! " I I U I N '  I , ,*r.11*.11 . 
1 P ( I  L A I W  A V I L N U C .  + ( I C I I S V I L L C .  L I .  N E W  V O R K  
T C L C C U O N L :  S l O  W C  0-5600  T W X .  S l S  4 3 3 - 9 3 4 0  
C A I L C :  F A I R C O N  HICUSVlLLE. NEW VORU. U . S . A .  
AVIONICS PLANT: 140 TERMINAL ROAD. PLAINVIEW 
LONO ISLAND. NEW VORK l ie03 516 - WELLS s - s s i i  
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE: 
Readout and feedback for machine tool 
position con tr ol. 
Measurement or control of length or 
linear speed or rods, sheets, etc. 
ing components. 
Speed control or measurement of rotat- 
' OUlPUf NO 1 \ OUTPUT NO 2 
1 CYCLE 360* ELECTRICAL 3600 rotation 
numbtr of 
ryrlc par 
rav  
Fig. 1 
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INCREMENTAL ROTARY i  
TKANSDUCER 
I 
SERIES 921 
DESCRIPTION 
Model Series 921 Transducers are photo- 
electric devices which convert shaft rotation 
to two electrical outputs in the form of 
square waves. The transducer consists of a 
rotating shutter having a discrete number 
of slots, light sources, collimating aperture 
assemblies, photo sensors, pulse shaping 
and amplifying circuitry. 
tne iwo ouipuis are aispiaced by 5% eiec- 
trical degrees so that with external logic 
circuitry the direction of rotation can be 
determined. 
Figure 1 shows the two outputs and the 
tolerance on both the pulse duration and 
the separation of the two outputs. An op- 
tional Marker Pulse is available. 
Transducers with 100, 125, 200 and 500 
pulseslrevolution at  a cycle rate to  20,000 
cps per output are standard. 
The Model 921, having evolved from the 
practical experience gained by supplying to 
the Machine Tool Numerical Control Indus- 
try, features: 
0 Stainless Steel Base and Cover 
0 Sealing to prevent admission of dust, 
moisture, metal particles, cooling fluids, 
oil vapors 
0 MS Connector 
-. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
INCREMENTAL ROTARY
TRANSDUCER
SERIES 921
PULSES/REVOLUTION: 100, 125, 200, 500 are standard
CYCLE RATE: 20KC
RISE AND FALL TIME: Less than 2 microseconds into a resistive load measured at 20K cycle rate
OUTPUT AMPLITUDE: Amplitudes may differ because of customer requirements. Typically, the output
levels are -8V rain. to -11V max. into a 5000 ohm load, with a --30V DC input
OUTPUT SYMMETRY: 180 215 electrical degrees; 180 ±23 electrical degrees under the worst
conditions of age, voltage and temperature environment
PHASE RELATION OF OUTPUTS: (WITH CW SHAFT ROTATION) The spacing between output #1 and #2
(quadrature) will be a minimum of 72°; 54 ° under the worst conditions of age, voltage, and
temperature environment
POWER SUPPLY: The transducer will require 4.5 +,5% VDC @250ma for lamp supply; amplifier
voltage can be 30V, 24V, 20V DC ±10%. Polarity of output will match polarity of power
source. (Note: Lamp supply may vary per application requirements)
TEMPERATURE: 45°C to +55°C
VIBRATION: 3g's 5 to 1,000 cps
INSULATION RESISTANCE: Greater than 10 megohms at 500 VDC between all electricaJ leads
(connected together) and the shaft.
LIFE: 10,000 hours
I
..o2o
........ 3.06 .........
I
i
_.00 ---_
SUItFACEL2JTO BE J. tO 4_]WITHIN 'oo2
2 DIAS. INDICATIEID e TO U eWITHIN .001TIR
ELECT. CONN.
MS3102E-16S-1P
Fairchild reserves the right to change
sDecifi_atio,qs wifhout ,_ct_ce as Dar',
- - - 
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PHOTOELECTRIC 
PULSE 
G EN E RAT0 R 
PHOTOCELI s J 
c U 
P 
-.I20 c? 
7 -- > I  I I I 
STllNOARD PRECISE 
PATTERNS AVAILABLE 
10 pulsesirev. 
50 pulseslrev. 
100 pulses/rev. 
120 pulses/rev. 
360 pulses/rev. 
500 pulses/rev. 
1000 pulseslrev. 
1024 pulses/rev. 
TYPICAL DISC PATTERN 
The Gurley Photoelectric Puke Generator 
Model 8602 
Physicat Data 
1375" T a x  I Housing diameter 
' Overall length includinz shaft, 1 ;85" 
! 
i Shaft diameter 
Housing length 865" 
120- 0000'' 
- 0005" 
SCaf t  lenrth ,344'' - 
Bearings 
M o u n t  
Weight 
Torque 
Class 7 
5 8 "  centering flange-3 s c r e w  
134 oz 
15 In -OZ 
iAtt
I Jl
+%
_t
T
STANOARDPRECISE
PATTERNSAVAILABLE
10 pulses/rev.
50 p.lses/rev.
100 pulses/fur.
]20 puises/rev.
360 pulses/rev.
500 p.lses/rev.
1000 pulses/rev.
1024 pulses/rev.
I
I TYPICALDISC PATTERNThe Gurley Photoelectric Pulse Generator
Model 8602
'l'hc I.url.r.t Idl.h,,'h'<'lrh' I.d_,. _{'.,'ral,,r b. a _h_|l't (h'iv('Ti
d_'vh+,` ,I,.li',et h_, ,'h'ctr h'al I,.l'-,'_ ;_1hs .lit [)iJl let ininals. The
I"]ls_' _lrl[lll'll+," _" i_ dilq','tlv I.-i.,uli,,ual t- _ha{t sl)_.c(| and
Ih'_ I ui|n'' alllldilud_" i_, hldClpl'nd<.nt -[ ,.,h;+ltl spet'd.
A. '_.'-. {I rah' _ell,'r+l[+_l'. |'II,' _,lll|)lll fl('(ilzi'nl+'y lllay bt'
,,'ad hi h'rms .f sh:ll't , p.nl.
B.."_ all :lllt_le ll|l,:isllFin_ dl,vi(,< +, [hi' "lolal ang]e'" is
d,'Icr.,in,.,l hy "h,l:dizi._" indix i<hml p.ls,'+.
'rl.. l.d,.,. _c.,.Hl.r c-n,-.i..l_ .f :I li_hl-li_hl h.u,.i.,L, ,..onl_in-
i._z :_ ,....I_,._di,.r <'_rryi.,_ _ hi-hly-l.,'_+-,' ,'i_r.h. l_allt, rn .l"
_lh._ n:lh.ly eh.ar _..J .l)a,iH<. _,.rh. ,.< TI.' <li-_' i- m,,unted ,,n
:, -ll;lh +'.hi('h ru,i l)e r<H:lh'd.._ fix_'d s,,,.r(' .f light is pro-
_ id,'d <+. ,,nt, _id,, ,,f ll.. disc and a l,h<,t+,,','ll i,_phii'ed -n the
,,llu'r '..i,h' ,,f lh<. disc. _ lh+' di_<' l,d31+_...,li<'hl i_ l.'ri.dicallv
l.'nnfilh',l Io f_,ll ,,u lh,' l,h(,h,r,.!l+
to 1000 ,." re.re l).ls(Ps per rewdution. All standard disc
patterns have ch':_r s,'ct.rs and -pa(lue sectors of equal width.
Output wave forms vary from triangular to near-square de-
pending upon the disc pattern us_+d and the design of the
,_!nticmary aperh|re [)late. Other patterns can be made t.
m<'.t special requirements. It is als. possible to provide two
c.|_cent|ic z.nes of <lift,.rent l,.lse rates on special order.
Sense .f direeti.n is available .n special order. It is
achieved hy a tw,. ph.tocell system reading the same inter.
rt, ptor dis(' zone in which the signal outputs of the two photo-
c_,lls are out of phase by less than 180 degrees. Direction of
r-ration delcrmines the .rder of"firing"of the two photocells.
Electrical connecli.ns are made to "feed-thru" terminals
on the side of the housing.
All hearings arc permanently lubricated. No field main-
[fYll_lT]i'l' i"; llt'(!l'¢Saly.
I
I
I
I
,._j"
Convert Rotation 
Into 
Digital Pulses 
TRANSDUCER AND POWER SUPPLY 
wlrcti I C   transducer^ thit .icciirntel\~ convert rot.inr motion to digital puises foi 
- 
Series P-100. P-1 OOD 
Scrip5 P-100 Phototars produce identical output pulses when 
tlit? shaft is  tcirncd eittirr clockwise or counter-clockwise. An 
rxtremrly sensitive photovoltaic sensing unit monitors the 
light outpiit of 3 long life filament bulb as this light is inter- 
ri iptrd by a stable plastic disc comprised of alternate trans- 
wrent and opaqiir sectors A transistor amplifier incorporated 
witliiri the transdiicer ampli f iw the siprial 1:enerated by the 
sriisiiip. cel l  Output from 1 to bo0 pulses per revolution are 
available in this wries Series P-IOOD transducers have been 
(1rsiRnc.d for applications rrqiiiring hii-tirr resolution These 
u n i t s  are identical to the P 100 transducers except for the 
inclusion of a pulse doubler circuit One pulse is generated 
when the sensing cell 5ees light and another when it sees 
dark, thus providinR up to 1200 counts per revolution. 
Series P - 2 0 0  
These bidirectional transducers produce an output on one 
line when the shaft is  turned clockwise, on another line when 
turned counter-clockwise. Two sensing units and two !ight 
sources are employed, and are positioned so that one sensing 
unit is at the edge of a dark area and the other in the center 
o i  ine area. ’wneri ii ie disc i s  io:atSd is GO= di:ecticn signa! .fi. 
leads signal B; in the other direction signal B leads signal A. 
For proper bi-directional operation, Series P-200 transducers 
must be used with the DEC-1 Add-Subtract Decoder, which 
includes the Boolean algebra circuit required to determine the 
phase relationship of the two signals. Models in this series 
are available for outputs up to 1200 counts per revolution. 
Trii dr.ti;!t,d r;it-ci/i‘.J/:-,J: .;vd prirec ret. re7 erre ride. 
c - <-* . .. - ” *- - * _  - -  
PD-1 Transistorized Pulse Doubler 
This elrctronic assembly may be used with any of the Series P-100 transducers t o  provide 
higher resolution and accuracy. The PD-l produces two output pulses for each input 
pulse from the transducer. It may be included in the system to permit switchable choice 
of tcsolutions, or it may be added to meet changed requirements without the need for 
r+?placiiiG the transducer. Potted; aluminum case; 21.r x 2l’z x 4”: 8 oz. 
DEC-1 Transistorized Add-Subtract Decoder 
For use in bl-dir:-c?icna! svstwns with any of the P-200 Transducers. the Decoder performs 
the nrccssary jlgr.braic nperatioiis to  convert the phase relationship of the pulsed 
transducer oiitputs to suitdblc bi-directional counter inpiits. 101,.~~5hx11!:2”; approx. 16 Ib. 
l m !  . -  
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 ,  ecifications
SERIES P-IO0
Rotary Speed O-10,000 RPM
Rotation cw or ccw
Counts per Revolution i
(see note) 1-600
square wave --5.6 to --.5v
Output i across 3300 ohms;
-! 5.6 to +.5v optional
Power Supply
Input Power
To Transducer
Input Power
To Power Supply
(@ 115 vac, 60 cps)
Light Bulb Life
Operating Temperature
Sensing Unit
Weight
Transducer
Power Supply
....... l ............................
SERIES P-100D
0-10,000 RPM
CWor CCW
2-1200
SERIES P-200
0-10,000 RPM
bi-directional
2-1200
constant rise-time pulse
10 usec wide, from --5.6v to ground
100 ma.
5 watts
--5.6% regulated, low ripple
100 ma. 200 ma.
5 watts 10 watts
2 lb. 2 lb.
I lb. 1 lb.
60,000 hours
O°C. to 55°C.
silicon photovoltaic
2lb.
1 lb.
NOTE: Counts Per Revolution. SA,nda,d unit, i,e thew wries with outlJut counts per revolution as [ollows:
Series P-IO0: I, I¢, 12, 20. 3o. 5(I, 60, 90, I00, 120, 125, 180, 200, 250, 300, .360, 500, 600.
SeriesP-100D: 2. ;(). 24.40, 60. lOO. 120, IBo. 200. 240, 250, 360. 400, 500, 600, 720, 1000, 1200.
Series P-200: (u'/Tcn u_ed u'ith I)I:.C-I Dec_Jdcr) Same .rs Serie, P-IOOD.
lr'A.. (,,.dc, ing: tl_c ,'equired ,ount outf)ut d.Juld bc *l,ecJ_ed as a final dash number alter the Series number, thus: P-100-250 describes
t/w Scrtt'* ILIO0 tr, tnsducer l,rol'iding 250 counts per revolution.
POWER SUPPLI
/
i
i
t
,-.-,---- 2_
T-
3
. TOCOUNTER
,,-_ _-2t.;--_ } _,IIOVAC._ TOPHOTOTAC
PHOTOTAC TRANSDUCERS PRICE LIST
i .... I ................. t ..... i
• ." "" _0 _. 37_:oo._j
P-100D4*_ 2 720 445.00 E
] above 720 _ 545 O0 I
i above 400 _ 49500 '
L..... Ad ............ °lie' i ' .... '
Pr,ces ,ncluae o_wet s.ooly ano coonect,_g cab/e_
['_ .,._resent', coun_ per revalued,on, selected from standard outputs
J,s_,d ,n the No_e to _he $peC,_lca_,ons above Non _tandara cou_ts
av_,la_e _l_ extra charl_e
Pr,c,'_ a_e _ o b Syo_e_ N. Y anO may be changed w,thout not,ce.
The engineering staff of Modular Instrument is available for consultation on special
counting requirements and welcomes your inquiry regarding the use of these instruments
for particular applications.
Division of Astrosonics, lnc.
190 MICHAEL DR!VE. SYOSSET, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK • (516) WAlnut 1-2037
/
FEATURING 
1- High Resolution, 1 part in 2’2 
High Signal Levels, 260 mv. 
High Counting Rates, 300 kc 
Low Friction Torque, 0.05 in-oz 
Low Shaft Inertia, 35 gm-cm2 
Low Cumulative Error, rt 1/4 count 
Reliable Wide-Aperture Optics 
Direct Drive - No Gearing 
Bidirectional Operation k-* 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-*- 
In convenient, standard, physical packages suitable for general application, Models 
23 and 23-2 OPTISYNS produce up to 4096 precisely-spaced digital pulses per singie 
turn of the input shaft. These units offer ruggedness and reliability, and they have 
become standard equipment on operational missiles. Using a series 15-EL-4 OPTISYN 
electronics module to amplify, shape, and gate the output signals from an OPTISYN, one, 
two, or four output pulses per waveform cycle can be produced. Output counting rates up 
to 100,000 counts per second can be obtained. OPTISYNS offer measurement accuracy 
in seconds of arc and the maximum total cumulative error, for Model 23 or 23-2 
OPTlSYNS and output circuitry, is -e 0.278 count. OPTISYN Model 23-2 has an added 
zero reference channel. This channel is fed into a 15-EL-5 OPTISYN electronics module 
where it is combined with the output of the 15-EL-4 electronics module to generate a 
sharp zero reference pulse once per shaft revolution. The zero reference provides an 
angular position reference signal for absolute angle indication, and for verifying or clear- 
ing an accumulated angle signal. The zero reference pulse is accurate to less than 
-4 1 count. 
Models available: 23-100, 23-128, 23-250, 23-256, 23-300, 23-500, 23-512, 23-900, 23-1024 - 
from 100 to 4096 pulses/revolution, with appropriate electronics. 
While 15 EL 44 produces hrqhest resolution. 15 EL 41 produces most precise relative pulse spacing Both have maximum 
cumulative error of count Information on OPTISYN Models 11. 27. and 35, and Amplifier Flip Flop Logic 15-EL-4 
and 15 EL 5 are available on request All models are available with Zero Reference feature, and with built-in electronics 
on special order 
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eLECTRICAL MODELS 23 and 23-ZSPECIFICATIONS
Input to Lamp Supply
Voltage: 5 volts ±5 % .,z, --
Voltage Ripple: 5 my, max. peak-to-peak .o_.- --
Current: .o,==.,L _-
Model 23: 0.24 amps, nominal
Model 23-Z: 0.30 amps, nominal °s6*_-" -
Frequency: DC or 400 cps " l
II ....°°
Output Into 2000 Ohm Load .z,,o.o_, ..,,=/,,,
Waveforms -- 3 Channel Output: D '-rl
2 Count Track Channels produce: _ __ _---- .,---:I2 hybrid sine waves 90 electrical degrees out ..... ,-_-
of phase z.,._o----,,,,
1 Zero Reference Channel produces: t__ __ 1
I
I -L- _ mechonecel
Frequency: See Resolution Table MODEL 23 Te_M,_AC
Frequency Characteristics: Voltage output not _VUMaER
reduced by more than 3 db at 7000 cps t____ _ 8 1
I Accuracy: Total cumulative ± 25 electrical degrees,
approximately 1/4 count I'L--J LTJ --34_
I Min. Peak-to-Peak Voltage (at low speeds): pNoro- _ Z
I CELL_;
OPTISYN Channel at 20°C: 260 millivolts
at 68°C: 182 millivolts _-_=.
Zero Ref. Channel at 20°C: 600 millivolts 5 i
at 68°C: 420 millivolts --_
I Amplitude Modulation: Less than 10% 6__J71Recommended Load: 2000 ohms, resistive
1 Counting Rate (with 15-EL-4 output circuits): L_Mp5 _)_ _L_, .o,, s,,_o*rEeM'_100.000 counts per second max, _-. _ovs ,_
.._.J
Special Counting Rate: Up to 300,000 counts per
I second on special orderMECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Recommended Max. Shaft Speed =. 6xm.
i " Resolutioni.co,,ts MODEL 23-ZMom-_nt of Inertia: perrevolution TE_PMINAI.
Model 23: 40 gm-cm = (0.0137 Ibm-in =) max. 2--
Model 23-Z: 35 gm-cm' (0.012 Ibm-in=), max. ± _-_
Starting Torque (at 25°C):
3.6 gm-cm (0.05 in-oz), max. ce,, .I_ a,
Weight:Model 23: 200 gm (7 oz), max. " I _ I
Model 23-Z: 230 gm (8.1 oz), max.
Mounting: Size 23 Synchro mount t_ _Operat;ng Temperature: -35°C to +66°C zero _3 1-_
Non-Operating Temperature: -62°C to +75°C eErE_Nce _'1
Shock: Meets MIL-E-5272C, 30G, 11 milliseconds A_ .L _L._L..L 1_*_M,_,,,Vlbratl n ,_Mp_ o_,,_ or
• "0 " Meets MIL-E-5272C Procedure XIV _)_)_r)_r)_)r.o,_,..
Reliability: 6 years projected mean-time-to-failure or
I 2 x 10" revolutions =
_3000 rptn s max mum rate for 2 x lO _ revolutions• Higher
speeds ¢lecre_se bearing life. Tolerances shall be :_ 0.005" on decimal and ± 1/64"
5000 rpm is maximum rate recommended for any OPTISYN. on fractional dimensions unless otherwise specified
DYNAMICS RESEARCH CORPORATION
HEADQUARTERS MIDWESTERN OFFICE WASHINGTON OFFICE L__
SALES OFFICE 38 Montvale Avenue 1008 E. Northwest Highway 6124 Edgewood Terrace
LOCATIONS Stoneham. Massachusetts Mt, Prospect. Illinois Alexandria, Virginia
Tel,: Area 617, 4383900 Tel.: Area 312, 392-3358 TeL: (703> 765-7294
j"
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MOIRE FRXNG-E 
TRANSDUCER' 
MODEL MF 
General 
Description 
The Microspace Moire Fringe Transducer' i s  an opto- 
electronic instrument for the conversion of rotational 
motion into discreet, periodic information or wave form 
generation. Periodicity is o function of rate when mea- 
sured in time, and a function of angle when accurn- 
ulated. Wave form i s  a function of grating line profile. 
\ .  
'. 
Thr basic detection mechanism consists of a rotating 
Jiffractioci grating and a stationary diffraction grating, 
mounted concentric and parallel to each other. Light i s  
directed normally incident to one side of the grating 
pair; light sensors are similarly located on the opposite 
side. An interference pattern i s  attained which i s  the 
rcsult of a complex set of linear and non-linear boundary 
wove disturbances known as Moire Fringe These Moire 
Fringes are sensed by the photocells as a "level". When rotation i s  applied to the input shaft, the Moire Fringes change 
relative intensity. This intensity change is  proportional to the space phase relationship of each rotating line pair to each static 
line pair. The sensitivity, or slope, of this function i s  directly proportional to the grating pitch. Rotational displacements where 
the geometric base i s  equal to one-half the wave length of blue light can be sensed with excellent signal-to-noise ratio char- 
actcristics. The resulting output i s  a quosi-sinusoid whose wave form varies from an ideal sinusoid by very small second and third 
-, order harmonic distortion. 
Uniqur to the Microspace Moire Fringe Transducer + i s  the application of quasi-coherent light properties together with a superior 
optical system which has been devised i o  take full advantage of these properties. Computer error analysis design techniques 
have been used together with "state of the art" light source technology, in ordcr to accomplish predictable Moire Fringing. The 
integrated system exhibits an uncertainty bandwidth characteristic approaching the theoretical limit. 
System error i s  minimized by multi-line sampling of not less than twenty per cent of each information track. All Moire Fringe 
Transducers" contain original Master Gratings rather than second or third generation copies. Light sensors, together with their 
rdated optics, preamplifiers and emitter followers are packaged in individual modules to reduce capacitance and stray field effects. 
The Microspace Moire Fringe TranSducer i s  available with or without an integrally mounted amplifier. Electronic packages are 
also availublc for pulse forming, pulse counting, direction sensing, pulse marking and angle indexing. Other special features 
5:td constructions can be supplied. 
u r a p p I i ca t i o n s problems. 
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MODELS:
MFT - I - [*]
MFT - IT - [*]
MFT - liT - [*]
MAX. SHAFT SPEED: 3200 RPM
WEIGHT: 16 oz.
MOUNTING: Servo Size 23
OPERATING TEMP: -20 ° to 60°C
STORAGE TEMP: -40 ° to 100°C
OUTPUT
I
1
CLASS l - SINGLE TRACK
CYCLES(COUNTS PER TURN): I to 6000. MultiDles of 100 standard.
MIN. OUTPUT FREQUENCY: 15 cps, full output.
MAX. OUTPUT FREQUENCY: 60,000 cps (-3db).
WAVE FORM: Sinusoid, lessthan 1% _d and _d harmonic distortion.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.3 V peak to peak (zero db) at I00 ohms.
CLASS II - TWO TRACKS
CYCLES(COUNTS PER TURN)" 2 to 12,O00. Multiples of 1,000 standard.
MIN. OUTPUT FREQUENCY" 20 cps, full output.
MAX. OUTPUT FREQUENCY" 100,000 cDs (-3db).
WAVE FORM: Sinusoid, _ss _an 1% 2nd and 3rdharmonic distortio
OUTPUT VOLTAGE" 0.3 V peak to peak (zero db) at i00 ohms.
TRACK PHASE SHIFT ERROR" ±I _cond ofarc. _ase shifts of 90°,120°,180°standard.
CLASS I I I - THREE TRACKS
CYCLES(COUNTS PER Tu,,,_>_" [3 to l£.v,nnn........ M,,!tiples of 1,000 standard.
MIN. OUTPUT FREQUENCY: 21 cps, full output.
MAX. OUTPUT FREQUENCY: ]60,000 cps (-3db) .
WAVE FORM: S[nusoid, _ssthan 1% 2nd and 3rdharmonic distortion.
()tITPUT VOLTAGE: 0.3 V peak to peak (zero db) at i00 ohms.
]RACK PHASE SHIFT ERROR: -+I sc_:ondofarc. Phase shifts of 90°,120°,180°standard.
!'OWER REQUIREMENTS
I TRANSDUCER ELECTRONICS: -8 V])C (0.1%), 15 ma. per track.
TRANSDUCER LlGHT SOURCES:2.5 VDC (1%), 0.7A per track.
I
l>.IsinF, circuitry available lot I, 2 and 3 tracks. Output is plus or minus i to
I,()V with 200 manoseconds rise time. (See Bulletin 310)
ower supplies avai lablc For all equipment. (See Bulletin 405)
I't_wers of '2 available.
* Number of cycles required per track per revolution.
I
I
I
imlitclrloI-Lp-lce,
MICROSPACE INC., 170 SOUTH VAN BRUNT STREET, ENGLEWOOD N.J.
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POSITIVE AS A LIG}IT BEAM
digital conv!erter
:° :j_
i
_,O".w_., RL¥
MacIEOD t,,$TR,_',,E :T CORP
MacLeod Instrument Corporation
4250 NORTHWI=ST TI=NTH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
a subsidiary of
AEROSONIC CORPORATION
Clearwater, Florida
TELEX 0B1-418 TELEPHONE 564-6471
- _  ~ .I_ - -- -- 
A t  tac-hment  1 7  
-0 pointer dial i n s t r m n x e n t  
I 
1 1 ‘ 1  s i p i l \  . i i v  t r . t i i s i n i 1 i c . d  to thc cltr -  r c I  
I LVli(91 I *  I I i c .  c ~ l t ~ f  i o n i c .  t i n i f  niiist 1” 
1111 ih t .  sc’:iiiii(-r, tlu. sigii;ils :ir(b tr:lils- 
t l ~ i t v  t I I I I I *  o r  siiiglc* rli:iniirl tc.lr.iiic.try. 
EI(-ctreriiir uni t  outi)iil is used to operate either 
h x !  or rc-inotc. digital displays o r  to supply 
digital output for t. i l)ci punch, digital printer or 
conipu1c.r. 
TIME-SHARING ECONOMY d “FAIL SAFE’ AND ALERT 
Special logic circuits are availatde which verify 
that information coming into the electronic unit 
is proper and that nothing has failed. Any devia- 
tion from normal operation is sensed and an alarm 
tlCtU€it&. 
Where related infomation is required from many 
instruments (in power or steam-generating plants, 
marine engine rooms, test cells, wind tunnels, etc.) 
as many DISCON scanners may be employed as 
needed, all instruments reporting to a single elec- 
ironic unit on a “time-sharing”, programmed basis. 
Frequency of clam sampling may be selected to 
conform to central station requirements. For con- 
venience, duplicate readout displays may be lo- 
cated wherever required (engineer’s office, bridge 
of ship, etc.) 
lJNATTENDED DATA ACQUISITION 
DISCON scanners are being used for measurement 
and data transmimion from unattended remote 
locri t ions. Standard t elemet ry sy st t m s  can hc? used 
for reporting scanner data to the electronic unit 
I 
1 
I lorated at  central or substation. 
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discon digitizes a n y  
L n  
.. ' 
DISCON 
consists of t h r w  basic components 
f i n  op / i c~ i /  ~ c a n n r r  niountcd ovrr a dial-pointer 
tir4riinitwt mid timploving, on ;I rotating trans- 
pirrnt  disc, otic o r  n i c m  I)hotcwltbctric pickups to 
scmc dial morkings and pointer location. 
(1 rc*odori/ f i n / /  t l i c i t  disphys o r  records the instru- 
iiivnt rc-;iding:h i n  tiic drsired digital form. 
IJNLIMITED DIGITAL MEASUREMENT 
Anv variable which Can be measured with a pointer , 
instrument can be converted for digital readout 
with DISCON. 
There are many pointer instruments for which no 
counterparts exist in the form oi direr;.? 6igitd 
transducers. Also, within the limited fields where 
transducers are now available, they frequently do 
not possess those qualities of c~ccuracy, reliability 
and repeatability obtainable with pointer gage in- 
8truments. 
Such pointer instruments can, with DISCON, per- 
form the functions of a digital transducer. Digitized 
The  scar 
tronic u 
The  DIS('0N scanner senses the pointer position connwtii 
of any dial instrument and generates pulses reinotc. f 
cwwsponding t o  th(1 pointer position on the scale. initted b 
data is provided ready for use in a control systeg  
computer, card or tape punch, readout display or 
printer. With DISCON all measurements are in 
one language. No other language conversion equip- 
ment is required. 
COMPUTATION OF LOGIC FUNCTIONS 
Simple computations such as averaging and total- 
izing are possible with the DISCON converter. Its 
a&aptation for supervisory or process control or 
other automation system can be accomplished 
practically and at relatively low cost. Circuits for 
preset GO NO GO limits are available optionally. 
°i
I
I"
I
I
I
I
SUPERVISORY CONTROL
SYSTEM
A major oil pipeline transmission
company sought a means of measur-
ing pressures in digital form to an
accuracy unattainable with conven-
tional digital transducers. Previous
experience had proved that the re-
quired accur:_ey could be obtained
tmd,,r the anticipated environmental
conditions with a certain pointer gage.
The problem was solved simply by
atlaehing DISCON to this gage. DIS-
(:()N provided the gage reading in
digilal form without deterioration in
accuracy. The output code was eom-
palil,le with the requirements of the
supervi_)ry system.
AIRCRAFT TOWER-CENTER
WEATHER REPORTING
The DISCON Integrated Data Weath-
er System provides each tower and
center operator with: altimeter setting,
wind speed (one-minute average),
wind gust c peak velocity during 10-
minute interval), wind direction (1-
minute average) and runway temper-
ature. The DISCON system performs
all the digitai computations necessary
for averaging and determining peak
values, etc. Where safety is of utmost
importance, DISCON'S ."fail-safe"
features prevent display of erroneous
data.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESS CONTROL
DISCON meets a variety of needs in
process control and automation sys-
tems. It is applicable to batch-weigh-
ing, flow control, tank-level gaging,
pressure regulation, shaft angle read-
out, temperature control or wherever
digitized information may be obtained
from existing analog instruments.
INSTRUMENT INSPECTION
DISCON is used by mstrumem man-
ufacturers to provide accurate printed
records of the final test performance
of certain instruments. These records
eliminate any question of human error
or bias in the final test results.
AUTOMATIC WEATHER
STATIONS
DISCON is used to digitize various
meteorological measurements for auto-
matic weather stations of the U.S.
Weather Bureau. The information is
fed directly into the Weather Bureau
computers.
SCANNER
attaches to any size or type of dial and pointer
instrument from 3" to 20" diameter.
detects dial markings and pointer position
through instrument glass.
mounts to the instrument flange or directly on
panel board.
operates continuously for two years or more
without repair.
operates through temperature range of -30 ° to
produces output in any standard digital code.
operates on standard 115 volt, 60 cycle, AC
SYSTEM
_ has accuracy to 0.05% of full 360 ° scale.
:: yields resolution and repeatability to within _
digit of the least significant figure.
samples up to 30 instruments per minute.
. delivers output compatible with visual display,
computer, printer, tape punch, etc.
• ..,, ...-,.. . ACCESSORIES
130' F. Other ranges ar_.ayailal_e_:.. _:,. :.--...: :..GO/¢?_O .GO limits and alarms
scans at rates from 1 to"B00_rl)fft. ":." " :. "!. " - ""
transmits over five miles of conventiona_ _vire '_fail-safe" logic circuit (prevents false readings)
• -.,.. -- .: - --_simp.le computation (averaging and totakizing,lines. ,.-:, ,. , : • •
is compatible with telemetry equipment for
transmission over greater distances.
ELECTRONICS I_NIT
has solid state circuitry throughout on inter-
changeable modular printed circuit boards.
operates through temperature range of -30 _' to
l:_() F. Special ranges on request.
etc.)
telemetry accessories for radio and telephone
links
scale factor conversions
speed measurements
shaft angle measurement
automatic chart reading (oscillogram, strip and
circular chart recording)
_ /
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DIGITAL SOLAR ASPECT SYSTEMS
I
I
I
I
i A New Approach to Attitude Measurement
i
!
|" .
i " " " " - • &Ak A
" [
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SUMMARY
Adcoh, i_igilal S_I'u" ,'\._l.'Cl Sysl_,ms m,,ns-
ure tile angle of incident sunlight with
respect to a vehich, axis and express this
angle as a digital number.
Figure 1 on the opposite page shows the
ba,_:c principle. Light passing through a slit
on the top of a quartz block is screened by
a (;ray-coded pattern on the bottom of the
block to either illuminate or not illuminate
each of seven photocells. The angle of in-
cidence determines which photocells are
illuminated. The outputs from each cell are
amplified, and the presence ("one") or
absence ("zero") of a signal is stored and
processed in the electronics to provide the
desired output to telemetry. The pattern
and the seven photocells provide 27 or 128
uniqu(_ combinations of "zeros" and "ones"
which tel)resent a coverage of 128 degrees
in one degree increments.
Adcole Digital Solar Aspect Systems
offer the following advantages :
Resolution :
1 degree over 128 ° field of view
Accuracy : better than _+ .25 degrees
Insensitive to earthshine
No calibration required
Miniaturized sensor
Digital system :
Insensitive to drift and telemetry
errors
Ideal for PCM telemetry
Ease of data reduction
A more detailed description of the func-
tion and operation of Adcole Digital Solar
Aspect Systems is given on the following
pages.
Buffer Storage
--7 Attachment. 18.- 
C. .) 
t 
Serisor f o r  non-spinning vehicle. 
, 
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FUNCTION
Adcoh, i)igit,al Solar Aspect Systems pro-
duce a digii,al measurement of the angle
between a line pointing at the suu and the
coordin',te syslem of a space vehicle. De-
signed iwimavily for the telemetering of
sun angle, they also have application in
ch>sed loop solar pointing systems where
the advantages of a digital system with
good resolution and wide viewing angle
are important
Digital Output
For standard systems the outlmt for each
:mgh, measured is a seven bit Gray-coded
word which may be readily :converted,
either mammlly or automatically, into a
binary or decimal number. This conver-
sion is described on page 9.
Resolution and Accuracy
The resoh|tion of standard A(icole Systems
is one degree, with accuracy at the transi-
tion points of better than -+.25 degrees. If
a continuous measurement is made, or if
the sampling rate is high compared to rate
of change of angle, it is possible to inter-
polate between transition points with a
high order of accuracy. Systems with
higher resolution are built on special order.
Sensor Types
The type aml i)lacement of sensors <lifters
depending on whether or not the vehicle is
_,_i,),li,_(r _q,_i,l*)i,_,T i_: rl,,fin,,,lFor lhi¢
of the spin can be utilized. In this case the
angle is read only when the sun is in a
plato, which is normal to the sensor. The
angle thus read will give the angle between
the spin axis and the sun vector. The field
of view of the sensor for spinning vehicles,
as shown in Figure 2a, is wedge shaped;
approximately 2 degrees in the plane per-
pendicular to the plane of measurement,
by 128 degrees in the plane of measurement.
//+ Apl)r*,x,
/ -a- _
_'%- /
Fig. r c .Jr" "_'_.1/_
Field ,)f view of sen,sor for spinning vehicle.
\
4
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l']h'('tronics Outputs
The olillnll from the eh,etronics ll:,['l<:,l.'_,
con._ists of :l ,ligil.i1 word, or voltage h'vels.
I'ellr,'seill ing I lie angle _u" angles llleasul'ed.
and idenlilicalion of the sensor being read.
Form of the output depends primarily on
the telemetry requirements. Alternatives
available are (1) parallel (2) serial or (3)
quantized analog staircase voltages.
Parallel Output
Parallel output consists of a separate wire
for each bit phls additional wires (up to
three) for sensor identification. It would
normally be used where extensive process-
ing (if the data is to be done in the+ vehicle.
Paralh,1 output could I)e used with a com-
mutator with :t separate channel for each
bit. (_reater total reliability can normally
i)e obLained by using a serial output and
eliminating the commutator. Commutation
of a 1)aralh'l output also imposes the re-
quirements that the commutator be syn-
chronized with the read-in.
Serial oulpul of s.vslenl for non-._llhtnilig vehicle
wii h rt,|ill-ll lip I'('fi'l'eill't_ level I)('tween llils.
_eiial ()ullinl,
The nlost fre(luently used oulput con,_i._l_
or x_,i.i_ll (;i-;ly codell words. A tyliit'ld serial
liillliut is sliliwu ill Figure 4. A 50 pei'ceut
dill,), cych, is nornlally used and the ref(,r-
ence level, "zero" level, and "one" level
may be any convenient values. The serial
output is normally used where a full tele-
metry channel is available. It is also ideally
suited to pulse code modulation telemetry
systems.
A serial output is obtained by using a
shift register. Shift out pulses may be pro-
vided externally (as in PCM systems) or
may be generated internally. If they are
generated internally the shift out rate may
be varied depending on how frequently
readings are desired. This in turn depends
on vehicle spin rate, rate of change of sun
angle, and on the telemetry bandwidth
available.
Normally, the Gray code information is
shifted out without conversion to a binary
code since this conversion can be readily
accomplished on the ground. If necessary
the conversion can be done in the vehicle
at the expense of some added complexity.
t >
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Staircase Output
Where it is ne('essary to commutate the
output with a minimum number of com-
mutator l)oints, a quantized analog, or
sl:tire:tse, type of outl>ut can l>e used. The
nt,mb,,r of outl)uts d(,pcnds on how many
,li._cr(,h, voltage levels can be resolved by
iho t(q('metry system. Figure 5 shows an
,.×amph, with three outputs for ('ach angle :
Tho tirst has .1 steps of 22 degrees per step ;
ih(, second has .l st(,ps of 8 dt,gre('s per
sh'l), and the third has 8 stops of ! degree
I,'r step. I)r()vision must be made for syn-
chronizing with the commut:ttor to (,limin-
;tl (' ('FI'OnCOIIS l'(';l.diflgs.
P'/!IU;',' 5
._lair(',._,_ or (ill;Jill ized analog output (used where
('ommui;dion is required). Each of the above
_-,_ral)hs (h'noh',_ lhc voli_tg(" of _t given output as a
funciion of the :ingle between the incident light
and the normal to the top surface of lhe reticle.
There, :Lr(' 12,_ mLique combinations of the three
outpui voltag(,s which define 128 different angles.
.. 
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Attachment 19  
GENERAL SPECIFICATION SHEET 
fR-522 and f R - 5 2 3  Series frequency t o  d-c Convcrt- 
err rc.ce,ive frequency inputs in ranges from 10 t o  
12,000 cpr {rom turbine flow transmitters or other fre- 
quency output transducers. They produce two output 
signals s;multaneously-a 0 t o  5 v  d-c output and a 
square wave pulse output at the same frequency as 
the input. 
r e  L.,.,. * -  
PERF0  R MANC E 
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 
Rnnqn Full S c a l e  Adjustnbl,. cps T imr Constant 
30 t o  120 
100 to  400 
300 to 1200 
1000 t o  4000 
3000 to 12,000 
1.6 src 
500 mr 
160 m s  
50 ms 
IO rnr 
GS 1-7N2 D 
1 .  
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:tachment 19
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS Cont.
Adjustment ('hllput can 1,e set to wHhm ___2 my ot fun _caJe
Output Isolation Input uutput power and ,ha_sis are i,ol.ucd
[_A)Tll ItIIk" ,[[ll)thi'r
Tima Co._tant _,'c"l-ebb-I
Temperature kimit_ - 4_)m ),]4(b F
Amblont l*mpDr._ture Eflrect 0 (Lo(_q,, pc, dcr,,.c F ,han_'.c
bet',,,.,rcn J .lt)and f I.lq_ F
S_abillty _ () {},1 prI._clll i+,.,cI ;i .!-I h,,u, l,c,_,,d
Chm_+i+ F.h,.¢( _(ccl. )',lay t,am| h,ti_h
Face Plate Aluminum with clear brushed anodized finish
Mounfln 9 Panel, rack or bench
Electrical Connections MS31(_2A-20-29P connector; all FR-223
and FR-222-11 have additional MS,3102A-20-29PW con-
not,_r. I',,wet omnector male twist luck with ground (Hubbell
7486)
Elec*rical Classlficet;ofl(]eneral Purp.se. w_th fu_
Component Construction _,flid'state
W,ight .'_pp:,,ximalt+ly 5 Ih net
OPTIONAL EXTRA FEATURES
Input Roiloff Pr.vides decTeased input sensitlvily with increased
heq,wn_v. Dch'tc_ _.vnslllx'lty adluslment. (M_,d,'l s,Hfix --3).
Specific Gravity Adiustment Prnvides a spccttic _tavxty adlust-
mcnt t,etween the ranges uf 0.5 tt, 1.5 and ,eadable _n 0.002
unit+: _d _l_t't'ifiV gravfly. Maxiln;nn m|tptut wflta+'.e f,,r a specific
t_avttv setting t,{ 1.00() is 3 O00v d-c. (Model _.ultix +4).
Output Marker Pulse Provides a marked pt,lsc <+utput in lieu of
standard pulse _mtput. Pulse amplitudes arc to be approxi-
mately 5v fur unit pulses: 1Or for every lOth pulse and 15v
for every lOOth pulse. (M-del suffix +6).
Internal Calibration Frequency Provides internal calibration
trcquency source with frequencies of 3200, 1600, 400, i00
and 50 cps. (Model suffix --10).
Meter Relay Overload Detector Provides a meter relay in lieu
_tf the standard 3]/2.inch panel indicator, for use as an over-
range frequency detector. (Model suffix --11).
RA-524 Portable Case available for Models FR-522 and FR-523.
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS -- SPECIFY
I Model Number
2 Optional Extra Features
3 Identification and Application
DIMENSIONS
- 5.62 --
.250 -- _. 5.1_5 - -_
._22 4. (_
.250-- K RANGE
r_ ADJUST.
SPEC. GRAVITY /
ADJUSTMENT
.O96
CHANNEl_
SELECT
CAL. 5 RANGE
SELECT
\' SENSITIVITY ADJUST.
TRIMPOT NOT INCLUDED
ON-3 OPTION.
-'_l'OO._h_ 12.00
1
+ ZA
+,+,71-
-..-.75
-½
i
1
4,"_
1 ,
"_ _ i -
GS 1-TNZD
II
Attachment 20 (a 
VI BROTRON 
Absolute 
Pressure 
Transducer 
c 
I 
MODEL 8150 
(Corrosion Resistant) 
SIMPLIFIED TRANSMISSION - Output 
s ipa l s  can be sent through radio 
links, telephone carrier system 
or by direct wire connection-uses 
standard I R l G  channels 
FM FM telemetry or for airborne 
or underseas applications - LOW POWER REQUIREMENTS - Uses 
only 4 5 watts with Model 208 
amplifier, 200 milliwatts wi th 
Model 221 amplifier 
RUGGED AND RELIABLE--Simplicity 
of  design and quality construction 
assure very long life and 
utmost reliability 
MINIATURIZED SIZE- Ideal for 
- WIDE RANGE - Pressure ranges 
from 0 to 10.000 psi absolute 
full scale 
converted to a digital signal for use 
with direct reading instruments 
EXTREMELY ACCURATE- Accuracies 
of 0 1 O0 obtained in standard 
systems Accuracies as high as 
0 001 ‘L and resolutlonsto one 
P,”~~~cP,7‘,,”dl(~i,”,”:””d 
. EASY READING output 1s easily 
L 
I 
1 
diaphragm. is sct into vihrntion in a permanent mag- 
netic- tidd t)v an  alternating current through the wire. 
T h e  current is supplied by an associated Vibrotron 
P.mp!ificr cvnnw:td i n f o  a n  oscillator circuit so that  
t,he osc.illating frequency is controlled by the vibrating 
frequcmcv of the strc.tc.hed wire. 
I n  opcv-ation. a changr in pressure results in ;i slight 
displawmmt of the diaphragm. which is instantly rcB- 
flrctcd ;is :I c h n g t *  in the tmsion of the wire. T h i s  
incwascs or  dvcwases the vihrnting frequency o f  thch 
wire.. inversc4y with respect t o  pressure, changing the 
frrqwncy of the transducer output signal. T h e  signal 
is amplifitd and transmitted from a n y  remote point 
for c.on\w-rion for direct. readout on insirunicnts. o r  
introdwtioii into data  processing or logging systtams. 
S i n w  thv Vit)rotron is a direct pressurc,-to-frequ(,n(.?. 
trans;dtm,r. t h ~  frqucmcy of the output signal is inde- 
pcwlc~i t  of thv Ainp1ific.r componcmts. operating volt- 
agcs and o t 1 i r . i -  \:iriables. T h e  result is a high degrecx 
of inlici-c,nt :ic.cwr:ic.v. All sensing elemmt romponmts 
of the, ins t rumcnt  a r c  hcrmc~tical ly  sealed.  Var ious  
tvpes of liquids or gases may be used as the pressurc 
media in d i r w t  contact with the corrosion resistant 
Modcl 8150. or  a captive neutral fluid can be used if  
preferred 
. - .. 
At tachment  20 ( a )  
MODEL 8150 
v 
Performance 
Specifications 
INPUT 
0 to 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 5000 & 10,000 PSI 
absolute pressure are standard ranges Other ranges 
within these are available on special order. 
LINEARITY 
t 3 0 %  
0 for Channel ROB 12 and 13 
t 5 0 %  
0 for Channel RDB A of ful l  scale defined as the 
maxinium deviation from a straight line connecting 
the rero and full scale pressure points as measured 
by increasing pressure from zero to full scale 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
65 F to ? 200°F 
3 to  5 Volts RMS with BWC Model 208 Amplifier 75 
to 1 0  volts RMS wi th  BWC Model 221 transistorized 
Amplifier Any individual unit shall not have i ts out 
put  voltage vary more thnn + 25", ot i t s  average 
voltag? any place in the full prPv,ure range 
Maximum 1 0% o f  output voltage from harmonics of 
the fundamental gauge frequency for the gauge alone 
SENSITIVITY - - ___ __ __ - _ _ _ _  _ -  
A t  70 F only 
DISTORTION 
STAB l Ll TY 
Less than 1% of bandwith per month change of  zero 
pressure frequency when subjected t o  temperatures 
from t65 F t o  1-150 F but measured at the same 
temperature and pressure 
REPEATABILITY 
Better than z0 5% of bandwidth for successive 
calibrations under constant conditions measured as 
the difference between any single vaiue of output 
frequency and the average value obtained from re  
peated tests. including hysteresis, at a temperature 
of 70 F 
+ 0 05% of bandwidth per degree F change of zero 
frequency through the compensated temperature 
range 
No change in output frequency to l o g  a t  500 cps 
Less than 20 05%/G output frequency change as a 
result of c 2 5 G  in three principal planes 
No permanent aegradarion uf perfurmanie the 
result of 50'4 overload pressure No bursting a t  
100% overload pressure 
Must be operated with a suitable BWC Vibrotron 
Amplifier Model 208 221 or equivalent 
Standard Pressure Connectors %'' 0 D tube per  
AND 10056 Style E - "a Hex 
Weight-5 6 oz t l O O / o  
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 
I 
VlBRATlON SENSlTlVlTY 
ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY 
OVERLOAD 
REQUIRED ACCESSORY 
MECHANICAL FEATURES 
RDB FULL SCALE BANDWIDTH ZERO PRESSURE FREQ.-HIGH LIMIT FULL SCALE PRESSURE FREQ.-LOW LIMIT 
11.232 cps 9,612 cps 12 1340 + 8Ocps 
1850 3 109 cps 15,512 cps 13.553 cps 13 
A 5610 310 cp? 25,070 cps 19,130 cps 
GROIJND T f R M  
sGGRDUYD 
VIBROTRON S( H f  M I T I C  
s 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FAIRCHILD 
GONTROLS 
* , , I V I - . I I 1 *  n r  1 . , ) 1 , 1 ' 1 , 1 ~  I . Y I C .  4 N l '  I * ' . I Y l l Y l * I  < I l l r l b L . 1 1 1 1 *  
CAOLC: FAIRCON ~ nicwsvlLLe. NCW VORK. U.S.A. 
P D I l  P A R K  A V C N U I .  H I C M S V I L L C .  L I .  N E W  Y O R M  
T I E C E P H O N L .  Sle WC I ) -5600 T W X ,  S l 6  453-9146 
AVIONICS PLANT: 140 TERMINAL ROAD, PLAINVIEW 
LONG ISLAND. NEW YORK 11803 516 - WELLS 5-5511 
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FREQUENCY MODULATING 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
SERIES 800 
FEATURES: 
Frequency Output - any IRE 
band - 3KC to 22KC C.F. 
No heater requirements for 
oceanographic applications 
Minimal Power Requirements 
Up to 1 year operation on 
self-containEd battery 
FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS 1 
APPLICATIONS: 
MODEL 808 - For mounting in oceanographic prer- 
sure veuels or buoys. Other models available for 
direct immersion. 
Pressure Ranae: (Std.) 0-1 p i a  to 0-500 psia; 0-750 
psig to 15,OOO psig. 
Overpressure: 25 to 50% (depending on depth) 
Frequency: IRlG bands - 3KC to 22KC Center 
Frequency. 
Repeufobifity ond Hyderesis: + 0.1 5%. 
Temperature Performance: For 28°F to 100°F 
(-2@C to 4 37OC), maximum error without 
heaters i s  .025%0/OF. 
Power requirements: 5ma @ 27.5 - 2 . 9  DC. 
MODEL 814 - For depth and tide measurement, 
direct immersion to 30,000 h. 
(Same performance parameters as Model 808.) 
DESCRIPTION: 
The Fairchild Controls Series 800 Frequency 
Modulating Telewire Transducers are sensors 
ideally suited for the measurement of pres- 
sures in the ranges of 0 - 1 psi to  0 - 15,OOC 
psi. Specifically designed for Oceanographic 
Applications they also find application in 
hydraulic systems, metering of corrosive gases 
The Transducers incorporate the principle of 
frequency modulation of a tungsten wire sup- 
ported in a magnetic field. Electrically, the 
wire b rms  one leg of a bridge circuit. The 
e.m.f. developed in  the wire by its movement 
through the magnetic field is amplified, and 
the output is partially fed back to the bridge 
amplifier to sustain oscillation. Modulation of 
the wire is accomplished by direct coupling to 
a pressure sensor: the mathematical relation- 
ship is simple and exponentially equates the 
change in natural frequency of the wire to the 
change in tension resulting from pressure 
variations, thus Fn= jC (P)y2 
Models 808 and 814 described at left are 
typical models in the series. Although the two 
models described were designed for special 
problems in oceanography, other units are 
available for the measurement of acceleration, 
displacement, voltage, current, weight, power. 
strain and liquid level. 
I.... and Iiniiidc , --.--, etr ---. 
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FREQUENCY MODULATING
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
SERIES 800
SPECIAL NOTES
1. All Models with pressure range above 500 psi are based on gauge pressure.
2. If a linear output is required, use of o frequenty counter with a nonlinear time base
is recommended. Linearity is also o function of bandwidth.
3. All units are supplied with buih-in amplifier.
INSTALLATION DRAWINGS
.e ,5.00 DIA -
_._ 4 3.00 DIA
MAX
CLEARANCE FOR ' /4"DIA BOLT.
G HOLES EQUALLY SPACED ON
A 4.000 DIA
IELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS_q
i, PIN I DESIGNATION
A J9 +(3°VDC) ]
C J COM. GND (0 VDC)
I
I D j SIGNAL OUTPUT i
9.00
MAX
.. PLAST,:FLANGE
[ PRESSURE FITTING
PARKER W 4 HBTX-SS WITH"O"RING
NOTE: FIIIiNG hiAY BE RFMOVED
IF NOT REQ'D FOR TUBE
r_NM_TI_
MAX-e,_
ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLE
BENDIX PYGMY
PT IH -8-4P (101)
PLUG (PTO8- 8 -4S} suPPLiED
MODEL 814
- 2.25 DIA
MAX
I
@
""1 .75 -Q
MAX
i
i
PRESSURE FITTING
PARKER W 4HBTX-SS
!ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS !
1 PIN 1_ DESIGNATION -i
A 18 + (28VDC)
i B IPOWER GND I!
SIGNAL GND
C __'SIGNAl_ OUTPUT iD I
-- 8 O0
MAX
,\
L
ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLE "
BENDIX PYGMY
PT IH -8-4P (101)
PLUG(PT I H - B-4S)SUPPLIED
MODEL 808
. PRESSURETRANSDUCER
ii" o " VARIABLE RELUCTANCE
DC OUTPUT
I
'I
I|
I
I
I
I
I
I
FEATURES
0-5 Volts DC Output.
Ranges from 0.5 to 2,500 psi.
Accepts corrosive fluids m both sides.
Regulated against input voltage variation.
1/2% full scale accuracy.
-65 ° to 250_F.
The Model CP60 DC output transducer, for voltage controlled telemetering and other DC systems,
includes in a single package, weighing only 9 ounces, a variable reluctance pressure transducer and
a DC energized, transistorized carrier-demodulator. This combination makes possible the simplicity
of I)C output while realizing the performance advantages of variable reluctance transducers: fre-
quency response, long life, vibration, shock and overload resistance.
SPECIFICATIONS
Ranges: _ r. ,.. _ ..... 0 "" "" ...... A;_l'_nt;91;
:_ lo 2,500 psi. absolute.
Overpres,ure: 20(} psid or 250% of range,
whichever is greater.
Zero Shift with Line Pressure: Less than 1%
full scale.
Line Pressure: 2,500 psi, max.
Accuracy: LinearHy--Maximum departure
from l)esf straight line within :_1/_ %
of range. IIys|eresis error within _ %
maximum pressure excursion.
Power Requirements: 25-30 Volts DC at 20
20 ma, nominal.
Regulation: 0.2%, 22 to 32 V DC; .1%,
25 to 30 V DC.
Output: 0-5 Volt DC (0-2.5 ma short circuit
current)or _ 5 V DC full scale. Regulated
within .1% against input voltage variation.
Output Impedance: 2,000 ohms.
Carrier Frequency: 5 K cps.
Frequency Response: Flat 0-1,000 cps,
within _ 5e)_.
Stability: _ 1/2%_, long t(_rm.
Ripple: 10 mv max. rms.
Working Fluids: Corrosive fluids, both sides.
Stainless exposure.
Temperature: Ambient range-65 ° to-_-250°F.
Zero shift coefficient within 0.01%
of full scale per _"F. Sensitivity co
efficient within 0.02% per °F.
Dynamic Response: Diaphragm natural fre-
quency 2,000-40,000 cps, increasing
with range. Pressure cavity volume 3
x 10 _ cubic inches both sides. Full
scale volumetric displacement 3 x 10"
cubic inch.
Acceleration Response: .1% to .0005% _ll
scale per g, decreasing with range.
Max perpendicular to diaphragm.
Vibration: 35 g. 50-2,000 cps.
Shock: 100 g. any axis. No shift in calibration.
Installation Details: See drawing on back.
Weight: 9 ounces.
Model Designation:
Model CP60 (X) (Y) _ (Z)
X: Letter describing type of pressure
A, D or G.
Y: Letter designating type of output.
0-5V, R. --4---2.5V, S. ±5V, T.
Z: Range in psi. If plus or minus
use prefix __+.
%
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INSTALLATION DRAWING
Model CP60 DC Output Variable Reluctance Pressure Transducer
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U_tJ( _t(_t (ON_CI(.)K t OUTPUT
.... I _"]
i
I l'._ )
i
1
i
t
"-I r "' i_
I
"i t ...... ',
i '
i
/
i
'(_l_t<'tttltt ,(_'/, (_lli_,i'.', t'_,ttVi_IvJ, li._?,'_'O)
Design improvements may be made without prior announcement.
For Models to meet Special Requirements, consult our Engineering
staff. Collect calls will be accepted for application and engineering
assistance.
REPRESENTED BY
PACE
13035 Saticoy Street
TWX 213-765-5299
engineering company
North Hollywood, California
TRiangle 7-0727CPt,(i 7 I_ (I"2 6_l) PRINTED IN U.S.A
A£tachr
)
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
VARIABLE RELUCTANCE
AC OUTPUT
MODEL
P21
Ranges of 1 to 1,000 psi-- Gage,
Differential or Absolute.
Accepts corrosive liquids and gases,
both sides.
Miniature for flight use.
Wide dynamic response range.
Withstands extreme shock and
vibration.
High natural frequency.
Model P21 Minial, ure Pressure Transducers incorporate the _me magnetic reluctance prin-
ciple as do other Pace transducers to convert diaphragm deflection into inductance ratio,
aud meel the same exacting environmental and performance specifications. Models are avail-
aide for (;a_o, Differential or Absohite pressure measurements. Miniaturization permits their
apl)lication in missih_,, ro('kcl and aircraft installations including aerodynamic and hydraulic
l_rcssurc mcasuremcni in gage and differential models anti pressure altitude measurement
in a!;._.::l,,:!e mo,.!,.,!¢. Exposure |o the working fluid is 416 stainless.
SPECIFICATIONS
Ranges: 1 1,o l,(iO(I psi. (]age, Differential or
Ali._olule. _ (lifferenlial ranges availal)le.
Linearity: _ IL of liest strail_ht line./'_ /f)
Hysteresis: _ 1/_<_, pressure excursion.
Overpressure: 200 psi or 200% range, which-
ever is greater.
Line Pressure: 2,500 psi maximum.
Output: 50mv/v full scale at 3,000 cps.
Inductance: 20 mh nominal, each coil, zero bal-
ance within 10f,_) full scale.
Excitation: 1,000-20,000 cps with 20 mh coils.
30 volts max. al 3,000 cps. Coils available
for 400 Cl)S and other frequency require-
ments.
Pressure Medio: Corrosive liquids and gases,
both sides.
Temperature: Ambient range -65 ° to ÷250°F.
Zero shift coefficient within 0.01% of full
scale per °E Sensitivity coefficient within
0.02% per °E
Pressure Cavity Volume: 4 × 10-:' cubic inch.
Volumetric Displacement: 3 >E 10 -4 cubic inch,
full scale.
Acceleration Response :
RANGE *STATIC **VIBRATORY NAT. FREQ.
] psi .2%/g .2%/g 5 KC
100 psi .01%/g .01%/g 25 KC
See graph on back for complete data
Installation Details: See drawing on back.
Weight: 41_ ounces.
Model Designation: Model P21 (X)- (Y)
X: Letter describing type of pressure,
A,D orG.
Y: Range in psi. If plus or minus,
use prefix :±.
*most sensitive axis
**to 2,000 cps
I
I
I
I
I
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INSTALLATION DRAWING
Model P21 Pressure Transducer
_'T'_ I. t t DE(R_.&%E,, WITH PO_ITIVI PR[_,SU1RV.
,t_TH[_E OI_ENSIONS VARYWITH PRFS%URF. MANGE,
-_. M_.ll_G CONNt]LTOR WiLL P,E t U_I¢I%_tFO,
e_l _-- HF...bATIVE PKESSUKT. COttEECTIOE:
_c_ _(THI_, CONNECTION ON_|TTEO FOR .
Ga6E &NO AcLSOLU]E. APPLICATION&)/---- SO .070 Dtk. TMRU
/
_,_ )]1 _-_ --- _ --- _z,_ ;_ -- "t-_ -- I ELECTRICAL
I¢,E!tKE.D "--" I I " / -- _ L__ T (TYP)
--[ L 1 PERI_kNENTLY -J I
_""_ '1_..£ _" _'1-- IP_..R ANDIOor;6-Z
_'L _ ]2 "---
TOLERANCE:_.O_D
L!
LI
Dynamic Response Curve
PKt%%UIC[ KAN(,E ,--,,
For Models to meet Special Requirements, consult
our Engineering Staff. Collect calls will be accepted
for application and engineering assistance.
REPRESENTED BY
PAC
13035 Saticoy Street
IWX 213-765-5299
engineering company
Norlh Hollywood, California
TRiangle 7-0727
wmmmwmmmmmmmmumEmmmmnmmnmmmmmunmmmmmmmmmnlIBNN
mmmnmmmimmmunnunmnmmmmmmumnmm Imumulllmlnmm EnNmlmu
immlmnm_
HnmmmmHn_ --- f_ ..m. nh -..- _ L_ ..I _I
wmmmmiml_
in ......................
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PRESSURE / Model 2302
Pressure Transducer
Diaphragm/Variable Reluctance Type
(c)
Description
This new DC-I)(: transducer coml)ines the advantages of
•'J('curat,e fast response and infinite resolution with high
h,veI I)C input and output. New to the lit)urns line of pre-
cision il),_irulnents, ibis unit is suited for the most severe
ii('l'O_41)llt'(' DllVii'Olllilelll,'4. I )tlC (o the low mass of the pres-
:411i'_' s('il._iill/ dial)heliUm, l.he Mt)ttel 2:11i2 ('alrl operate with
hil_h tll.('lil'a(.), liilllel" (.xtrl.lll(' lll(l(; vilir:ltion.
This liC IiC varhilile rehlct;til('e l)l'('_til'e tralisdLlcel" iS a
ciinllilit't ._(,|f-('()nt.;lilwd ll;l('kal/e for (tir(.('l Olieratiorl from
uuregulatcd '.'J4 Viii: ltiri'riift anti ini_._ile power supplies.
The a(.curat(, hiieh h.vel 1)(I ouiliut lit.((nits ._iinlilification
tip caliliratiinl ltllil (llita ri.duction without need for exter-
nal ;lniplifier._.
'Pile d(,._it_ll (_(in._ist.s of ;l v;lriahle rehit'lanco pres._ure trans-
(hicer wilh il._._o('ilih.d solid-._tnle relzulllttir-o._('ilhittir-d(! -
Inolhlllii.or eil'i'tli| ry for (,t)nviir,,4ii)li |if l)l'essui'e into a hi_h
h'vel 1)(i oui.liut. The 1),-es._ur(' _(,)ls,))" is a reliable low
Inli._._ lllil. (li:ll)hrtll_ni (.()iiiiliil(,tl it) ;l |ow volunle sensor
(utvily clll)ithl(, (if vei'y hiv, h o\'('i'l)l'('_,_lll'(' with*)ut dal_ilKt'.
The design resull._ iu fn_.t i't'_t)()ii._(' ;llid h)w m'('eh, rati()n
,,,nsitivily. The ._olitl-stiite circuitry ()IT('l'S ()utstanding
inliul vol|lt!.q, reKullition alid ilil(.i'il:ll telnlit.ralure (.oni-
li('li,'<,llion for liiilliilluiu volliig(' ;lilll h,iilliel';llilrl, el'rill'.
_eailtlih. re('i's_(.d (.xlt.rli;l] :idili_lili(.lli._ are liriivided hi
|ine lltljilst "At,I'll st,ltilil. _ :lliil s('ilsitivity slop(' for ('xa('l
ill it' rch:l Ul/l, ldiilil y.
Avail:lhh, ¢xlrils includl, I,ON. ('lean (-ompatibility, out-
put voltage limiler cir('uitry to lirevent over-voltage dur-
iug overltri, SSllre , low on|l)llt impedance and remote cali-
l)rlll.it)il ('irmlitry. Avitiliihle hi several ._l.andnrd confi_ura-
tit)ns, these ililils Cllil I)e custom niaicht.(] to ndx'anced sys-
reins reqtlil'('mellts,
_BOUI:_NS, Inc.
HOD.EL 2302
PIN 2023021001 INPUT 28 VDC
RANGE 0-5 PSiA OUTPUT 0 TO 5 VDC
i"I i
l t '
.............. A
actual size
Features
• Infinite resolution
• DC input-- Stable DC output
• High frequency response
• Low temperature sensitivity
• Severe environmental capabilities
ALl hmeni_ 21 (c)
PRESSURE / Model 2302
Specifications
R-mF:_"_ 0-5 to O-50OO PSlA. PSi(;. PSID
Static Error Band (t) -*-0.5%
RP_;nlut mn Infinite
I xcltation 24 to 32 VDC at 25 ma Maximum
R_,_u ,1lien . _-0,]5%
(}utput" (Into a (]5 mpl_ohm load) 0-5 VDC ( ' 2.5 VDC also available)
(311tpul Impedance" 4000U Nominal
O.tput Ripple 25my maximum
hl_ul,]h(.1 R_s_st.]nce ]00 megohms at 500 VDC
(11 Sl,llir (lrnr H;md t('l)resents the m,_xlmum devialion from the straight line
drawn th_uuKh the (oordmates of 0% fan,P, ('1% output, and 100% range,
I(K),% output. [he h_lerance of this hand Js apphcable from 2.0% to 98.0%
nt thr ¢,lfed r.+nlze and inFludes th4, effects of linearity, friction, hysteresis,
rt!soluhnn, and repeatability as observed during statmc cahbration.
Frequency Response Fiat 0-700 cps
Overpressure
.................................. 15o%
Weight ...................... 11 ounces
Operating Temperature Range ............ --65 to -t 200_F
Temperature Error Band (2) ......... _2.0%
Shock .......... IOOG, 11 milliseconds
Vibration and Acceleration Sensitivity 0.06%/G to 0.001%/G decreasing
with range in sensitive axis.
Negligible in other axes.
(2) Temperature Error Band is the Static Error Band as measured over the
limits of the temperature range.
*Output voltage limiter circuit and/or low Output impedence (3009. nominal)
are available extras.
i
1_ ] 2.27 _ ZERO AND SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENTS
1.56 _ I .-,_F----_- 1.00 .-.--.---,Ira,,
__ _ _.55
; 3I 'WIR _:CITATION
m - -
, r 1
125 THRU HOLE _ .31
ELECTRICAl CONNECTOR BENDIX PTIH 8-.IP
BASIC DIMENSIONS CONSULT MANUFACTURER FOR DETAIl ED DRAWINGS OF OTHER CONFIGURATIONS
St'I Cl} ICATIONS AND DIM! NSIONS SIJBJEC] TO CHANGE PER tHE APPLICABLE CONTROL SPECIFtCAFION AND OUTLINE DRAWING
i i
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Model 2302 Design and Operating Characteristics
The Model 2202 DC-DC Pressure Transducer is
an instrum_,nt of unu._ua] design and perfor-
mance. It is important to und_,rstand the design
of t}m instrument ill or(ler 1¢) ch,arly realize how
the advantages of high accuracy, resolution,
reliability and an over-all system performance
are accomplished.
The transducer is designed around a pressur(,
sensor which (,perates on the variable reluc-
tance principle. The s(,nsor is a flat diaphragm
whose d(,fl('cti(m is in proportion to pressure
across tiw diaphragm (see Fig 1). It is made
of magnetic material and is mounted between
two magn(,tic pickups. These pickups "meas-
ure" the gap I)etween the face of the pres-
sure sensing diaphragm and the pole pieces
of the, magnetic pickoft'. When the gap changes
due to the diaphragm sensing pressure changes,
the electrical balance of the pickups is changed.
Ii
I
!
i
-----n
2
FIGURE 1
Since these changes are proportional to the
pressure change, the resulting electrical output
is proportional to pressure.
The basic varial)le reluctance transducer
requires additional circuitry to provide the
DC-DC characteristics. Circuits are needed to
regulate and convert the DC excitation voltage
into the necessary AC variable reluctance sensor
voltage and to finally demodulate the sensor out-
put into the 0-5 VDC transducer ouput. Refer-
encing the block diagram (Fig 2.) the circuitry
performs the following functions:
1. The input voltage regulator provides a
stable voltage to the oscillator, thereby
eliminating changes in the final transducer
output resulting from battery depletion or
power supply voltage fluctuations.
2. The oscillator converts the DC input to an
AC voltage at approximately 10 kc for
sensor excitation.
2. The ('h,ctrical unbalance resulting fr_)m
pressure chan_es is detected in th(, demod-
ulator circuits.
4. This signal is then filtered to provide 0 to 5
VDC over the pressure range of the
instrument.
A number of advantages result from including
this circuitry within the transducer. Foremost
is the accomplishment of a high level DC output.
This eliminates the need for signal amplifiers in
most applications. Second, is the ability to
operate directly from an unregulated DC input
voltage without concern for output signal stabil-
ity. Third, the instrument is internally tempera-
ture comp(,nsated, eliminating the need for addi-
tional data correction m" compensating circuits.
I
I
I
24 32 VDC
AT 25MA
INPUT
REGULATED I_ VDC
I
I
VOt TAGI-_ _ 10 KC
• OSCILLATOR
RI (;U LAT(')R
18 VAC AT 10 KC
/
I
VARIARLE
RELUCTANCE
PRES%URE
SENSOR
FIGURE 2
DEMODULATOR LOW-PASS
FILTER
0-5 VDC
OUTPUT
------O
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I
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In a(Idition to these advantages, this instrument
has other 1,'rf(_rmanc(' features which provide
(t('finit(, advantages. Because the diaphragm is
relatively "still"' and moves a very small dis-
t;mce (approximately 0.00'V'), the frequency
r,'sl.mSe of tlw transduc(T is very high. The
vilwation, shock and acceleration sensitivity is
virtually z,'ro in any plane parallel to the dia-
1)hr:lgnl and, in lh(, directi(m of diaphragm
m()lion, it is very low (see tigure ?,). As an
(,xaml>h,. in a 100 psia instrument the output
<'hang(, for a 50G input would be 0.5%.
()ver|)ressure characteristics are exceptional,
particularly in the |)r(,ssur,, ranges below 100
psi. P,e('ause the diaphragm motion is limited
I_y the pi('kul) SUpl)orl. overstress conditions in
tim diaphragm are c_msidcrahly reduced. Be-
ca,._,, tlwr_, :try' no parts to wear, either in the
._,,ns_w m- in th(, all-solid state limiter circuitry,
the iif_' of iiw unit is .......... ' .... ,m.;,.(_X(_'(' [ I [ I (-t I lltl 1 y 1 HI 1_,. I llt. o
type of transducer also has the advantage of
infinite resolution. Pressure changes of less
than 0.05% of full range are easily readable.
Adjustment features allow for interchange-
ability matching. Zero and sensitivity adjust-
ments are available through access holes covered
by locking screws. In addition, expanded scale
transducers, such as a 500 to 1000 psi range,
can be accomplished.
This instrument represents an excellent solution
to a wide variety of application problems in the
industrial, scientific and military fields. When-
ever transducer requirements are being ana-
lyzed, the over-all system advantages of the
Bourns Model 2302 should be considered. Since
many adaptations of this basic instrument are
possible, please bring your special problems to
our attention, so that we may assist you in the
choice of the specific transducer that will best
meet your needs.
W,
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FIGURE 3
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Technical Countdown
ELECTRONICS
New ASE Transducer Uses Seen
A team of scientists from Raytheon's Research Div. i.
Waltham, Mass., reporting to The Northeast Electronics
Research and Engineering Meeting on the firm's efforts in
developing new microelectronic transducers which utilize
the anisotropic stress effect, see a whole new range of appli-
cations for these devices if refinements can be made on some
of the basic questions revolving around the effect. The basic
ASE phenomenon shows that mechanical point contacts can
he applied to a silicon wafer containing a junction within a
micron or so of the surface, and that the current of the diode
increases substantially with the application of even a few
grams of force. What this means is that mechanical-to-elec-
trical couplings can be included within a single functional
electronic block, which, in turn, means that transducers and
sensors could, for example, be linked with a data-processing
funclion. Among the space applications seen by Raytheon:
an accelcromcter in a single package weighing about I gram,
including the seismic mass, the sensing piezotransistor, the
data-proce_ing microcircuit, and the output transmitter-os-
cillator.
LFE Reports New 35-GC Paramp
A new parametric amplifier that operates at the 35-gc
mmospheric window in the millimeter wave region has been
developed by engineers at Laboratory for Electronics, Inc.,
iloston, and reported on at the recent Northeast Research
and Engineering Meeting. The device, developed under AF
funds from the Research and Technology Div. at Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio, uses a unique below-signal pumping
scheme. Use of two tuned-idler circuits instead of one al-
lows the amplifier to use a below-signal pump frequency of
29 gc, and avoids the requirements for pump power sources
above 100 gc, which would be needed with the more con-
ventional single-idler approach. While the prototype am-
plifier is expected to be used for radiometry experiments,
the same device could be used in a radar front-end for
ground-to-space communications, high resolution surveil-
lance, and radar observation of cloud cover. Interest in milli-
meter devices for these applications is steadily increasing
(M/R, Sept. 7, p. 38).
Gyros Life Test Run Passes 2.5-Year Mark
A pair of Kearfott Inertial Navigation gyros chosen at
random in mid-June, 1962, and placed on life-test have been
running continuously without deviating from the original
specifications. The ball bearing gyros are single-degree-of-
freedom, miniature floated rate integrating units with high
torquer linearity. The hermetically sealed bearings spin at
24,000 rpm in the prolonged test at General Precision's Kear-
fort Division, Little Falls, N. L
LIFE SUPPORT
Space Suit Testing in High Gear
Seventeen Gemini space suits are undergoing vigorous
testing at five locations for operational qualification. Two
:_re i,ndergoing the Gemini ejection profile in the Gemini
,c:Bl from AF l:-'_06 aircraR, five are bein_ used for _ara-
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chute jump tests at E! Centro, Calif., and lout will undergo
sled ejection tests at China Lake. In addition, two are at the
Manned Spacecraft Center for testing of physical parameters
and four are at the U. S. Army Testing Laboratory, Matick,
Mass., for life cycling and reliability tests on the suit and in-
dividual components.
MATERIALS
BTL Claims Laser Mirror Advance
Bell Telephone Laboratory scientists reported on an im-
portant advance in laser mirror reflectivity qualities at the
Northeast Research and Engineering Meeting in Boston
earlier this month. BTL's D. L. Perry told the audience
about development of a new technique of coating a mirror
blank with many layers of optically transparent diaelectric
material in a way that virtually eliminates light scattering
from the reflective surface. Reflectivity is so close to com-
plete, he reports, that the amount of loss is, as yet, unmeas-
ureable. "Broadband" mirrors have been made using this
technique in the visible spectrum between 4,200 and 7,600
Angstroms, BTL reports. The BTL technique involves three
basic process changes from traditional mirror coating
methods. By using dielectric material in large chunks instead
of in the usual powder form and evaporating them at a pre-
cise temperature just below the melting point, Perry found
that the number of scatter-producing large particles deposit-
ed on the mirror was reduced. Also, BTL found that the
process of glow-discharge cleaning of substrates could be
eliminated through careful handling.
AI Fatigue Moisture Relationship Revealed
Researchers at the National Bureau of Standards now
know that the presence of water vapor during the initial
stages of alternate stressing has no effect on the fatigue
strength of aluminum alloy specimens. But at the end of this
initial period fatigue cracks develop and propagate more
rapidly in a moist atmosphere than in a dry one. Experts at
the NBS Institute for Materials Research have proposed a
tentative explanation. During the initial period the metal is
apparently undergoing plastic deformation on a microscopic
scale, resulting in work hardening. The deformation is not
large enough to break the protective oxide surface layer on
the aluminum. Eventually the work hardening ends and
softening begins. Then local deformation concentrations rup-
ture the oxide film allowing water vapor to react with the
aluminum.
Environmental Press Cuts Ti Forming Cost
An environmental hot press developed by American Hy-
drocarbon Corp. cuts the overall cost of forming titanium
parts by as much as 21% over other methods. The press in-
cludes a controlled atmosphere work area housing the tita-
nium stock---eliminating the problems of oxidation and
scaling of heat-exposed parts. Titanium parts and assemblies
can be formed, sized, heat-treated and stress-relieved in a
single operation. The press can also be used for hot-forming
toxic metals such as berryllium. The development is the re-
sult of research by the firm's subsidiaries, Basic Industries,
Inc., and Intercontinental Mfg. Co. American Hydrocarbon
is seeking patents on the development and the first unit
should be in operation within ',wo mo_th_.
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What?
Why?
How?
DIGITAL
TRANSDUCERS
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Introduction
Diginamics application notes are published for
your information. You will find these notes
beneficial in analyzing and understanding your
own instrumentation problems or you may find
them useful in educating your staff or customers.
If you find this publication useful, please asl_ for
more copies as you need them. An entire set
of Diginam,cs application notes will make a
valuable addition to your library of instructive
literature.
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TYPE 2012 GAGE PRESSURE TO DIGITAL TRANSDUCER
Av;_Jh|b|e ill _l variety, o[ l)r_'s._ul'(' r'l,lILiS,'_" [hi_ [rall_(h|c_,r ('all be
• L
ha(l with serial, paralh,l, l)i)mry ,)r relh,cted l)inary (mtl)uts. l)ivcc[ / o
10-Une, high iml)edancc ¢)utpul is also availal)le h)r custom-designed
applications. _.
Send for Product Data Sheet 101.
TYPE 3012 TEMPERATURE TO DIGITAL TRANSDUCER
A thermal system of atomic-hydrogen welded stainless steel with
rugged armored capillary make this transducer extremely reliable
over input ranges from -40°F to +1000 °F. Outputs are the same as
the Type 2012.
Send for Product Data Sheet 102
TYPES 4012 AND 4013 SHAFT POSITION TO DIGITAL TRANSDUCER
Either extremely light shaft loading or standard SAE No. 25 serve _.,._\
mounting is available with these transducers. As with all other Digi- ; .- t
namics transducers the sample-and-hold feature is standard. These !--,
transducers have a resolution of 21.1 minutes of arc.
Send for Product Data Sheet 103.
I
/
I
I
I
I
MODEL 50120 SERIALIZER
This model converts parallel digital information into serial digital
information. Several serializers may be used together. Serializer
_..,_,,) _,_y h,_ trun_mitted over 1,000 feet without adverse noise
effects.
Send for Product Data Sheet 104.
TYPE 6012 DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER
Solid state electronic switching for one to fifteen ten-bit inputs is
supplied by the multiplcxer. Up to 255 digital inputs may be multi-
plexed to a digital controller by using Diginamics Type 6013 input
selector units in addition to the basic multiplexer. Up to 100, 000
ten-bit numbers per second sampling rates are possible.
Send for Product Data Sheet 105.
m
I DIfINAMICS? O l POI ATION
m 2 25 East ranklin Ave. Minneapolis 6, Minn.
I 162 SMTPI"P,i,_Iod U.S.A.
DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION
DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Copyright 1962
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How do you use the
Diginamics Transducers?
I
I
I
I
I
I
and other Diginamics pro-
In this application, several system variables must be sampled and the
inlormation transferred to the digital controller. These variables are
both analog and digital. The digital inputs consist of a clock providing a
system time base and switch information such as alarm switches, limit
switches and relay contacts.
In operation the digital controller requests a sample of input information.
Each transducer and serializer samples and holds the total value digital
equivalent of its input. Ti_e output content of each transducer selected by
the digital controller is transferred to the buffer register in the multi-
plexer. 3'tlis register transfers the digital inputs at a suitable rate to the
controller.
In any dynamic system, certain variables change more rapidly than others.
The multiplexer has a random selection feature which permits a higher
sample rate for theseselected variables. As an example, the shaft ro-
tatmn and digital clock may be sampled four times as often as the tem-
perature. The other inputs may be sampled at still other rates. In
addition to sampling at a variable rate, some systems require that simul-
taneous samples be taken. To accomplish this, the transducers have a
sample-and-hold feature which allows the input to be held in digital form
until the information is transferred to the multiplexer.
I)igital techniques offer additionaladvantages in this system. The system
is [re_: from errors due to drift or change in system elements since the
data is entirely digital h'om the sensor to the controller. Noise effects
are great ly reduced since the digital signals are high level-low impedance.
This also t)ermits the reliable transmission of data over long lines.
I
The simph, si and m_sl reliable approach is to use a trallsducer
which provides a total value digital output directly. This eLim-
inates the build tip of errors through the use of additional con-
version equipme_lt as well as the susceptibility of tltis equipment
to noise. More important, however, the cost of the system is
reduced and the reliability improved.
4
...f
Diginamics transducers provide a total value output for such
analog inputs as pressure, temperature, flow rate, shaft posi-
tion and liquid level inputs. The digital output is obtained by
converting the information input to a shaft rotation within the
transducer. A code wheel is placed on the shaft and photo tech-
niques are used to develop the digitaloutput. The diagram below
illustrates these techniques.
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
DIGITAL PHOTO
OUTPUT
0
PRESSURE
iNPUT CODE
WHEEL
The Digmamics techmque converts analog inputs to a total value
digital output by converting the analog input into a shaft rotation.
A code wheel on the shalt interrupts the light source according
to pattern of holes in the disc. Photo electric cells convert this
light information into the digital output.
I
I
I
...,J
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Why use Digital Transducers?
The trend toward digital control is easily explained by the many
inherent advantages digital instrumentation has over the analog
method. Digital devices -
• Are not susceptable to noise problems as are analog instruments.
• Do not require sensitive highly stable amplifiers.
• Have much higher frequency response than analog devices.
I_ Have an inherent accuracy which is unaffected by multiple opera-
tions, long transmissions or loading.
Because ol these advantages, modern methods of data handling
require the use of digital printers, displays or computers.
Since ,Illof these devices require total value digital inputs, a
means of converting tim analog transducer output is necessary.
This conversion is usually accomplished by using stable ampli-
fiers, analog multiplexers and analog to digital converters.
Error is contributed by each of these components in the conver-
sion process. This requires that each component have an ac-
curacy greater than that of the total system.
Digital transducers which provide only an incremental output also
require additional conversion to obtain a total value digital num-
ber. As mentioned previously, addition and subtraction oper-
ations are necessary to sum the increments. The total value
output at any time depends on the correct summation of all in-
crements up to that time. If any noise or other source ol error
causes an increment to be added or omitted, the output will be inerror Irom then on.
II .... • _ ,
• I : I i : l' ANkLOG :_' I '1
: ANALOG ' , ' ' _i: "TO D G TAL1"t o,o, .LI l o...OLL.i
I J _ :_::i' ::¢, I CONy_R'rERI I .I[ .... ] _ ::' I
' I DIGINAMCS I ;_;:':;_ " ;;i:" I ..... 11
INPUTI_ DIGITAL I ,,,,,II i ...... _ I DIGITALER I!
I ' I I
I
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The diagram below illustrates typical inputs and outputs of analog
and digital transducers:
Note that the digital transducer has two Iorms of output, incre-
mental or total value. "File input information (in analog form)
is (:(reverted into increments of finite values. The number of
increments into which the total range of the input can be divided
determines tile res(fiution of the transducer. The illustration
bch)w shows how a continuously varying analog input is converted
into digital steps by a digital transducer. The output remains
constant until the input changes sufficiently to change the output
to the next step.
OUTPUT "_, - ±l I O0 - -.
i ;_, E"
±l 011
-+I olo
000
-- 0 2 3 4 _ 6 :7
If, for instance, an input is at point "x" above, the digitalvalue
is 100which is the binary equivalent of decimal four. The incre-
me_tal values must l)(, add('d or subtracted in a register which
maintains a l'(lIlnin_ tolal a,s the analog input varies to provide a
total valu(, (liv, ilal output. Thus, at i)()unt"y" above, four incre-
m(,nts would have I)(,(m added to the register. As point "x" in-
cr(_as(,.s ()r (Ie('reas(_s, digital increments are added or sub-
tra('te(l to pr_)vide lhe h)tal value digital output.
j-
_J
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What is a Digital Transducer?
I
I
I
By definition, a transducer converts one form of energy, infor-
mation or work to another form. Thus, an electric motor con-
verts electrical energy to mechanical energy. A telephone
transduces information from sound to electricalenergy and back
to sound information and so on.
,_ +h_ instrumentation fieldwe speak of analog and digital trans-lit I**A I-
ducers. The problem solved by both types is the conversion of
various measurements to electrical information which can be
used to control, to record or todisplay the actions ofa particular
operation or process.
While the analog transducer converts the input information to a
continuously variable signal, the digitaltransducer converts the
same type of input information into a signal having segments
which represent whole numbers. The analog transducer's out-
put must be converted to digits to be usable in a modern control
system. The digitaltransducer's output is directly usable with-
out intermediate analog to digital converters.
IAttachment ._4i
DIGITAL PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER SYSTEM
MODEL No. 2662A
nt. 24 
HIBHEST OUALITY HIGHEST ACCURACY 
The Seegers/Baldwin Digital Pressure Transducer System i s  the result of the combined 
experience and manufacturing facilities of the Seegers Instrument Company and Baldwin 
Electronics, Inc. Both organizations cooperate t o  the fullest extent to provide a system 
of the highest quality and the highest accuracy. 
Seegen Instrument Company: Since 1943, Seegers Instrument Company has manufactured products for the 
pressure gauge industries. Today, the range of products include Precision Pressure Transfer Standards and 
other devices and systems for pressure verification, as well as mechanisms and components for pressure meas- 
urement. The Company's modern facilities are located in  Barrington, Illinois. Representatives are in major 
cities throughout the United States and Canada. 
Baldwin Electronics, INC., wholly owned subsidiary of D. H. Baldwin Company: Baldwin, a leading manufac- 
turer of electronlcorgans, has done much to develop optical disc systems in order to shade music electronically. 
Thelr advanced technology and techniques lead to  the development of erfrernely accurate code discs which 
are used by the military and industry to compute angular displacements of radar antenna systems, air-borne 
Quidbnce systems and naval gunfire weapon systems. 
d' 
- 515 W. Main St.. Barrington. I l l inois 60010 
Telephone: 312-381 -2314 
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TVPI CAL 
A PP L I CAT I 0 N S 
1. Of transducer coupled to  a digital computer (computers by others): 
a. Wind tunnel work 
b. Pipe line transmission 
c. Automated refineries 
d. Automated processes 
a. Dynamic pressure switch inspection and/or calibration. 
b. Dynamic load cell adapiions for: 
c. Pressure inspection work 
2. Of transducer coupled to  display and/or printer: 
1. Weighing 2. Thrust evaluation 3. Extruders 
SpFS D The transducer should not be considered a substitute for a strain gauge type pressure transducer, as it i s  somewhat slow. 
]PECi 8 CAT! 0 N S Resolut ion. .  . . . . .1/2000 (one part in two thousand) 
Accu racy . .  . . . . . . . O . l O %  full scale; accurate to i one part in one thousand 
of the full scale value of the instrument at the display or 
printer. 
Sens i t i v i t y . .  . . . . . O . l O %  full scale without tapping. 
r 
I Corrective action feature t o  correct  for: 
Temperature.. . t 3OoF from ambient 7OOF. 
Gravity..  . any gravity change. 
Perpendtcularlity . . . one plane only I loo. 
Air density.. . normal barometric changes. 
Pho to  ce l l  ou tpu t . .  .40rnv prior to trigger and preamplifiers. 
Appl icat ion . . . Either hydraulic or pneumatic-not interchangeable. 
Construct ion. .  . Al l  systems have amplifier adjacent to transducer. 
Balance of logic and power supply mounted on relay rack panel with display. 
At t _m¢_t 24
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VARIOUS
COMBINA.rIONS
I
THE
-tRANSDUCER
The Seegers/Baldwin Digital Pressure Transducer System provides dynamic
pressure data in binary form. It is a system that provides linear digital data in a
form that is readily usable by most digital computers. The transducer is not an
adaptation of a standard transducer or indicator.., it is an entirely new concept
for system use. It has no memory or storage capability and the digital data, in
this case, Is not provided as a function of time but rather as a function of pressure.
Since a great deal of pressure work requires recorded data and display,
Seegers has also integrated a display and demand printer to meet this need.
The pressuro transducer incrementizes pressure values in XS 3 cyclic BCD
code. Trigger circuits are used to make discrete determinations. Display panel
has transistorized replaceable logic cards. The display registers the pressure
in pressure terms Or percentages of pressure to actuate the printer. The
display can be provided with relay ouputs.
BAIIC SYS'rEII
r
'1 H Hj TRANSDUCER WITH OUTPUTRIGGERED
I
L..... I I
I I
I I
J POWER SUPPLY I
I I
I I
1 l
1
I J I VISUAL DECIMAL DISPLAY[
TRANSLATOR J I / _'0 psi0--- ;9.9__9_JXS 3 CYCLICSOD 'l--/-----.----J 0-1mp=,o _=e_J-_.57
10 LINE DECIMAL 0-10000 psig 5.
0-100% psig
_,,_.,.i I I I I I _ I J
........ I
iJlTRANSLATOR10 LINE DECIMAL 32 PAIR
TO
8421 BCD J I RELAY CLOSURE
I , I
Cable between Transducer
and AmDlifier is furnished.
All others are not.
Diagram shows various combinations
of units that can be used to make up
the Seegerl/Baldwin Pressure
Transducer Systems,
COMPUTER
I
13 PAIR
RELAY CLOSURE
-1
8421 PRINTER
I DECIMAL
PRINTER
The basic system comprises: (1) a single power supply that supplies both the
transducer and amplifier: (2) a pressure transducer with an XS 3 cyclic BCD
coded output: (3) an amplifier plus a translator which converts the XS 3cyclic
BCD to a 10-line decimal output. The decimal output may be used to supply
the following :
System 1.
Basic System plus Visual k.,¢_.,_^^:_,a._,_,-._,r%ienlRvIlnit_ in the following variations:
Pressure Range Decimal Display
0-10 psig 0-9.995
0-100 psig 0-99.95
0-1000 psig 0-999.5
0-10,000 psig 0-99950. (dummy zero)
0-100% psig 0-99.95
System 2. Same as System 1, with added relays for a decimal input printer,
(such as the Clary model 1600).
System 3. Same as System 1, with a translator to provide an 8421 BCD output
as used by a computer.
System 4. Same as System 3, with added relays for an 8421 BCD input
printer.
System 5. Same as System 1, less display, with added relays for a decimal
input printer.
System 6. Same as System 1, less display, with added relays for an 8421 BCD
input printer.
System 7. Same as System 1, less display, with a translator to provide an
8421 output for a computer.
The transducer uses a bourdon tube which provides the pressure analog. The
output of the bourdon is relatively linear, although with each increment of pres-
sure change, with pressure rising, the bourdon tube moves less. This ever-
decreasing output is corrected in the Seegers laboratories by range and curve
error adjustments on the mechanism. The mechanical pressure analog is then
transferred to a glass disc, upon which is printed an XS 3 BCD code. A light
source shines upnn the disc, which is backed up by photo cells. The code
either passes or interrupts the light beam to the ..... ce "op,,u_u .... Trigger circuits
determine when the level of the photo cells ought to be turned on and off. The
information coming from the trigger circuits is now ready for use or for further
processing. The code, as published on the disc, has been compensated in its
programming for the sinusoidal function of the mechanism.
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Attachment 25 
comparator 
Features: 
Independent strobing 
Of both channels. 
Outputs can be OR’& directly. 
Compatible with all popular 
integrated logic foms. 
Specified overfull temperature 
range (-55.c to 125-c). 
Pulse stretching easily 
ecc=zp:kh& or, ouipui. 
Typlcal Charactcrirticr: 
2 2 m V  High accuracy 
40 nsec Fast response time 
Lage  input voltage range 55 volts 
LOW Power consumption 130 mW 
Why we put two on a chip 
A difforential  c o m p a r a t o r  IS a very uLefu l  dev ice B u t  m a n y  
~ ~ I W l l L a t i o n s  ca l l  for  two comparators in tandem So we put two 
c c V m r a t o r s  on a single ch ip,  packaged it in a ten lead TO 5 can, 
a r 1 ~  cal led it t h e  ,,A71 1 It 5 twice as easy to use and cuts  your 
.7.;rmbly cost In  ha l f  Specify It when you need a window d iscr im 
inator, pulse width modulator  phase detector o r  core memory  
Sense ampl l f ier  When used as a sense ampl i f ier  t he  threshold 
voltage can be adjusted over a wide range, almost Independently 
of the integrated c i rcu i t  characterist lcs Your d is t r ibutor  has t7e 
iLA71 1 in stock Or wrlte d i rect  for  a complete data sheet 
- .  
m i  1 1  h i  1 I . / A  L I  
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Military electronics step-up evident 
Show also featured low-cost semicon- 
ductors, new integrated operational 
amplifiers and a fiber-optic oscilloscope. 
LTIIOITGH the rrccwt WtAcrn A Elwtronic Show and Convcii- 
I inii (Wrsron ) frat urcd new iridn. ; -  
1 rial and rommcrrid dcvrlopmc>nt.;. 
i t  also reflectcld a step-up in mil- 
itary vlt*ctronics its wc4. 
I n  thv military area. tlxhibitor.; 
c.1tc.d 1 hew t rvnds : . Viatnam has rausrd ;in increw’  
111 huying, mostly of existinn equip- 
mr-nt xlthough, in  il fcw cases. o f  
updated versions. 
The military appears to be tak- 
i n g  advantaEe of the Vietnam f l a w  
rip i o  repltanish its depleted iiiven- 
t ories. . T h r  p r rwn t  imvleration i n  
ni i 11 t :iry prow rcmmt w i 11 con1 i nur 
for :it kaat thv nrst 12 months. 
Some of the types of equipment 
involved in the step-up, exhibitors 
said. a r e :  . Radar, p a r t i c u l a r l y  portable 
types. 
Electronic counter-measures. . Communications and telemc- . Check-out systems. 
Rather than present new designs, 
some companies are increasing the 
capabilities of existing systems by 
substituting off-the-shelf blocks 
offered b y  sub-system manufac- 
turers, according to Ronald B. 
Hirsch, president of RHG Elec- 
tronics Lab., Inc.. Farminpdale, 
N. Y. Hirsch explained that his com- 
pany had been handling many small 
try. 
Fiber-optic cathode-ray osLliiubLope f o i  iecoiding cx!:e--e!y ! r ~ !  franslpntz I S  
studied hv George Rakonitz. western regional sales manager, Fairchlld I n s t r u -  
mentation a t  the Wescon show in San Francisco 
orders, indicating that much system 
development was going on. Chuck 
Walter, a representative fo r  RHG, 
said, “Right now we have the 
broadest base we’ve ever had.” 
The feeling expressed by several 
exhibitors was tha t  many systems 
companies a re  now taking action on 
ideas tha t  have been developing 
over the last few months. Although 
much of th i s  activity is not based 
on actual orders, i t  comes from the 
anticipation tha t  military business 
will develop. 
Part of the  business pick-up is a 
result of the F-111 ( T F X )  “coming 
to life within the last couple of 
months.” according to Richard iaz-  
zarini, applications engineer, Wat- 
kins-Johnson Co., Palo Alto, Calif. 
The emphasis on existing eauip- 
ment in the  military step-1i 
slow down development of some ad- 
vanced systems, commented Joseph 
Ball, manager of advanced products 
for  Loral Electronic Systems, S e w  
York. 
Military is restocking inventories 
The reason fo r  the military step- 
up, even in areas not concerned 
with T‘ietnam, is that  military in- 
ventories fell below what is consid- 
ered a minimum safe level, accord- 
i n g  to one exhibitor who didn’t 
wish to be named. \Ire a re  just  now 
above these levels, he added, so that  
we still have a long way to go to 
reach a satisfactory situation. 
Few exhibitors have experienced 
any urgency in military orders. One 
exception to this was Cubic Cor y... 
San Diego, Calif., which has rush 
orders from YcDonnell Aircraft for  
;i nmv militarized digital muliime- 
ter. First deliveries of the 3IIL- 
1)3131-250 will star; in  December. 
xcclrding to Ernest  R. JIurilh.  
marketing manager 
The systems, which COST . . * I  _- 
000 each, depending on quantity. 
a re  io  be used io check iriii  aircraft 
systems. The meter, which meets 
S E M I C O N D U C T O R  D E V I C E S  A S  
Pressure Transducers 
Semiconductor strain gages can give gage factors as high as 
30,000. One type o f  semicoizductor transducey u)hieh exhibits 
p i e z n d w t r i c  e f f ~ c t s  d 10" cpa and higher mmj have 
app,lications in delag lines and l ight  modzclating devices 
F e b r u a r y  23, 1962  
A N  IMIPORTAST PRORLEW i n  me- 
chanics and iict)\jstics is cijnl-ert inp 
mechanical or acoustical pressure 
into electrical signals. and con- 
versely. Uses are  in the pick-up and 
generation of :iroustic signals in 
air. sea water and solids (including 
seismic s i ~ n a l s )  . in phonograph 
pick-ups. rouphness indicators. and 
pigea for mea.wrinp tension. rom- 
pression, ;iccelrrntion, pressiire, 
shear forw and  torque. At the pres- 
ent time. tr:inducers for the genera- 
tion a n d  pick-up of signal.: are 
tisii;illy of the maznetic. piezoclec- 
tric, electrostatic or variable car- 
bon reqistor type, while gages for 
measuring stress components a r e  
iisually of the wire s t ra in  gage 
type. The wire gages can rne;isi~re 
i t : i t ic .  o r  slon.ly varying stresses--- 
w h i c h  cannot be measkireti Ly the 
other  type.: of tmnsducers-l)iit 
they have low sensitivity. 
Recently a series of semicon- 
ductor devices h a w  been con- 
structed tha t  have the advantape 
of the static property mea: .urernent 
and. in addition. sensitivity cwn- 
parable to other pick-up and fen- 
e m t i n r  devices. Tn-o types oi' senii- 
conductor pick-up devices End one 
semiconductor generating device 
hare  been developed. One of the 
pick-tip devices is similar to the 
strain gage but has greater sensi- 
tivity. The other pick-up is :in 
iictive device in which the positive 
;cnri nrgn t ive resistance charac t er-  
isticv inherent in a tbin p-n. junc-  
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FIG. 1--_Silieo., when dop,'d with ,,rsr.i,, bee.rues n-type .,.teri.l, p-type when doped with boro_ (A). When silicon
i_¢ h/ghlll doped (B), its temper.t.rr sr.sitivit U is greatly decr,,ased
tion (the Esaki diode) are modu-
lated by mechanical stress.
A semiconductor such as siliccm
ha_ .:_',,,,..,,.. . ht_n(|s_ to four adjacent
silicon atoms through the exchange
of valence electrons, as shown by
Fig. 1A. Thermal energy, parti-
cularly at high temperatures, can
break these bonds occasionally.
Then an electron is freed or raised
to the conduction band and cfm act
as a current carrier. At the same
time the broken bond can move. by
being completed by electrons from
adjacent bonds. It then acts as ,t
positive electron, or hqle. Such ma-
teri.d without added impurities has
an intrinsic resistivity, shown by
the slanted line of Fig. 1B- the
ilttrinsic resistivity is a straight
line when plotted against the in-
verse of the abs(_lute temperatm'e.
This ._lope of the line is determined
by half the energy gap value: the
electrons act as though they moved
from a Fermi level that is half way
between the valence and conduc-
tion bands.
T. be of use in semiconductor de-
vices, semiconductors are doped
with atoms that provide either an
excess of electrons (n-type) or an
excess number (}f holes (p-type).
Arsenic. which has a valence of +5
comp'N'ed to +4 for silicon, pro-
dm','s n-type material. For the
_-I:ype, four of the five eleclr-ns
are used to satisfy the I.mds. The
-he electron left is contrilmted to
lh.e conduction '-"u.n(,._ .W"r.... h)w tem-
peratures, energy will be lowered
if the electron revolves in a circular
re'bit about the arsenic nuch'us,
whieh has a residual charge of _-.1.
This is indicaJed by the dashed
Rtraight line (Fig. lA), which is a
slight distance under the conduc-
tion band edge. For lightly doped
specimens, the Fermi level at low
temperatures will be along the
donor impurity level. As the tem-
perature increases more electrons
are freed from their donor levels
and the Fermi surface rises. For
highly doped samples, such as those
used in Esaki diodes, the electrons
are free at all temperatures and the
Fermi level rises .to the top of the
conduction band. To produce p-type
material, atoms of +3 valence,
such as boron, are introduced in
the semiconductors. Three of the
bonds are satisfied but the remain-
ing bond acts as a positive electron
and can move around in the semi-
conductor, producing a resistivity.
Figure 1P, shows the resistivity in
ohm-centimeters as a function of
temperature when various concen-
trations of boron atoms are added
to the silicon melt. When the tem-
perature is high enough to reach
the intrinsic curve, more conduc-
tion results from thermal genera-
tion of holes and electrons tlhan
n-I YPE SILICON
t_..
FIG. 2--Em'rgy s. rf.ccs are dis-
totted (d.shcd li.,'s) u,he. a t,u-
sio. is .pplied .Imtg ore' oj" the
cv!tMttl ¢t.ccs
from the holes introduced by the
impurities. This is an important
consideration in such devices. Holes
also are more stable if they per-
form orbits about the negatively
charged boron atom, b_t thes_ holes
become free as the temperature
rises. In this case the Fermi level
for lightly doped samples drops
from the impurity line. There are
a number of vacant levels above the
Fermi surface that can accommo-
date electrons, which would cancel
out the existing holes. This effect
is important in thin p-n pressure
transducers.
The' energy surfaces plotted in
Fig. 1A give the impression that
"_'_"u,_._'_,,_..-._ a spherical_ symmetry:
that is, that it takes the same
amount of energy to break the bond
irrespective of the directions. Ex-
periments have shown t-hat this is
not so. Figure 2 shows the shape of
the ccmduction band for n-type sili-
con: there are six valleys that oc-
cur: along the crystallographic axes
(only four are indicated in the
drawing). Since these are values
having low energies, electrons tend
to congregate around these mini-
mum values. Mobilities of electrons
are determined by the second de-
rivatives of the energy surfaces
with respect to direction: mobili-
ties of electrons perpendicular to
the valleys are five times those
parallel to the valleys.
This difference in electron mo-
bility, together with the fact that
the energy surfaces can be changed
1)y apply.ing a stress (deformation
potential), is the cause of piezore-
sistance, which has Igeen applied in
semiconductor strain gages. A ten-
si.n T,, along one of the crystal-
35 electronics
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FIG. $_Gage factor of a hiphly doped
bridge tire.it (C) improves liztearitll of
scmico_td_{ctor t_ .early iudepe_{(h'_tt of temperature (A) and (B). Special
"m.e_ stt r(_l elt t
I
I
I
I
I
I
]ographic axes raises the value of
the energy surfaces along the direc-
tion of stress and lowers the values
for the four wells perpendicular to
• :_o it. * I _,
_h_...._tress. ,_t.:_,.A_ is Hlutt'atutt oy the
dashed lines (Fig. 2_, which show
energy surfaces for like energies.
Since the wells perpendicular to the
stress have lower energies, more
electrons congregate in these wells
th_,n in the wells parallel to the
._tress. If an electric field is ap-
plied in the same direction as the
stress, then, since the four perpen-
dicular wells have higher inabilities
along the direction of the field and
have more electrons, the resistivity
decreases as the tension increases.
The effect is about 90 times as
large as in a metal strain gage. For
a fieldapplied perpendicular to the
stress, the resistivity increases
only half as much as when stress
and field are in the same direction.
The third type of stress that can
be applied in a plane, a shearing
strain in the x,y plane, is equiva-
lent to a tension at 45 degrees to
the x,y axes and a compression per-
pendicular to the tension. From
symmetry considerations, it can be
shown that such a stress affects :ill
the valleys in the same amount and.
hence, produces no effect.
For v-type germanium the en-
erlzy m.rfaces lie along the four
cube-diagonals _111 directions).
,_-ltltl are mo_t sensitive to a stress
it', this directi(m. Tension or com-
pression along a crystallographic
axis produces no effect. Both p-type
silicon and germanium ha_e the
same symmetry relations as it-type
_ermanium. but the change in re-
sistance is of opposite sign; thai is.
re,dstance increases when the m:i-
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terial is in tension. ,'Most sensitive
of all the materials is p-type sili-
con. Since it has a higher yield
stress and will work to higher tem-
peratures, it is the preferred ma-
terial for semiconductor strain
gages.
Although piezoresistance has
been known for some time, it is
only begining to be applied in
practical transducers. This is partly
due to the lark of sources of supply
and also because the stability of
available material was not as good
as that of conventional strain
gages. By increasing doping levels,
it has been shown that the gage
• a_.+,,., can be _'_ ...... "-
pendent of the temperature. Figure
3A shows the gage factor (change
in resistance divided by the initial
resistance times the strain) plotted
as a function of temperature for
p-type silicon doped by boron. High
doping levelsproduce a gage factor
that changes only slightly with
temperature. From Fig. 1B, the
initial resistivity increases with
temperature, so the change in re-
sistance, AR, is more constant .than
either the resistivity or the gage
factor. Further, high doping levels
increase the linearity of the change
of resistance with strain. Figure
3B shows the percentage change in
resistance as a function of strain
for the most highly doped sample
of Fig. 3A. Linearity is good up to
strains of 2.500 microinches per
inch and deviates only slightly up
to strains of 3,500 microinches per
inch. For gages whose thickness is
0.002 or less, strains as high as
5,000 microinches per inch are pos-
sible.
One diflienlty with semiconduct_r
jp ........ 1 IIFIXED CHARGEI-TYPE _ n-TYPETRANSITION I
I LAYER
_ t++++ +÷+
.j , EXCESS
_ ELECTRONS
oz
_uJ EXCESS
o MOLES
l /NEGATIVE TRAPS
_>_ /_. +' p EXCESS
t_ _ __ "_" _ ELECTRONS
_ __ rER__L_ ....
J VALENCE-BOND
[ ENERGY BAND
DISTANCE X
FIG. _--Depletio_ layer separ, ges
excess electrons on p side _ro_n e;r-
cess boles on n side
strain gages is their large change
in resistance, which introduces
some nonlinearities in wheatstone
bridge measurements• Special cir-
cuits, such as Fig. 3C, have been
devised to make use of these new
types of gages.
The newest types of semiconduc-
tor transducers use the properties
of semiconductor p-n junctions. A
p-n junction, as shown by Fig. 4,
contains a p-type region, a transi-
tion region and an ,n-type region.
Junctions can be made by diffusing
a layer of p-type material into a
_ample having n_type _o,,,,__ .... _:""--,_,
and conversely. For thin, highly
doped specimens as in Esaki diodes,
an aluminum wire loaded with 1
percent boron can be alloyed into a
highly doped semiconductor crys-
tal. The boron penetrates for a
37
short distance and makes n lhin
p-, junction.
TIlo t_II_I'}ZV I_D.lld struL'tlll'e tlf D.
p-, junction is dtqormhled by the
fact that tile Fermi surf,we f.r lhe
lw- lype_ of m,.He,'i.ds must coin-
OuARTZ ,,,_
D[LAY .,\C. _11r._
_,.. __ _ tide. For li_'htly dqqu,d specimensI_I'OIUM the F'ermi Slll'r:icc of Ill,.. n-lvpe
"_ ...... ./.._ _ "X_ nmteria! is be.+we_,n d,,m,r ]ewq and
sEM,CON_uC,O,......._,,_ J"h ¢ the Imtt,ml of the c.,.hiction band:
-I 1 f,,,"p-t:'po. F,,,'misurf,eeis
-__ between the impm-ity level and the
top of the valence band. As shown
by Fig. 4. the enerl_y levOs of the
p end are raised with respect to
FIG. 5_High-freqm'.clt .Itras.;lic
traT_sd_teer t_se8 deple.tio_ layer
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FIG. 6_Effect of press,re (15.ooo
psi) o_ Esaki diode (A). Em'rg!¢
relationsbip_ (R) f_r (icst positiv,"
r,'._istanee rc.qiou (m_ bias) _f
Hsaki diode, ,cgatire resists,co
regio_t (sntall bias), and sce.ml
I,ositivc resistance rcgio_
the n section by nearly the amount
of the energy gap. The excess elec-
trons on the n side are separated
from the excess holes on the p side
by a depletion layer, from which
all electrons and holes are removed.
This is th_ re_u!t of the high elec-
tric field set up across the layer;
the field is oriented to repel both
electrons and holes.
The width of the depletion layer
is
t = (V V,;) 2__ (1)
('tl
where V is the applied field, V,, the
built-in field across the gap (V_ is
negative), • the dielectric constant
(farads per cm), e the electronic
charge (1.6 × 10 ''_ coulomb), and
n the number of impurity levels.
For a lightly doped sample having
10" atoms per cc, for example, sili-
con with a relative dielectric con-
stant of 13 will have a thickness of
1.25 x 10-" cm. The thickness can
be adjusted somewhat with the ap-
plied field V. .'
If the semiconductor is one of
the III-V compounds such as gal-
lium antimonide, or a II-VI com-
pound such as cadmium sulphide
or zinc oxide, it will have the type
of symmetry that makes it piezo-
electric. Hence, an alternating volt-
age applied across the p-n junction
will produce a piezoelectric wave
that will travel down the rest of
the sample. Because of the small
thickness of the p-_ junction, such
transducers will probably operate
fr(*m about 5 × 10 * to 10 'o cps. Such
frequencies are applicable in delay
lines carrying large amounts of in-
formation and in light modulating
devices in high-frequency com-
munication systems. Figure 5
shows a proposed transducer for
such uses.
When forward voltages (positive
terminals to p side aud negative
terminal._ to I, sid¢_ arx, applied to
the jure'lion, the heigl't of the bar-
tier is reduced and considerable
current can tlow in the positive di-
recti.n because of thermal agita-
lion of the carriers. A reverse field
will cause an increase in the barrier
height and will reduce the current
flow. Hence. p-n junctions act as
rectifiers. If, however, the barrier
is made thin enough, current can
flow by a quantum mechanical proc-
ess. which allows the electrons or
holes to tunnel through the barrier.
As can be seen from Eq. 1, the way
to make a thin barrier is to use a
high doping level, _. For example,
for 5 X 10 TM impurity atoms per
cc, the thickness becomes of the
order of 60 Angstroms or 6 x 10-'
em.
The current through such a junc-
tion can be expressed by
i=AP
where P = e -_ x_ ' ¢'. In this equa-
tion A is a constant containing fac-
tors such as the number of carriers
available to attempt the tunneling
process and their frequency of at-
tempting it; P is the probability of
successful tunneling, which depends
on M (the ratio of the effective
ma_ of the electron to i_a mass in
free space), t the thickness, and
W the energy gap. For t in Ang-
stroms and W in electron volts, k
is 0.34. Hence, for germanium with
a 60 A thickness the probability
becomes e "'_, or one chance in 2,000.
This tunneling probability is rela-
tively independent of temperature.
A plot of the current of a thin
p-n junction (Esaki diode) against
voltage gives the typical curve I of
Fig. 6A. In the first region current
increase is proportional to applied
voltage. The current reaches a
maximum at I,,, then decreases as
the voltage increases (negative re-
sistance region) down to a lower
value after which it rises again
(second positive resistance region).
This behavior is a consequence of
factor A in Eq. 2. The value of A
depends on the number of available
states for tunneling, since for an
electron to tunnel through the bar-
rier there must be a vacant state
on the other side to receive it.
Figure 6B is a representation of
the energy-band structure for an
electronics
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FIG. 7--Teehniqv+e for mal¢i_+g silicon tunnel diode
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FIG. 8--Resistance in parallel with
a tunnel diode allows a gage factor
as high as 30,000
Esaki diode as a function of applied
voltage. For the top figure, repre-
senting no bias, the n region has a
filled valence band up to the for-
biddeq_energygap. (shown by the
+rOsS-[iatched hnes) _,_ce t h'ere _ire
essentially no holes present at room
temperature. The conduction band
has a large number of electrons.
shown by the shaded area. and the
Fermi level is on top of this band.
On the other side of the barrier
region, which is raised in energy
value because of the voltage gradi-
ent across the barrier, there are
practically no electrons in the con-
d_ction band since the conduction
is by holes. There is, however, an
empty space above the valence band
where electrons can exist since, in
this region, if present, they would
cancel holes and raise the band
levels.
For no bias, electrons could flow
along the line between the two
sides; but since the band levels are
determined by a constant Fermi
level between sides there are no
vacant states opposite the filled
slates; therefore no current fl.ws.
When small voltages are applied.
the right-hand side is lowered and
empty states are opposite filled
states and current can flow. The
maximum ttow occurs when the
empty state region covers the
greatest area of filled regions. A
still higher bias cat, sea the emply
region to be lower than the filled
region and the tunneling current
decreases as the voltage increases.
This is the negative resistance re-
zi-n. Finally when the barrier gets
1-w enough, electrons can jump the
barrier under the effect of thermal
agitation and the current increases
again as in an ordinary p-n junc-
tion rectifier; this is the second
poP_tive region.
_d _6e o_ use as a stress trans-
ducer, one or more of the param-
eters must change with stress. The
only ones appreciably affected are
thickness, energy gap and the effec-
tive mass; thus the tunneling prob-
ability is affected. The largest
changes occur in the energy gap
and the effective mass. For the fol-
lowing semiconductor materials, a
hydrostatic pressure of _v,0,,,,""" p._;"
changes the peak current I, by (in
percent): Si, + 2.5; Ge, -- 15;
GaAs, -20; GaSb, -39.
Curve II of Fig. 6A shows the
effect of a hydrostatic pressure of
1.000 atmospheres (15,000 psi) on
a germanium diode. The slope
changes and the peak current is
reduced by aboul 11 percent. One
use for such a device, suggested by
W. G. Pfann of Bell Laboratories,
is as a presm_re alarm device. If a
constant current I,. flows thromrh
the device tFig. 6A), and pressure
lowers the peak of the characteris-
tic curve to the current I,, or below,
the device will switch to point C,
with a much larger voltage drop
across it.
The device can also be used to
measure pressure. With a constant
c,:rrent !,. going through the de-
vice, the voltage will change from
V, to V,, as pressure is applied.
Sensitivity is given by
A h' (Vn -- VA)
It × S = I"A X (p/13) _-- 100to3(D
where 100 is typical for germanium
and 300 for gallium antimonide.
Quantity B is the bulk modulns for
the semiconductor. Hence, these
materials have the same order of
_nsitivity' for hydrostatic pressur6
as silicon for a longitudinal stress.
However, there is no necessity for
limiting the action to hydrostatic
pressure. Figure 7 shows a simple
way of making these diodes by
alloying an aluminum wire with
1 percent boron to a semiconductor
wafer with a high doping. An ac-
tive area can be made as small as
O.O0! inch in diameter, By attach-
ing this active area to a horn or
diaphragm, a pressure multiplica-
tion factor of 10+ is easily obtained;
such devices are competitive with
other methods of pressure measure-
ment or pick-up.
Greater sensitivity can be ob-
tained by using the negative re-
sistance portion of the character-
istic. By putting a resistance in
parallel with the diode, the sum of
the characteristics can be made
equal to curve I of Fig. 8. The ef-
fect of a pressure is to lower the
characteristic to curve II and the
voltage change V,-V, becomes
much larger. By adjusting the in-
put current and the parelleling re-
sistance, gage factors as high as
30,000 can be obtained. This appli-
cation requires a welT-controlled,
e+mstant-input current 1,, and good
temperature stability of the char-
acteristics. Such characteristics can
be obtained with zener diode w)lt-
age stability coupled with a tem-
perature insensitive tunneling prob-
ability.
e
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Signal Generator for Infrared
Elech,o,dc a+_d optical tech_ ;qucs comb;he to prvdTwe a monitored hi/re red sig_ml between
fly ARTttUR GLASER
Tol(_wave |,_|!oratorlo_ Inc,,
l,otll_' ]_lanl| City, N ¥'.
GENERATION AND DETECTION of en-
_,rgy in the i||frared region has be-
c.me increasingly important in both
military and industrial applications.
An infrared signal generator re-
cently dcvel.ped p|'ovidos an output
signal continuously variable from
(_ne to fourteen microns, corre-
sp(mding t() about 300.000 Ge to
20,0(_0 C,v.
The infrared signal generator,
photo, is used in development, test-
ing and maintenance of infrared
detectors, communications systems,
target seekers, tracking systems,
surveilbmce systems, and satellites.
The generator has an internal
modulator that amplitude modu]a_e_
the output signal from 2 cps to 2.(;
Kc, a step attenuator xvith a 10_-t:_-1
range, a 10-to-1 vernier attenuator,
and an output power monitor
Although the infrared signal
[ • I •
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ADVANTAGES
Adeoh, l)igit.d Solar Aspect Systems have
a number of advantages over other types
of solar aspect systems:
No Ix)_ of Accuracy
Tlw out I)Ut is :t digital numl)er and does not
lose accuracy in tchqm,try linkage.
Minimum l)rift
Tile output is r_,latively insensitiv(, to drift
c:ms(,d by l,,m!)(,ratur_, effects or time.
Minimum Earthshine Error
Adcole syst(,ms are virtually free from
error due to earthshine (compared to ana-
log systems which normally have an error
which is proportional to the amount of
reflected light).
High R_solution/Wide Angle
The combin:_tion of high resolution over a
wide viewing angle is unique among solar
aspect systems.
High Accuracy
High accur:tcy at the transition points
makes it possible to know sun angle to
better than +- .25 degrees.
PCM Without Converter
The serial digital output is ideal for PCM
telemetry systems without requiring an
analog/digital conv(,rtcr era commutator.
High Speed Data Reduction
The digital output can be manually or
automatically reduced in a fraction of the
time required for analog systems.
No Calibration
Since accuracy is controlled with optical
precision, no calil)ration curves are re-
cluir(,(t to interoret the data.
Ver_tility
Adcole Digital Solar Aspect Systems may
be used wtmn the angle between the sun
vector and spin axis is small. (Not possible
for systems which obtain a digital output
by timing the interval between light com-
ing lhrough slits.) Determination of sun
angle is independent of spin rate. All bits
are read in parallel which makes data re-
dur.tion ea._ior.
Small Size
The small size of the sensor makes place-
ment on the vehicle relatively easy.
Long Life in Space
The sensor has been designed for long
term life in space environment. Component
materials have been specially selected for
protection against high energy particle
radiation and temperature extremes.
i
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SECTION 4 
Counter and Readout Functions 
+ -  . -
Double Counter with plus 
and minus sign, for X and Y axis application 
t 
